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Already, thoughts on the 
home front were turning 
Thursday to reunions and 
parades as thousands of 
Americans prepared the 
biggest party in decades to 
welcome back victorious 
U.S. troops. 
Dianne Maley of Opera- 
tion Orange Ribbon in Cin- 
cinnati said, ''We're going 
to have the biggest party 
you've ever seen." 
Vietnam veteran Kris 
Tourtellotte through his 
"Operation Welcome 
Home," hopes to decorate 
the airport, bus station, 
train station and the homes 
of soldiers from Rochester, 
N.Y. "No matter where 
they look, they're going to 
see 'welcome home,'" ne 
said. 
Flights returning: 
The cease-fire in the Per- 
sian Gulf War prompted 
some airlines to announce 
Thursday they would re- 
sume flights to the Middle 
East. 
Airlines suspended most 
service to the region after 
the war began Jan. 17. 
Some, fearing terrorism, 
interupted service even ear- 
lier in the crisis. 
The airlines said war 
damage to airports in 
Baghdad and Kuwait City 
would delay resumption of 
flights to those capitals. 
War costs estimated: 
Congress will trim 
several billion dollars from 
President Bush's request 
for $15 billion to finance the 
Persian Gulf War, Demo- 
cratic and Republican law- 
makers said Thursday, cit- 
ing the rapid allied victory. 
It is estimated that if 
combat ended for good this 
week, the price tag for the 
conflict since Oct. 1 would 
be about MB billion. 
The United States might 
foot little, perhaps none, of 
the war bill if allied coun- 
tries deliver aid they have 
Eromised. To date, the allies 
avepledged $53.5 billion in 
assistance, although only 
$14.9 billion of that amount 
has been received. 
Damages to be seen: 
Kuwait's ambassador to 
the United States invited 
members of Congress on a 
"freedom flight  to visit his 
war-torn country next week. 
"They will be able to wit- 
ness firsthand the dev- 
astation," Ambassador 
Saud Nasir Al-Sabah said 
Thursday. "We hope many 
will be able to attend." 
Al-Sabah said his country 
has a "deep appreciation" 
for the support of Congress, 
President Bush and the al- 
lied forces in liberating his 
country. 
The ambassador said he 
will be giving oil contracts 
— estimatedto total nearly 
$100 billion — to the coun- 
tries that gave the most to 
Operation Desert Storm: 
the United States, Britain 
and France. 
Baby boom: 
A pregnant Coolville, O. 
Army reservist said she was 
sent home three days before 
the Iraqi Scud missile at- 
tack that killed 28 people on 
the barracks where she was 
staying in Dharhan, Saudi 
Arabia 
First Lt. Shirley Cox, 27, 
of the 383rd Quartermaster 
Rear Detachment, said she 
lived and worked in the bar- 
racks for three months. 
She said she discovered 
that she was pregnant in 
late January but didn't want 
to leave Saudi Arabia. She 
was sent home Friday after 
her superiors learned about 
her condition. 
The BG News 
Iraq-U.S. talks slated 
Fighting finished, but war's 
end not official 
by Terence Hunt 
Associated Press writer 
WASHINGTON - One day 
after halting the war, President 
Bush announced Thursday Iraq 
had promptly agreed to talks on a 
permanent cease-fire and the re- 
turn of prisoners of war. 
"We are going to get back our 
POWs and we're going to do it 
fast," Bush declared. 
The administration said Secre- 
tary of State James Baker will fly 
to the Middle East next week to 
begin charting the postwar future 
of the Persian Gulf. He will stop 
in Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Syria and 
Israel, as well as Turkey. 
Baker will also go to the Soviet 
Union. 
As long as Saddam Hussein 
remains in power in Iraq, the 
administration will urge the U.N. 
Security Council to maintain a 
ban on all weapon shipments to 
that nation, officials said. 
Bush met with the ambassador 
of newly liberated Kuwait. He 
then went to the Rose Garden to 
announce Iraq's willingness to 
discuss peace terms set out 
Wednesday night in his announ- 
cement of a conditional cease- 
fire. 
Bush said Baghdad had taken a 
first step by agreeing to name 
military commanders to talk with 
U.S.-led allies about battlefield 
arrangements to make the pause 
in fighting permanent. "We will 
go promptly back to them with 
the arrangements," Bush said. 
He said the meeting will take 
place very soon. 
The return of POWs and seized 
Kuwaitis will be a primary sub- 
C See Gull, page 4. 
Ethics hearings concluded 
Senate committee judges Keating Five to be 'improper' 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Its immediate focus was 
upon the Keating Five, but the Senate Ethics 
Committee took at least passing aim at a broader 
problem: the political money chase that also puts 
pressure on the Other 95. 
The savings and loan scandal has effectively 
ended the career of one senator, and tarnished 
those of four others. It also has spurred calls for 
the broadest campaign finance reforms since 
Watergate. 
"The old way of doing business is no longer ac- 
ceptable," said Tom Mann, director of the 
governmental studies program at Brookings Insti- 
tution. 
And the old way, for most incumbents, involves 
an unrelenting quest for money to finance re- 
election campaigns that cost millions. 
It comes down to this: a Senate term is about 
2,190 days in length. For their 1990 campaigns, 17 
senators raised more than $2.2 million. That aver- 
ages out to raising money at a rate of more than 
$1,000 a day for six years. 
It was in that atmosphere S&L operator Charles 
H. Keating Jr. used political contributions to de- 
velop ties to the senators who became known as 
the Keatine Five. 
Keating and his associates donated $1.3 million 
to the campaigns and political causes of the five 
senators, most of it while the Federal Home Loan 
Bank Board was conducting its examination of 
Keating's now-failed Lincoln Savings and Loan of 
Irvine, Calif. 
After long hearings and closed-door debate, the 
Ethics Committee issued a report Wednesday that 
said it found "substantial credible evidence ' that 
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., committed major 
ethical violations. The panel thereby set the state 
for possible censure of Cranston, who recently 
underwent therapy for prostate cancer and 
already has announced he won't run again in 1992. 
The other four senators — Dennis DeConcini, 
D-Ariz., John McCain, R-Ariz., John Glenn, D-O- 
hio. and Donald Riegle, D-Mich. — escaped with 
little more than a slap on the wrist. 
DeConcini and Riegle "gave the impression of 
being improper" in their dealings with bank regu- 
lators, said the Ethics panel. 
Glenn and McCain were chided for "poor judg- 
ment." 
Common Cause, the public interest lobbying 
group that filed the original complaints against the 
G See ETHICS, page 5. 
Health plan for grad 
students suggested 
by Jeremy Slone Weber 
staff writer 
Graduate Student Senate is stepping up its efforts to provide health 
care to all University graduate students, despite the administration's 
belief that such a plan is fiscally impossible. 
GSS President Wayne Berman said the senate's welfare committee 
is working with Graduate College Dean Louis Katzner to develop a 
Slan which would cover all graduate students. This follows a Feb. 8 
SS resolution reaffirming the right for all graduate students to have 
health insurance. 
Berman said the committee and Katzner are still in the initial 
stages of planning a coverage proposal. 
"We're looking at several options and closing in on which looks 
best," Berman said. "The real problem will be coming up with a prac- 
tical way to phase in the plan." 
One possibility would be developing a policy which would cover only 
graduate assistants, Katzner said. 
"The issues are very complicated and unfortunately we're doing 
this in an environment in which the budget picture is very clouded, 
he said. "We're in the earliest stages of trying to figure out what to 
do." 
University President Paul Olscamp said he does not believe a fisca- 
lly sound health insurance policy can be developed, considering the 
University's current financial crunch. 
See INSURANCE, page 5. 
Where's The Fire? 
Employees and visitors re-enter the Administration Building Thurs- 
day morning alter waiting out a false tire alarm for 10-15 minutes. 
According to the University's public relations department, the tire 
•O N*w(/Todd Swanson 





by Thomas W. Kelsey 
staff writer 
Skipping out on off-campus 
housing bills or dodging student 
loan payments after graduation 
can have a serious effect on fu- 
ture credit ratings, according to a 
local collection agency manager 
and a representative of the Ohio 
Student Loan Commission. 
Ed Hanlon, vice presi- 
dent/general manager of the 
Credit Bureau of Toledo, warns 
students to pay off bills or face a 
potentially bad credit rating for 
up to seven years, no matter 
wnere they reside. 
"If a student is legally respon- 
sible for a [financial obligation], 
it can become a part of their cred- 
it record," he said. "It's possible 
[the debt [can follow them to any 
community they choose to settle 
in." 
Hanlon said a bad credit rating 
begins with a landlord or utility 
company "selling" a negligent 
comsumer's account to a local 
credit bureau. 
By employing a computer- 
networking system, the account 
D See loan*, page 6. 
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Larry Brown is the type of reformed criminal the 
Ohio penitentiary system should be proud to brag 
about. After having an extensive record of writing 
bad checks, theft and fraud, Brown was paroled in 
1989. 
Yet, now because of a legal snafu the Ohio courts are 
thinking of sending Larry Brown back to a prison cell, 
because of a technical glitch in judicial jurisdiction. 
Brown was shock paroled after serving nine years in 
prison. He was sentenced to 15-55 years in prison for us- 
ing a stolen credit card. His past criminal history en- 
sured the steep sentence, but Brown's behavior in 
Srison caused Hamilton County Common Pleas Judge 
forbert Nadel to release him early. Nadel believed 
Brown had served enough time for a fourth degree 
felony. 
Since his parole, Brown has strived to become a 
"model" citizen. He is re-married and a salesperson 
for a robotics firm. He also is active in his community's 
foreign exchange program. 
He also proved former Govenor Dick Celeste wrong. 
Celeste refused to grant Brown clemency — even 
though the parole board at the time recommended a 
release by 4-3. Celeste believed Brown would return to 
a life of crime. 
Celeste's recent pardonings of several death row in- 
mates makes Brown's case seem oddly pathetic. 
In any event, Brown does not know when the State's 
handcuffs will once again clasp around his wrists. He 
expects to return to Nadel's courtroom in a couple of 
weeks. In light of the recent problems of sentencing in 
the Ohio court system, Brown's plight seems to be a 
waste of the tax-payers money and Brown's peace of 
mind and personal freedom. 
In a country based on the idea of contrition, Brown's 
case is more indicative of the snarled judicial process 
than anything else. 
Sending Brown back to prison would be a case of 
double jeopardy. And it also would be pointless, given 
Brown's clean record since his release. 
The cost of housing Brown in a state penitentiary 
would eat up more tax dollars. Brown could continue 
contributing tax dollars as a man currently earning an 
honest wage. 
All too often once a person enters our nation's penal 
system, they become lost in the system, as well as a 
drain on it. 
This is not Brown's case. He has in a way escaped the 
pitfalls of the system. And he has become a better citi- 
zen because of it. Is this how we reward reformed indi- 
viduals in Ohio, by returning them to prison? 
f-£ KNow TrWT n"5 
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Discrimination still shows up on campus 
I'm currently being disenrolled 
from Army ROTC because the 
Department of Defense became 
aware that I'm gay. 
Though I received my commis- 
sion as a second lieutenant in 
May, the Army has reduced my 
status to cadet due to my 'disqua- 
lifying factor,' which it dis- 
covered because I was complete- 
ly honest during my background 
investigation last summer. 
I thought that honesty and in- 
tegrity were qualities the ser- 
vices value, but unless they re- 
voke their policy, I will see my 
ROTC training and planned ca- 
reer in military intelligence van- 
ish." by University graduate 
John S. Snyder III in a letter to 
the editor of Newsweek Feb. 18, 
1991. 
Methinks students at the Uni- 
versity are fighting the wrong 
war. 
The recent flurry of letters to 
the editor printed in The News 
pertaining to homosexuality are 
mistimed and misdirected. 
Chris Dare's thoughtless and 
impersonal comments were not 
worth the ink and effort to refute 
by anyone concerned with dis- 
crimination. 
The battleground should have 
been last semester when my high 
school classmate John Snyder 
was prohibited to work for Army 
intelligence by the Department of 
Defense and the Reserve Officers 
Training Corps. 
John's story seems unreal upon 
examination. While gutless and 
traitorous reserves deserted the 
U.S. Army when called up for 
duty last December, John was an 
individual who desired to serve 








for it in the Persian Gulf. The 
Army said no. 
Why? Ask a cadet in Bowling 
Green ROTC and you will receive 
no less than 20 reasons — off the 
record that is. Pentagon policy 
states no official is allowed to de- 
fend the gay and lesbian rule on 
record. The essence of the rule 
states "Homosexuality is incom- 
patible with military service." 
Meanwhile, John's dream of 
working in military intelligence 
is put off indefinitely as his pleas 
for acceptance in "the land of op- 
portunity" are ignored. 
What a shame. In high school. 
John was a student leader partic- 
ipating in athletics, concert band, 
choir, student council and 
national honor society. He has the 
sharp mind that would be an as- 
set to the intelligence sector of 
the Army. 
The real tragedy is that he 
could have picked any profession 
and been an immediate success 
after college — but made the mis- 
take of choosing the archaic U.S. 
Army. 
ROTC has many virtues and 
has been unfairly criticized by 
crazed anti-establishment lib- 
erals. But even smash-mouth 
conservatives can see that this 
discrimination crap has got to 
stop. 
We are talking about 10 percent 
of our population. 
It is time for student leaders to 
start putting pressure on ROTC to 
change their policies. Although 
ROTC has no power to change 
Pentagon policy, the only forum 
in which Improvements will be 
initiated are at the institutions of 
higher learning. Nationally, Uni- 
versity ROTC provides more than 
70 percent of new officers in the 
armed services. 
The Pentagon will begin to 
change its policy when universi- 
ties cut-off this supply of officers. 
Quite simply, University 
leaders need to set a deadline for 
ROTC to change policy to include 
homosexuals. If ROTC fails to 
comply, the leaders should then 
prohibit ROTC from using Uni- 
versity facilities on the Bowling 
Green campus. 
HERES THE KREMLINS 








PRWE OVER PROTESTERS 
WITH OUR TANKS.,, 
"•OnrSOKKYt THATSMV BALTIC 
PEACE PtAN, 
There exists two obvious 
wrongs which ROTC exhibits that 
are inconsistent with the Univer- 
sity and are grounds for this col- 
lective removal. 
First, a campus should exist — 
in its simplest terms — to provide 
a platform for the free exchange 
of ideas. ROTC does not perpetu- 
ate this forum. 
There are many thoughtful and 
intelligent ROTC cadets who are 
gagged by the Department of De- 
fense on important social issues 
such as homophobia. Their be- 
liefs must coincide with Defense 
Department beliefs or promotion 
is inhibited. 
Second, discrimination should 
not be tolerated in any form at a 
university. 
Isn't homophobia the moral 
equivalent of racism? And yet, if 
ROTC discriminated against 
blacks, they wouldn't last two 
minutes on this campus. There is 
a distinct double standard work- 
ing here. 
Remember, discrimination 
against homosexuals is not the 
same as personal distaste for 
homosexuality. 
There is no way to explain 
away the prejudice in this coun- 
try against gays. People like John 
lose jobs, promotions, homes and 
friends because of it. Answers to 
the cure of homophobia is to not 
expend our energy on lost causes 
such as Chris Dare, but to start 
working for worthy causes such 
as John Snyder. 
Scott Geringer is a columnist 
for The News. 
LETTERS 
Immorality and     Students critical 
sexual preference  of patriotic items 
are questioned       sold for profit 
Respond 
The BG News edito- 
rial page is your cam- 
pus forum. Letters to 
the editor should be a 
maximum of 200-300 
words in length and 
should be typewritten, 
double-spaced, and 
signed. 
The BG News re- 
serves the right to re- 
ject any material that 
is offensive, mali- 
cious or libelous. All 
submissions are sub- 
ject to condensation. 
Please address all 
submissions to: 
Editorial Editor 
210 West Hall 
Editor The News: 
In Wednesday's paper, Traci 
Squire wrote, "homosexual prac- 
tices do not 'work' in the 
system." What system? If you 
asked the average southerner, in 
1850, if the slaves should be freed, 
he might have responded, "No 
way! They just won't work in the 
system!" 
She also stated homosexuals 
are immoral (I assume a Chris- 
tian sense of morality) and that 
they are "committing some form 
of anti-Christian act by simply 
being themselves." Jesus talked 
about the immorality of fornica- 
tion, which includes pre-marital 
sex. This would make many at 
this University immoral by your 
argument. Then one command- 
ment is' 'Thou shalt have no other 
gods before me." So athiests, 
Muslims, Buddists, and many 
others are "committing some 
form of anti-Christian act by 
simply being themselves." Do 
they deserve to be persecuted for 
this? I think not! 
People deserve the right to live 
their life the way they choose, (as 
long as they don't infringe on 
other people's rights), without 
fear of being persecuted • 
Traci also wrote "It seems as 
though all you gay-rights people 
can say whatever you want, but 
as soon as people have a different 
view they get ripped apart and 
told they are ignorant."1 Well, if 
someone said Democrats can run 
the country better than Republi- 
cans, I would say we have 
different views. However, if 
someone persecuted another for 
something such as their sex, 
race, religion, or sexual orienta- 
tion, I would call them 'ignorant' 
or uneducated and would try to 
correct the injustice. 
William J.Deagan, 
graduate student 
Editor The News 
We would like to express our 
concern regarding the apparent 
commercialization of the Persian 
Gulf War. While we do not dis- 
courage patriotism, we feel the 
need to question the integrity of a 
few of the companies producing 
Gulf War "memorabilia." Items 
falling into the category of "me- 
morabilia" include: the Saddam 
Hussein concert T-shirts, Opera- 
tion Desert Storm collectors 
cards and the Operation Desert 
Storm Dog Tags (the ones pro- 
duced by a for-profit organization 
which sends no money to the 
troops). 
We feel such commercializa- 
tion has led a large number of the 
population to look upon this war 
as a sporting event; something to 
be won or lost in a few innings 
with little consequence. With the 
death and destruction involved in 
war, it seems ironic to treat the 
situation with such frivolity. 
National pride is one thing, al- 
lowing it to be used as a means to 
make someone rich is another. 
Patriotism is something that can 
be shown without wasting money 
on these types of products. We 
would like to ask the student body 
to seriously consider before buy- 
ing these products, whether or 
not their purchase is capitalizing 




In Thursday's News the 
headline and story about 
Kelpie North American 
Holdings Limited indicated 
there would be between 
14,000-16,000 jobs created. 
The number of jobs 
created will be about 1,500. 
The BG News 
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Do you think women 
should be allowed to 
serve in combat? 
Writing plays large 
role in future career 
•O Nswt/Tlm Neman 
Angle   McMeekin,   senior Muhammed   Luster,   Junior   ,„f°f,e   CweeKin.   senior 
IPCO major from Lima, O. JFV5"^   des,«n   n,aJor   'rom ' Columbus. 
"I think they should be able to 
fight, but I think that only a foo- 
lish woman would want to be in 
battle. Men are supposed to be 
the protectors of a nation, not 
women." 
"They should have the right 
because today women are a lot 
more liberated, and if they feel 
it's their duty to serve, they 
should have the opportunity." 
by Morrella Raleigh 
staff writer 
Students interested in technical communications have the opportu- 
nity to join a campus organization designed to expand their knowledge 
of theirprospective field. 
The Society for Technical Communications is the largest interna- 
tional professional organization devoted to the practices and theory of 
technical communication, said faculty adviser Bonnie Fink. The 
campus chapter has been well established for more than 10 years. 
Graduate English-technical writing student Susan Shambaugh said, 
' 'It helps you keep updated with technology and how the field is chang- 
ing. It serves a great purpose in education." 
Technical communication includes a range of occupations including 
medical and scientific writing, writing and producing training man- 
uals, and videos and some public relations work, Fink, a technical 
writing instructor said. 
Members of the University organization publish, Interchange, a 
quarterly newsletter sent to all STC chapters throughout the world. It 
covers technical communication topics including student issues such 
as Job hunting and resume guides, she said. 
Fink said the group's largest activity each year is its spring confer- 
ence. This year^ conference, "The Future of Technical Communica- 
tion: Expectations, Opportunities, and Challenges," will be March 2. 
"It offers [students] the opportunity to interact with professionals," 
Fink said. 
STC also is sponsoring a book sale on March 13-14 on the first floor of 
University Hall. The proceeds will subsidize the costs of a national 
STC conference in New York that STC members are attending, Sham- 
baugh said. 
Book donations for the sale are tax-deductible and those interested 
can call 354-0385 for more information. 
BRIEFLY 
Woodstock of tho '90s: 
The Fashion Merchandis- 
ing Association is sponsor- 
ing "Woodstock of the'90s: 
A Sit-in for Fashion" 8 p.m. 
Monday, March 4 in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
Thirty students will be 
serving as models and "we 
will be featuring fashion 
highlights of the '60s and 
their trendy remakes of the 
•90s," said Diane Kalyn- 
chuck.FMA publicity 
chairperson. 
Dane* tho night away: 
The MDA Superdance is 
tonight in the Northeast 
Commons beginning at 6 
p.m. Admission is S3 for 
open dance ans $2 for 
superdancers. There will be 
free food, beverages, prize 
drawings, live entertain- 
ment and DJs. 
All proceeds benefit the 
Muscular Dystrophy Asso- 
ciation. 
Celluloid concorto: 
The Gish Theater will be 
the scene of live perform- 
ances of works by film score 
composers. The 7 p.m. show 
will intermingle classic film 
footage and musical per- 
formances. 
Tickets for the free show 
are available through Popu- 
lar Culture, UAO, Radio- 
Television-Film, College of 
Musical Arts and the Gish 
Theater. 
And moro culture... 
MoUere's "The Misanth- 
rope" commands the Eva 
Marie Saint Theater tonight 
at 8 as well as Saturday. 
There will be a matinee 
Sunday at 2. 
►See review in The Insider 
Rain likely: 
Today, windy with 












rain is 90 
percent. 
Tonight, breezy with 
showers and thunder- 
storms. Low 45-50. The 
chance of rain is 90 percent. 
Compiled by local and 
wirereports 
Classic film series starts Sunday 
by Rodney Auth 
writer 
Alicia Browne, history gradu-      Craig   Rouse,   senior   IPCO 
ate student. major from Milf ord, O. 
"Any female who could pass a 
physical test should be allowed to 
tight. I don't think there's any 
proof that she'd be a poor soldier, 
or that a man is necessarily a bet- 
ter soldier." 
"Yes. I think if they are trained 
the same as the men are, and 
they have the same qualifica- 
tions, then why not?" 
Is it true "Only Angels Have 
Wings?" Find out 7 p.m. Sunday 
in Gish Film Theater as Universi- 
ty Activities Organization and In- 
structional Media kick off their 
four-part, Best Year in Film Se- 
ries. 
This month's theme, a tribute 
to 1939 — considered the best year 
in film —features flicks of classic 
films including "Mr. Smith Goes 
to Washington^' to "Ninotchka," 
a romantic comedy starring 
Greta Garbo. 
Determining what movies are 
shown and when is the responsi- 
bility of Film Series Director Da- 
vid Huffman. Huffman, a film 
studies major, takes his job seri- 
ously and makes every attempt 
possible to develop a well- 
rounded and diverse film series 
schedule. 
Huffman said his committee at- 
tempts to "provide films which 
the ordinary student may not al- 
ways have a chance to see." 
"Cult Classics" and the Thurs- 
day international and art films 
are examples of the less main- 
stream films UAO provides. 
Program Adviser Gale 
Swanka, responsible for fiscal 
and scheduling conformity, also 
believes diversity is important. 
"(We are) willing to take 
monetary risks to offer diversi- 
ty," she said. 
As it turns out, these monetary 
risks actually are carefully de- 
signed marketing strategies 
which balance the high intake 
movies such as "Beaches" and 
"Ghost" with low revenue films 
such as "Cry the Beloved Coun- 
try" and "The Roaring Twen- 
ties." 
Swanka also encourages other 
organizations to co-sponsor pre- 
sentations. The success of this 
concept is evidenced by the up- 
coming AIDS Charity Films Pro- 
gram. 
This program, co-sponsored by 
LAGA, HSA, Women for Women, 
Women's Studies, Health ana 
Human Services, and the Gradu- 
ate Student Senate, will present 
three films through the month of 
April and donate all revenues to 
David's House and NOVA 
Projects charities. 
The current Classic Film Series 
runs Sundays and Thursdays for 
two weeks. Sunday showings are 
at 7 p.m. and Thursday showings 
ar3 at 9 p.m. in Gish Film 
Theater. Admission is free and 
open to the public. 
CAMPUS POLLYEYESi 
440 E. Court   352-9638 
Live Entertainment 
Tom Gorman  Saturday, March 2nd    10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. 
d~   PRIORITY! APPOINTMENTS w. 
On your list of things to do make sure to stop 
In at University Village 
& 
University Courts Apts. 
They are now renting! 
• 1 and 2 Bedroom apartments 
• 9 and 12 month leases 
• Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included 
• Central air 
• No pets please 
Walking Distance To Campus! 
(419) 352-0164 13 R Clough & Mercer Bowling Green 
*rwS# / 
Sigma Phi Epsilon presents: 
of bust! 
"Fly Away with a Sig-Ep!" 
Sig-Ep's 1st Annual Florida-bound Date Partv! 
\ 
■y 
Date: Friday, March 1, 1991 
Place: Holley Lodge: Atrium Banquet Room 
Grand    Prize: All-expenses paid weekend trip to Clearwater, 
Florida.    Includes beachfront hotel accomodations and $200 spending cash! 
1st   Prize: Weekend stay at the Holiday Inn French Quarters in 
Perrysburg / 
...And many other spectacular prizes!       \ 
3J» 
Sue & Jlten 
6)M & Rich 
MJ ft Dan 
Chrij ft PMI 
Bear ft Hit Princess 
Jenn ft Tom, 
Kristin «Ty 
DkMM&Ed 
Slurry ft Terry 
KrittiftPMM" 
Shoflie ft Scott 
Lara ft BrMt 
JMM ft Scott 
Kritty «?? 
Km ft Sett 
Chip ft Dele 
Treci ft Jamie 
Amy & Chip 
DNM ft DJ. 
Sue ft Gary 
Michelle T. ft DM Hat Than) 
Deborah ft Bruce 
Tracy ft Mike 
Amy ft Paul 
Andrea ft Todd 
Stacy ft Erik 
Mekrin ft Tiffany 
Mao-Tte-Tune, ft rha Baaeh Bum 
ColUanft Y.S. 
Shena ft Kevin 
Wendy ft John 
Bath ft Scott 
Karen ft Brat 
Tammy ft Mr. Outstandma, 
Roiie ft Matt 
Bats ft Rick 
Oenije ft Jim 
Misty ft Rath 
Monica ft Bob Vila 
Amy ft Scott 
PITA ft Rob 
Jane Doe ft Bill Smith 
Gretehen ft Hylat 
Holly ft Paul 
Diana ft Steve 
Amy B. ft BHI 
Monica ft Seofiald 
Amy Lynn ft Matthew 
Megan & Bam 
Emily ft Hudock 
Laura ft Brian 
Julia ft John 
Mariann ft Bob 
Krittan ft Sac. 
Paula ft Cody 
Chaun & Chad 
Mara* ft Cliff 
Amy ft Tod 
MC ft Dave 
Bum ft Maa 
Jan ft Ethan 
Kimbariy ft Erie 
Carrie ft ? 
Biaj Lug ft The La" Lue, Nut 
Cheryl ft Scott 
Nicola ft Chad 
Ek/to ft Scott 
Jamie ft Mike 
Tha Door Woman ft TMMI Boy 
Mather Theresa* ft Happy 
^Have  you  ever  been  to  where the  WILD  THINGS  are? Jf 
March 2, 1991 
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Gulf 
Allied leaders declare victory Bush announces 
by Chriitopher Bum* 
Associated Press writer 
World leaders In the anti-Iraq coalition declared victory and credit- 
ed their resolve against Saddam Hussein as a cease-fire took effect in 
the Persian Gulf Thursday, but they said peace remains to be secured. 
A leading Soviet official, however, claimed Mikhail Gorbachev's 
peace plan was the basis for Thursday's cease-fire. 
The truce brought words of caution from Israel, which again threat- 
ened to attack Iraq if Saddam fired more Scud missiles at the Jewish 
state. Jordanian officials said the end of the war did not solve the 
Middle East's problems. 
British Prime Minister John Major, whose forces played a promi- 
nent role in the war, said "right has prevailed" with the defeat of Iraq, 
adding, "now we must look to the future and secure the peace." 
Australian Prime Minister Bob Hawke said the cease-fire proposal 
was a moment of "great relief and hope, of great pride and great sor- 
row. 
"We are sad that it has been necessary to resort to war.... But we 
are glad that the world has stood united against his act of aggression 
even to the ultimate sanction of war," Hawke told a news conference. 
Reconstruction 
guidlines needed 
in war aftermath 
EDITOR'S NOTE — Parts of this report were subject to Iraqi 
military censorship. 
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - The Gulf War has left Iraq a deeply 
wounded nation, mourning its dead and facing years of recon- 
struction and economic austerity. 
The full scope of the devastation caused by the five weeks of 
air bombardment and four pulverizing days of war on the ground 
is still unknown. 
In addition to the physical destruction, allied war claims indi- 
cate thousands of Iraqi soldiers may have died. Government and 
medical officials in Baghdad said even before the allied ground 
offensive began as many as 20,000 Iraqi civilians had been killed 
in air raids that began Jan. 17. 
This was Iraq's second war in a decade. There have been no 
official figures for the number of fatalities in the 1980-88 war 
against Iran. But the most conservative count by diplomatic 
sources in Baghdad put it at 100,000. 
Once more, the somber black banners of mourning are rising 
on the walls of Baghdad's homes, honoring those who fell in the 
latest gulf conflict. 
And life for the survivors among Iraq's 17 million people will 
be hard in the months ahead. 
Oil refineries, power plants, petrochemical complexes and in- 
dustrial sites were destroyed along with militarily strategic tar- 
Sets. Residential areas were also nit by allied bombs and miss- 
es. 
The attacks destroyed dozens of key bridges and cratered 
major highways. That will disrupt civilian traffic for months, if 
not years. 
U.S.-led allied troops suspended fighting Thursday morning under 
orders of President Bush, who said they would hold their fire as long 
as Iraq stopped shooting at troops and launching Scud missiles. Bagh- 
dad radio later said Iraqi troops also stopped fighting. 
Reporters said some Baghdad residents shot guns in the air to cele- 
brate the cessation of hostilities. 
Diplomats at the United Nations said Iraq promised it would honor 
all U.N. Security Council resolutions on the war, which include provi- 
sions on reparations, human rights violations and an arms embargo. 
"The political and military modalities of a cease-fire are now being 
examined by the Security Council of the United Nations," the French 
presidential palace said in a statement. 
"It's over, it's finally over," said Italian Defense Minister Virginio 
Rognoni. "Diplomacy and the will of man must now work for peace 
and how to preserve it." 
In Moscow, Anatoly Lukyanov, chairperson of the national legisla- 
ture, said the truce is a "major victory for the foreign political initia- 
tive of our president." 
President Gorbachev tried to broker a peace agreement with Iraq, 
its former ally and weapons purchaser. But none of the agreements 
reached with Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz during two weeks of 
shuttle diplomacy between Moscow and Baghdad were acceptable to 
the U.S.-led coalition. 
Plans outlined for 





(Regular list price  $795) 
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP) 
— The U.S. pullout from the Per- 
sian Gulf is expected to take 
months, and reservists probably 
will be called up and sent in with 
other fresh troops to organize the 
exodus, the military said Thurs- 
day. 
Some of the half-million Amer- 
ican troops, such as those held 
past the end of their military 
obligation or those with family 
crises, could be on their way 
home by the weekend, officials 
said. Many others could be here 
far longer. 
"It took seven months to get in. 
It's going to take many months to 
get out,' White House Spokesper- 
son Marlin Fitzwater said in 
Washington. "But we're going to 
start a steady withdrawal." 
The overall plan, updated con- 
tinuously during the six-month 
U.S. deployment, calls for send- 
ing troops home by unit on a first- 
in, first-out basis. 
But a date to begin the exodus 
cannot be set until peace with 
Iraq is certain, military officials 
said. 
"Can I give you a time? No, I 
really can t," Marine Brig. Gen. 
Richard Neal, deputy director of 
operations for Operation Desert 
Storm, said in Riyadh when 
asked if the command had a time- 
table for shipping troops home. 
' 'We're going to have to find out 
how this peace process de- 
velops," he said. "If things go 
well, I think you will see a quick 
return for some forces." 
Each unit will have to desig- 
nate logistics personnel — such 
as equipment haulers, mainte- 
nance workers and administra- 
tive workers — to stay behind to 
prepare,   pack   and   inventory 
Worried About The Cost Of Heating? Well Don't! 
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Managed by 
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113 Railroad St. 
equipment for the trip home. 
And the U.S. command said 
some additional logistics, main- 
tenance and other support units 
will probably be brought to Saudi 
Arabia to help get the troops on 
their way back to the United 
States and other U.S. bases 
around the world. 
"There may be an opportunity 
to replace a lot of those combat- 
oriented forces," Neal said. 
"We'll get people that can run 
port facilities. We'll get people 
that can prepare equipment, i.e., 
clean it up and get It ready to go 
aboard ship." 
Many units with these spe- 
cialties are reserves. Some 
already are in the Gulf and will 
Erobably have their stays ex- 
;nded; other similar units prob- 
ably will be activated. 
Military officials said it is too 
soon to say how many troops will 
be called up. 
It is also possible new combat 
units will be brought in if U.S. 
forces are forces are involved in 
any long peacekeeping operation 
in Kuwait, officials said. 
For troops in the field, the 
cease-fire, although tentative, 
immediately brought thoughts of 
home. 
"I can't wait to get home," said 
Capt. Fred Gellert of Detroit and 
the 101st Airborne Division. "I 
just hope it comes soon." 
Shipping more than a half- 
million troops and their gear 
home to their bases is a daunting 
challenge to planners, perhaps 
even more difficult to organize 
than the U.S. buildup. 
The buildup accelerated grad- 
ually over the nearly seven 
months since the Aug. 2 Iraqi in- 
vasion of Kuwait, yet still proved 
an unprecedented strain on air 
and sea transports. 
Here Is a list of conditions Imposed by the 
allies for a formal cease-fire In the 6-week-old 
war against Iraq as announced by President 
Bush. Offensive military operations mere 
suspended at midnight EST. 
• Iraq must not fire on any of the coalition 
forces and not launch Scud missiles against any 
other country. 
• Iraq must immediately release all coalition 
prisoners of war, third country nationals and the 
remains of Westerners killed in battle 
• Iraq must release all Kuwaiti detainees, 
allegedly taken by Iraqi forces as they fled the 
emirate In the face of a massive allied 
onslaught. U.S. officials haue estimated their 
numbers at 40,000. 
• Iraq must inform Kuwaiti authorities of the 
location of all land and sea mines laid by the 
Iraqis. 
•Iraq must comply fully with all relevant U.N. 
Security Council resolutions. This includes a 
rescinding of Iraq's August decision to anneH 
Kuwait and acceptance In prlclple of Iraq's 
responsibility to pay compensation for the loss, 
damage and Injury its aggression has caused. 
•Iraq must designate military commanders to 
meet allied military representatives within 48 
hours, at a site to be chosen in the Kuwaiti 
theater of operations, to arrange for military 
aspects of the cease-fire. 
Gulf 
a Continued from page 1. 
ject "and we expect a prompt re- 
patriation of them. Kuwaiti de- 
tainees and others,  Bush said. 
Forty-five Americans are miss- 
ing, and at least eight are be- 
lieved to be Iraqi prisoners. 
Bush skirted reporters' ques- 
tions about whether he will insist 
on prosecution of Saddam for war 
crimes. "We're not going to get 
into that," Bush said. "These 
matters will all be discussed in 
appropriate forums." 
White House Press Secretary 
Marlin Fitzwater said a pullout 
might begin in days, but cau- 
tioned "it took seven months to 
get in, it's going to take a lot of 
months to get out. But we're go- 
ing to start a steady withdrawal." 
Some 537,000 Americans are 
stationed in the gulf. 
Pentagon spokesperson Pete 
Williams, when asked about 
Fitzwater's comment, said, 
"There is no plan yet for bringing 
forces home.'' 
Bush met with his national se- 
curity advisers and was in high 
spirits. His wife, Barbara, told a 
military audience that he needs 
to relax now that the war is over. 
"I hope he'll get a little sun, get a 
little fishing and get a little rest 
because his job is 24 hours a day, 
CCHA Playoffs 
On WBGU - 88.1 FM 
seven days a week." 
Bush said the end of the war 
brings "a great day for all Amer- 
icans." To visiting French For- 
eign Minister Roland Dumas, 
Bush said, "You come here on an 
exciting day for all Americans." 
Kuwait's ambassador to the 
United States, Saud Nasir al- 
Sabah, told Bush "you'll go down 
in history as the great liberator of 
my country." 
At a news conference earlier, 
he said allied countries will be 
first in line for billions of dollars 
of contracts to rebuild Kuwait, 
shattered by seven months of 
brutal Iraqi occupations. 
Bush met Thursday evening 
with the Saudi ambassador. 
Prince Bandar, who praised 
America's armed forces and the 
president's leadership. "We 
would be fighting in the eastern 
provinces of Saudi Arabia right 
now if you didn't make the right 
decision at the right time," Ban- 
dar said. 
The Senate adopted a resolu- 
tion praising Bush and the mili- 
tary and calling for an examina- 
tion of whether Iraq committed 
war crimes. The measure was 
sponsored by all 100 senators. 
The resolution demands the 
immediate release of all 
prisoners of war, an accounting 
of those missing in action and the 
freeing of all Kuwaiti citizens 
held by Iraq. 
In addition to demanding 
release of POWs and others, Bush 
has also insisted Iraq inform 
Kuwait of the location and nature 
of all land and sea mines. 
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SAE discovers its past 
by Jacqueline Porter 
staff writer 
In 1945, five University men 
compiled a scrapbook depicting 
their pride in Bowling Green 
and Sigma Alpha Epsilon, the 
fraternity they had just found- 
ed. 
More than 45 years later 
several SAE members dis- 
covered this hidden treasure 
while rummaging through an 
old box, and it has given them 
insight to the fraternity's past. 
According to SAE President 
Mike Maruna, the scrapbook 
was found recently in the 
fraternity house storage room 
in the bottom of a box when the 
fraternity was looking for items 
that would aid them in spring 
rush. 
Martina said the numerous 
pictures, letters, news clippings 
and maps in the scrapbook have 
helped the fraternity under- 
stand the history about them- 
selves and the University. 
"All the stuff in it is about the 
history of this chapter [and the 
University)," he said. "When 
we found it we brought it out 
and just looked at it tor about 
two hours," he added. 
The fact the scrapbook was 
put together during World War 
"A lot of fraternities and sororites have 
basically lost a lot of their tradition - but 
this should help cultivate some of that 
tradition back into the greek system." 
-SAE President Mike Maruna, 
II makes it very meaningful, 
Martina said. 
"[The book] shows the signif- 
icance of the times," he said. 
"The book looks at some things 
like VE Day — Victory m 
Europe Day. 
The book also depicts the 
University as it was in 1945, he 
said. 
"It's got a picture of what the 
University looked like, how 
small it was and you can imag- 
ine what it was like," he said. 
Maruna said the scrapbook is 
very significant to their chap- 
ter. 
"It basically relays a lot of 
tradition and history of the 
chapter itself — you always 
hear about national history but 
never about your own chapter's 
history. 
"I guess the significance is 
for the younger members of this 
chapter to look back and think, 
'Wow, we've been around since 
1945 here at Bowling Green,'" 
he added. "Basically it's some- 
thing to look back on and have 
pride for our chapter." 
Maruna said in looking at the 
book, he has noticed many 
changes in the traditions of 
fraternities and sororities dur- 
ing the years. 
It's interesting to see what 
we were actually uke back then 
and how we compare today," he 
said. "A lot of fraternities and 
sororites have basically lost a 
lot of their tradition — but this 
should help cultivate some of 
that tradition back into the 
greek svstem," he said. 
"A fraternity today is no 
longer the beer bashing parties 
that they used to be — today 
fraternites have to offer some- 
thing more," including leader- 
ship and a chance for develop- 
ment, he added. 
Maruna believes the scrap- 
book was put together with 
great care for future members 
of SAE to learn from. 
Students benefit war causes 
atFASEjobfair sRACduty 
by Morrella Raleigh 
staff writer 
The Office of Financial Aid and Student Employment is sponsoring 
the 10th annual Summer Job Fair March 5 in the Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room. 
The fair — 10:30 a.m. to 4 — will feature about 94 employers from 
Ohio and other states such as Pennsylvania, Michigan, New York, and 
Kentucky, Job Fair Coordinator Sue Butler said. 
"There's a lot to see, a lot to learn, and a lot of good job possibili- 
ties," Butler said. 
Butler said a variety of companies will be represented at the fair in- 
cluding J.C. Penney, the zoos of Toledo and Columbus, temporary 
services, and camps. 
Display tables will be set up which include other job opportunities 
from companies around the country who are not represented at the 
fair, Butler said. 
' 'It does fulfill our purpose [ for the fair ] which is to help the students 
find jobs for this summer," Butler said. 
Previous fairs have been successful because they are easily acces- 
sible to students, said FASE employee and junior accounting major 
Rachel Whitaker, who has worked at the fair tor two years. 
"It gives [students] a lot of opportunities and choices for what 
they're going to do for the summer,   Whitaker said. 
"[Students] don't have to make a special trip home to line up a job 
for the summer," Butler added. 
Butler said students can dress casually for the fair and she recom- 
mends they bring a resume. 
Participants are given a registration packet with information about 
the represented employers when they enter the fair. They can then go 
to booths of the companies they are interested in to ask questions, But- 
ler said, but recommends students wait before committing to a job. 
Butler said sometimes college credit may be available for positions 
and the jobs can also lead to internships. 
"I think it's worth any student's time to at 
employers who are there," Butler said. 
by Lori Miller 
city writer 
t least come up and see the 
INSURANCE  
□ Continued from page 1. 
"The only kind of plan the Uni- 
versity could make available 
would be a mandatory group 
plan, and all graduate students 
wouldn't buy into that," he said. 
"[Health insurance] is obviously 
desirable for every person, but 
we just can't do that because of 
the numbers." 
Olscamp said he has seen 
requests tor graduate health in- 
surance at least five times since 
he came to the University in 1982. 
Berman also said the Universi- 
ty would have a tough time af- 
fording a health insurance plan 
for all graduate students, but said 
Olscamp has not considered all 
the options. 
"[Olscamp] doesn't know 
what's going on right now," Ber- 
man said. "What Lou Katzner is 
looking into is something Ols- 
camp hasn't considered yet." 
Berman would not release de- 
tails of any options GSS and 
Katzner are considering. 
The major force behind last 
semester's fight for student 
rights following the East 
Merry/Frazee Avenue block 
parties has become what its 
critics predicted — a fading 
memory. 
Student Rights Activism Coali- 
tion, SRAC, is still around but not 
to the extent it was last semester, 
said member Tim Strauss. 
SRAC members, many of 
whom were Peace Coalition 
members, turned their attention 
more toward the war rather than 
events on campus, Strauss said. 
War has a lot of bad conse- 
quences, he said, and although 
students are still concerned about 
domestic problems, they are 
more focused on what is happen- 
ing in Iraq and Saudi Arabia. 
While at war a lot of things got 
overlooked," he said. "It takes 
our attentions away from civil 
problems at home." 
Although SRAC seemed to sud- 
denly appear after the controver- 
sial block parties, Strauss said 
the organization was working on 
campus before the rallies and 
marches occurred. 
Previously, SRAC was iust a 
group of people who would meet 
and discuss various topics, he 
said. 
However, when students com- 
Elained their rights were violated 
y the police, SRAC turned their 
attention solely to that topic. 
East Merry was an example of 
how people in Bowling Green do 
not recognize student rights, he 
said. 
Because of SRAC and several 
student complaints, city council 
debated how future block parties 
should be handled during many of 
its council meetings. 
"I'd rather let [Katzner] do his 
homework than alert the wrong 
people and have them stomp on 
it," he said. "Olscamp is looking 
at it as who will pay one gigantic 
bill and it won't happen that 
way." 
Berman said 10 to 15 percent of 
graduate students do not have 
any form of health insurance. 
Berman is one of those students. 
"It's a traumatic, frightening 
experience," he said. "It's a ter- 
rible thing, and it puts a lot of 
stress on you." 
STUDENT TRAINING GROUP RATES AVAILABLE 










G Continued from page 1. 
senators  with  the  Ethics 
Committee, denounced the com- 
mittee's action as "a cop-out and 
a  damning  indictment  of   the 
committee." 
Another lobbying group, Public 
Citizen, was equally critical, say- 
ing "by slapping the guilty four 
on the wrist, the committee has 
slapped taxpayers in the face." 
In reality, substantial political 
fiunishment was meted out to the 
ive during months of hearings 
and headlines. 
Meanwhile, the Ethics Com- 
mittee may have set a course that 
changes the rules governing all 
100 senators and their political 
contributors. 
It called for creation of a bi- 
partisan task force to decide just 
what senators can or cannot do 
when they approach regulators 
on behalf of constituents. 
While "general guidelines" 
exist, the committee said, the 
task force will need to address 
"the special ethical problems 
which may arise when such con- 
tact or intervention is sought by 
individuals who have contributed 
to the senator's campaigns or 
causes." 
Codifying the rules for such 
contacts will help. But there are 
far broader proposals pending 
before Congress, particularly 
those dealing with campaign fi- 
nancing. 
_—__—__• clip and save -——————— 
Dance Masterclass Series will host guest teachers 
from the Joseph Holmes Dance Company 
All classes are free to everyone 
age 13 and up and are taught on the 
campus of Bowling Green State University 
Please call 419-372-6919 in order to reserve your space. 
March 5, 1991: Advanced Jazz 4:00-5:30 p.m Hayes Hall #201 
March 6, 1991: Beginning Jazz 1:30-2:30 p.m. Kobacker Stage 
March 6, 1991: Intermediate Jazz 4:30-6:00 p.m. Hayes Hall #201 
March 6, 1991: Beginning Jazz 6:00-7:30 p.m. Hayes Hall #201 
March 7, 1991: Intermediate Jazz 1:30-2:30 p.m. Kobacker Stage 
March 7, 1991: Advanced Jazz 4:00-5:30 p.m. Hayes Hall #201 
The Dance Masterclass Series is supported by the Cultural 
Events Committee, The School of Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation, and the University Performing Dancers. 
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Sth  & HlQh St. 352-9378 
Hours: 
Mon. - Frl.: 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Sat.: 11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Sun.: 1:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
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Limit 1 per customer. 
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APRIL 20-21, 1991 
PICK UP AN APPLICATION FOR YOUR 
TEAM NOW AT THE MILETI ALUMNI 
CENTER OR THE OFFICE OF STUDENT 
ACTIVITIES AND ORIENTATION (405 
STUDENT SERVICES) 
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE MARCH 22. 
Applications accepted for 32 teams on a 
first-come, first-serve basts. 
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Physical fitness 
tips outlined to 
maintain health 
by Greg Watson 
staff writer 
Riding Nowhere Fast •O N.wf /Iodd Swanson 
Bryan Huntley. an employee of Cycle Werks bicycle shop, rides 
a different kind of stationary bike during the annual health lair in 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom Thursday. Huntley said he hoped to 
promote cycling as part of a healthy lifestyle. 
When some people think of 
physical fitness, they think of 
spending manv strenuous hours 
exercising at the Student Recrea- 
tion Center. 
Steven Blair, 
director of epi- 
demiology at 




said in a speech 
Thursday night, 
recent research 
has proven con- Blal' 
stant, strenuous exercise is not 
needed to remain healthy, but 
every day activities can be used 
to remain physically fit. 
"We are told exercise is good 
for you, but we are also told exer- 
cise is running the marathon — 
this simply is not true," Blair 
said. 
More than 200 people attended 
the lecture, which was a part of 
the Health Fair and sponsored by 
the Student Recreation Center 
and Wellnet, a University health 
network. 
Blair has published more than 
100 articles about health and 
exercise in scientific and medical 
journals and has been featured in 
articles byNewsweek, Time, 
Sports Illustrated and USA To- 
day. 
Blair said people can work 
exercise into tneir every day ac- 
tivities by: 
• brisk walking, 
• garden work, 
• home repair, 
• dancing, 
• leisure sports, 
• housework. 
A study by the Aerobics Center 
of Longitudinal Study indicated 
the longer life-spans of the physi- 
cally fit compared to others, 
Blair said. 
"[The studies showed] low fit- 
ness is associated with increased 
all-cause, cardiovascular and 
cancer deaths," Blair said. 
The study also revealed more 
than 20 percent of the people in 
the U.S. do not exercise, do 
housework, yard work or any 
Bhysical exercise in their job, 
lair said. 
"I have written many prescrip- 
tions for people who do not follow 
proper exercise habits," he said. 
Blair said the most common 
excuses given by people for not 
exercising are lack of time, in- 
convenience of exercising, and 
the exercise regimes are too 
complicated. 
Expensive exercise equipment 
and meeting the recommended 
dose of exercise are other ex- 
cuses people give for not exercis- 
ing, he said. 
Some exercise tips Blair gave 
to the audience included: 
• Something is better than noth- 
ing. Blair said five minutes of 
exercise per day is better than 
none and can help prolong one's 
life. 
• Emphasize moderate exer- 
cise. Exercises such as brisk 
walking and climbing stairs are 
activities Blair recommended for 
people unable to take time to 
exercise. 
• Make physical activity an in- 
tegral part of life. Taking the 
stairs instead of the elevator and 
walking to the supermarket in- 
stead of driving are among the 
ways people can make exercise 
an every day activity, Blair said. 
• De-emphasize the medical and 
scientific approaches to exercise. 
Blair said too many times, people 
take articles in medical and sci- 
entific articles too seriously. 
Bike-To-The-Bay 
planned for June 
Benefits will be used 
to aid MS society 
by Patrick Shepherd 
writer 
Area businesses are sponsoring 
the MS 150 Bike-To-The-Bay, a 
charity event to benefit the 
National Multiple Sclerosis Soci- 
ety. 
Coordinated by the Northwest 
Ohio Chapter of the organization, 
this 150 mile, two-day biking tour 
is set for June 29 and 30. 
Donna Greenwald, director of 
development and bike tour coor- 
dinator for the Northwest Ohio 
chapter of the Multiple Sclerosis 
Society, is organizing the event. 
Last years local event had 
1,201 registrants and grossed 
more than $200,000, whfle this 
year's goal is targeted between 
$250,000 and $275,000, she said. 
Greenwald expects nearly 2,000 
participants this year. 
"This event is an important 
fundraiser for the MS society," 
Greenwald said. The number of 
nationally reported cases of Mul- 
tiple Sclerosis has nearly doubled 
since the last reporting period. 
The figure has risen to 87 per 
100,000 Americans, from a pre- 
vious assessment of 48 per 
100,000. 
"Northwest Ohio has the 
highest prevalency rate of MS in 
the state of Ohio," Greenwald 
stated. "This region maintains a 
[reported case] rate of 102 per 
100,000 people," she continued. 
The remaining 40 percent of the 
gross proceeds will be trans- 
ferred to the national organiza- 
tion, where the funds will be used 
to find the cause and cure for MS. 
Brochures have been distrib- 
uted throughout the Bowling 
Green area for those who want in- 
formation about the bike tour. 
Registration forms are included 
in the literature. 
Each participant must pay a 
$25 registration fee and collect a 
minimum of $150 in tax deducti- 
ble pledges. After May 5, the en- 
trance fee will rise to $30. 
Easy Street Cafe will be spon- 
soring a "recruit and ride party" 
for prospective registrants on 
April 18 at 7 p.m. 
Greenwald said Cycle Werks, 
248 1/2 S. Main St., a downtown 
bicycle shop is also participating 
in the event.' 
Cycle Werks will provide "day- 
of-event mechanical support to 
the riders," and will assist in bike 
repairs for a portion of the travel 
route. 
Dave Pickering, owner of Cycle 
Werks, said he will provide free 
bike inspections and f,tune-ups." 
The proceeds from the event 
will be divided between the 
National MS Society and the 
Northwest Chapter, with 60 per- 
cent staying in Northwest Ohio, 
Greenwald said. 
A series of prizes will be a- 
warded for the top fundraisers of 
this national event and include: 
• A trip to the 1992 Tour de 
France will be awarded to the top 
fundraiser in the country, which 
was  sponsored  by   Continental 
Airlines. 
• A five-day trip to San Fran- 
cisco for the top fundraiser in 
Northwest Ohio, which was do- 
nated by Northwest Airlines and 
Atlas Tours and Travel. 
• Two round-trip tickets to any 
Continental Airlines' destination 
in the United States, Canada, or 
Mexico for the local runner-up. 
The bike path will be a round- 
trip route extending between the 
University of Toledo campus and 
Port Clinton. 
Bikers will encamp at Port 
Clinton High School on Saturday 
night before they make the 75 
mile return journey. 
Those who are interested in 
participating in the event and are 
unable to find a brochure should 
contact the Northwest Ohio Chap- 
ter of the Multiple Sclerosis Soci- 






!. Continued from page 1. 
may be transferred to any of the 
hundreds of statewide credit 
agencies. But according to Han- 
Ion, a bad credit rating can easily 
overstep state boundaries. 
"Over a period of time, the 
local credit bureaus may transfer 
the negligent account to one of the 
three computer venders national- 
ly," he said. "So even if a former 
BG  student moves to Tempe, 
Ariz. [ he or she ] could experience 
a very unhappy surprise when 
trying to apply for credit." 
"In any situation, the credit 
granter makes the ultimate de- 
cision and [previous debts] may 
have little effect on this," he said. 
Along with unpaid utilities and 
rental fees, students sometimes 
fail to pay back student loans 
after  graduation,   especially  if 
employment is difficult to find. 
But neglecting to pay back a 
student loan can have a negative 
effect on a former student's cred- 
it rating for several years, ac- 
cording to Ohio Student Loan 
Commission Representative 
James Biddle. 
"If the borrower misses a 
payment, after 90 days, the OSLC 
gets involved," he said. "After a 
period of 180 days, the bank will 
ask us to buy the loan. In this in- 
stance, the Department of Edu- 
cation will take over the loan. So, 
essentially, the borrower will owe 
the U.S. government the full 
amount of the loan plus interest." 
Because of the involvement of 
the federal government, Biddle 
warns serious repercussions can 
result from defaulting on a loan. 
L\.V\N\NNN«.NN-\VN* 
j STUDENT RECREATION CENTER PRESENTS.. 
'19-91   SPRING   BI AT ML ON 
Saturday,  April  20,   1991 
Sign up m the SRC Mam Office Feb. 11- Mar. 15th 
•   Mandatory  participant  meeting: 
March 19 or March 20 
4-5 pm or 7-8 pm 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!' 
'For   more   information   call   372-2711   or  372-7482 
»    / 
DRY DOCK 
I    % 
presents: 
Contemporary 
March 2, 1991 
(A Salute To BG's Christian Group) 
Michael W. Smith 
9& 
-OP** 
r\a^ Sandi F'atti 
& others 
-A O 0 
% *>, 
(9 -1 a.m.) Harshman Basement 
CHARLESTOWN and 
MID AM MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
Within walking distance to campus for 
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school year. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, 
gas heat & water included, air condition- 
ing. 
Contact: Resident Manager 
641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
Nearly 500   UPlltS   with SUPER locations 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
•IMIIIMIfl ■ ■■■■»■■ »i»i    _^ 
1 IM1111 j 11111;. IM' 
C^^«^^^^*^^^^^^^^**^^^**A^^% 
"Searching for the Lessons 
of the Vietnam War" 
Presentation followed by question/answer session 
Dr. Gary Hess 
Chairman of the 
BGSU History Dept. 
Tuesday,  AAarch 5 
8  p.m. 
115 Education  Building 
Co-sponsored by: Peace Coalition, USG, 
& Honor Student Association 
THE BG NEWS Friday, March I, 1991 
State deliberates welfare 
cutbacks to offset losses 
COLUMBUS (AP) — State 
Budget Director Greg Browning 
confirmed Thursday the state 
administration is considering 
budget cuts in a welfare program 
that serves about 131,000people. 
He said while the details involv- 
ing General Assistance remain 
under study and are subject to 
final approval by Gov. George 
Voinovich, they will be a part of 
"a restructuring that will take 
care of emergencies and make 
people self-sustaining." 
Browning commented on re- 
ports among county human ser- 
vice directors and others that the 
General Assistance program 
may be cut to about $54 million 
from $320 million a year. The 
program primarily serves people 
who do not qualify for Aid to De- 
pendent Children. 
The ADC program has nearly 
700,000 recipients, and about 55 
percent of its costs are picked up 
by the federal government. 
Browning said General Assis- 
tance is underwritten by the state 
and the counties, with the state 
paying 84 percent and the 
counties 16 percent. 
Therefore, the General Assis- 
tance budget is a large item in the 
two-year budget that Voinovich is 
trying to put together. Sharp de- 
clines in revenue are projected 
because of a recession. 
Voinovich has mentioned a pro- 
t'ected deficit ranging to $2 bil- 
ion. 
Browning did not confirm or 
dispute the figures being circu- 
lated by county directors and 
other welfare advocates, includ- 
ing the Ohio State Legal Services 
and the Have-A-Heart Ohio Coali- 
tion. 
But he said there may be reduc- 
tions in or elimination of General 
Assistance benefits to younger 
recipients, generally those out of 
high school and ranging up to 
about 25 years of age. 
Two years ago, the legislature 
passed a law requiring enroll- 
ment in a school or job-training 
program as a condition to receiv- 
ing General Assistance. 
Browning expects to send the 
budget to the legislature around 
March 15. 
BLOTTER 
■Marks Pizza Pub, 532 E. 
Wooster St., confiscated four 
false IDs Monday afternoon. 
■ A resident of the 400 block of 
Court Street reported Monday 
afternoon she has been receiv- 
ing hang-up and obscene tele- 
phone calls. 
■ City police responded to a 
loud music complaint in the 200 
block of East Poe Road Monday 
evening. 
■City police received a com- 
6taint of a male walking into 
owling Green High School and 
threatening a student with a 
pistol Monday evening. 
■ A resident of Founders 
Quadrangle was transported to 
Wood County Hospital after the 
student ingested a large quan- 
tity of aspirin Monday evening. 
■Carlton G. Hausman, Wes- 
ton, O., was cited for DUI in city 
lot 1 Tuesday morning. 
■A resident of the 500 block of 
South Grove Street reported she 
received an obscene telephone 
call Tuesday morning. 
■Several papers were taped 
to a dorm room door in Foun- 
ders Quadrangle Tuesday 
morning and set on fire. Dam- 
age was estimated at $150. 
■A resident of the 300 block of 
East Merry Avenue reported he 
has been receiving harassing 
phone calls Tuesday afternoon. 
■A resident of the 600 block of 
North Summit Street reported 
she has been receiving harass- 
ing phone calls Tuesday even- 
ing. 
■City police responded to a 
loud music complaint in the 800 
block of Scott Hamilton Drive 
Wednesday morning. 
■A resident of the 300 block of 
South Grove Street reported 
someone stole his American 
and POW flags Wednesday 
morning. 
■A resident of the 600 block of 
Second Street reported she has 
been receiving hang-up tele- 
phone calls Wednesday after- 
noon. 
■A resident of the 400 block of 
Napoleon Road reported he has 
been receiving hang-up tele- 
phone calls for the past several 
months Wednesday afternoon. 
■Steven R. Gallagher, 803 
Fifth St. Apt. B3, was arrested 
for trespassing and taken to the 
Wood County Justice Center 
Wednesday. 
mm 
Call for Private Parties 
\.5° flfcjgt, 
'Nightly Specials* 
Thurs. - Crab Fettuccini . . 5.95 
Fri. - BBQ Ribs 7.95 
Sat. - 2 NY Strip Dinners . 20.00 
Sun. - Brunch Buffet 11-2 . 5.95 
110 N. Main 
Bowling Green 
352 - 9222 
Gift Certificate 
i $1.00 off Any Dinner 
(only one per entree') 
I Valid Mon - Thurs after 4pm. 
..expires 341*91 
THE PHEASANT ROOM 
offers a 
SUNDAY BUFFET 
All you can eat only $5.95 
located in the University Union 
Quantum 90 card accepted 
j^^~- 12-2 p.m. 372-7947 or 372-7949 
qugStdo 
at the Dous Inn 
1550 €. Wooster 
"Great" 
SUNDflV BRUNCH 
10 a.m. -2 p.m. 
Banquet Facilities for 225     352-5211 
Pisanello's 
! Small 1 Item     $3.00 Medium 1 Item $4.00 ■ 
-~\                                 ' ,-~N                €x  Items $ 75 
i    ,-Pijondto's              Free Delivery 
PttTO                         352-5166 
°"""""                            Expires 3-30-91 
BG ONI* 
i"^1"    3«.5i«6ve,y: 
Op*n 4 pm 
Expires 3-30-91                      | 
Nor vaha with any other oner 
Open Sot. & Sun. at Noon Open Sot. 61 Sun. ot Noon 
2 Large Subs   AC rsrs 
or 1 for $3.00  $D.OO Large 11tem     $5.00 
!   -PttoneJLo-S               Free Delivery 
1  Plzlo                            352-5166 
Free Delivery 
1 pgftt**            352-5166 
Op«i4pm                                Expires 3-30-91 
BG ONLY 
0B"4pm                             Expires 3-30-91 
Not valid with any other otter 
Open Sot. & Sun. at Noon Open Sot. & Sun. ot Noon             | 
THE FALCON'S NEST 
IS OPEN 
SAT. & SUN. 10:00 am - 6:00 pm 
Featuring short order grill 
line and cafeteria 




Bowling Green, OH 
Reservations Accepted 
•<po ^jU*v   Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials 
Monday: Mexican Night 
Margaritas 5pm - 9pm $1.50 
Tuesday: Family Style Baked Chicken $5.50 
(all you can eat) 
Prime Rib! 
Wednesday: Mexican Night 
Lamb Chops 
Thursday: Spaghetti & Meatballs 
with Tossed Salad $4.95 Rolls & Butter 
Friday & Saturday 
Prime Rib & Sea Food Buffet 6 9pm 
fridoy  March I  1991 THE BG NEWS 
Sports 
Falcon hockey begins trek to ■ Joe' 
by Steve Easton 
assistant sports editor 
Regular-season records can be 
thrown out the window when post- 
season play begins, but Ferris State's 
playoff inexperience may be some- 
thing which can't be. 
The BG hockey team is hoping to 
take advantage of this factor in the 
team's first-round Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association series. 
While the Falcons do possess a post- 
season tradition which consists of nine 
straight trips to the CCHA semifinals, 
they will still be the underdog when the 
two teams meet in Big Rapids, Mich, 
in a best two-of-three series beginning 
7:30 tonight at Ewigleben Ice Arena. 
The Falcons finished in sixth place 
(13-17-2 CCHA. 15-21-2 overall) com- 
pared to the Bulldogs' third-place spot 
and No. IS national ranking. Ferris 
State (15-12-5, 21-12-5) captured the 
season series by a slim 2-1-1 margin 
with BG tying and losing at Ferris 
Nov. 16 and 17. 
The Falcons' CCHA playoff record 
under coach Jerry York is 24-16-2. 
Compare this to FSU's all-time mark 
of 3-17-3 in — and the fact of York hold- 
ing a 24-13-5 record against Ferris and 
is 10-7-3 in Big Rapids. 
FSU first-year coach Bob Mancini 
realizes the inexperience of his team 
but will play the series one game at a 
time. 
"We have a very young team with 
little playoff experience, and we've 
never had home ice before," Mancini 
said. "We're treating the season one 
day at a time." 
York said Friday's game will be the 
primary goal for the Falcons. 
"The first game is utmost in our 
minds," York said. " We will adjust to 
the rest of the series after Friday to- 
night." 
In the four games between the BG 
and FSU, Peter Holmes (26 goals-27 
assists-53 points) led BG with four 
goals and an assist and Ken Klee 
(7-28-35) notched a goal and six assists. 
Rod Taylor (38-14-52) led FSU with six 
goals and an assist. 
Other players to watch for on the 
offensive end for BG are Brett Harkins 
(21-36-57) and Martin Jiranek 
(31-22-53), while John dePourcq 
(13-43-56), Bob Nardella (12-26-38), 
Daniel Chaput (6-30-36), and Aaron 
Asp (11-21-32) spark the Bulldog at- 
tack. 
Senior goalie John Burke (3-5-1, 3.83 
goals against average in the CCHA) 
will start in goal for BG Friday with 
Ferris expected to rotate Mark Felicio 
(9-4-4, 3.23 GAA) and Pat Mazzoli 
(12-7-1,3.28 GAA) in the series. 
"We think we've solidified our goal- 
tending with John Burke taking charge 
down the stretch," York said. 
Despite BG's poor regular-season 
showing, its success in past years 
could provide the advantage in push- 
ing the Falcons past the Bulldogs. 
Twelve players on this years' roster 
were sophomores on the 1988-89 squad 
which won a playoff series on the road 
against Michigan. 
"We feel we can advance to Joe 
Louis by playing solid hockey in a lot of 
different areas," York said. "We're 
going to use every possible means to 
get to Joe Louis. 
CCHA Standings 
W       L        T     Pis. 
LM Suewior              26            2            4           56 
Mcftgin                       24           S            3           SI 
Ferns St«»               15        12          5         35 
WMIern Wclagoi        IS         14            2           34 
McngmSutt           14        13          5         33 
Sorting OtMn          11        17          2         21 
One Stale                   9       19          4         22 
■noavCtaeago            9       21          2         20 
Mmn,                          3       26          3           9 
CCHA Playoffs - First Round 
'Best 2 of 3 series' 
ruinois-Chicago at Lake Superior 
Onto Stale at Michigan 
Bowling Green at Ferns Stale 
Michigan State at Western Michigan 
Women's race undecided 
Falcons can finish from second to fourth place 
by Brian Dugger 
sports writer 
The time is near. 
The time for the Mid-American 
Conference tournament, that is. 
However, the women have one 
game remaining. A game that 
could have important implica- 
tions on the conference race. The 
Miami Redskins pay a visit to 
Anderson Arena 12:45 p.m. Sat- 
urday. 
As the result of Bowling 
Green's loss on Wednesday to 
Ball State and Miami's victory 
against Central Michigan, the 
Redskins have pulled to within a 
game of the Falcons. BG sports a 
M record while MU comes in at 
8-7. 
The Falcons have locked up at 
least fourth place in the confer- 
ence, but if they are able to beat 
the Redskins and CMU loses to 
Western Michigan, BG will finish 
in second place and will finish at 
least third if they defeat MU. 
In Miami, the Falcons face a 
team that has won four consecu- 
tive games, including a 69-65 vic- 
tory against nationally ranked 
Notre Dame to start its streak. 
Earlier in the season BG pulled 
out a 50-44 over the Redskins to 
start the MAC season. 
The low-scoring game has been 
a trademark of MU play this 
season. They lead the conference 
in scoring defense, holding oppo- 
nents to 63.9 points per game. Six 
times this year they have held 
opponents to fewer than 55 points 
—winning all but the BG game. 
"They nave a good defense and 
like to slow the running game 
down," BG guard Wanda Lyle 
said. "We're going to have to 
execute our half-court offense 
and look for our inside people." 
The Falcons will depend on 
sophomore forward Andrea 
Nordmann to carry much of the 
inside scoring load. Nordmann 
led BG to victory against the 
Redskins with nine points and 14 
rebounds. She continues to lead 
the team in scoring and rebound- 
ing at 12.6 ppg and 7.8 rpg. 
Julie Howell leads the Miami 
attack averaging scoring at 13.6 
ppg. She is also the most depen- 
dable shooter with a MAC-leading 
.456 shooting percentage. 
"They're a methodical team," 
BG head coach Fran Voll said. 
"They don't get high offensive 
production, but I think their 
strength is in shooting the ball." 
PageMaker for Macintosh 
and PC-compatible computers 
is now available with a great 
education discount 
ALDUS 
134 East Court St 
MAC Women's 
Basketball 
W L Overall 
Toledo 12 3 20-6 
Central Mich. 10 5 18-7 
Kent State 9 e 16-10 
Bowling Green 9 6 13-13 
Miami 8 7 13-13 
Eastern Mich. 7 8 11-14 
OhioU 6 10 10-17 
Western Mich 4 11 9-17 
Ball State 3 '2 7-19 
PHI KAPPA TAU 
PROUDLY PRESENTS: 
THE 1991 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: 
PRESIDENT Sean Gladieux 
VICE PRESIDENT INTERNAL. Paul Gregory 
VICE PRESIDENT RUSH Andy Mickle 
VICE PRES. ALUMNI REL.Mike Fredericks 
SECRETARY Matt   Puffers 
























look to go 
out in style 
by Todd Herzog 
sports writer 
I Nmra/Joy Murdock 
BG senior guard Wanda Lyle attempts to take out Kent's Ann Forbes 
(left) in last Saturday's game against the Golden Flashes — Lyle fin- 
ished with 28. She will look to repeat that performance playing In her 
linal regular season home game 
This is it, the Falcons last 
stand. 
It will take place 3 p.m. Satur- 
day when the Miami Redskins 
come to town with both teams 
needing this game for various 
reasons. 
Not only is it the last game of 
the year, it is the last home game 
seniors Joe Moore, Clinton Vena- 
ble, Ed Colbert, Steve Watson, 
Derek Kizer and Juan Street. 
Coming off a sub-par perform- 
ance at Ball State Wednesday, 
the seniors and the rest of the 
squad need to make an about face 
to gain momentum heading into 
the Mid-American Conference 
tournament. 
The Redskins enter Anderson 
in a second place tie with Ball 
State in the MAC with a 10-4 mark 
but are coming off an overtime 
loss against Central Michigan 
Wednesday. A victory would al- 
low the Redskins to maintain 
their second place position. 
The Redskins are led by 6-7 
forward David Scott 17.4 ppg, 6-7 
forward Craig Michaels 13.6 and 
has 6-10 Jim Paul at center. 
In order for the Falcons to 
come away with a victory, they 
will have to turn their level of 
play a notch. 
"When you see a team diving 
for loose balls and running down 
long rebounds, that's when you 
know you have a team that really 
D See Hoop*, page 10. 
teiJiKS/ would like to thank 
the following people & 
organizations for their 
help in the Mardi Gras 
Dessert Fest. 
coco       Bale Swanka 
IRO Amy Flur 
Dry Dock Michelle Edeniieid 
Thanks to you it was a 
success! 
Gymnasts home for 
three-straight meets 
by Glen Lubbcrt 
sports writer 
UflO      UflO      UftO      U PI O      UflO      UflO 
ANY PtflSON wim 
NO SENSE OF HUMOR . 
ANYONE WITH A WEAK KIDNEY 
^fVc Can. 
Make You Laugh 
TWO HOUR COMEDY SHOW 
There's no place like home. 
There's no place like home. 
That's what coach Charles 
Simpson and the rest of the wom- 
en's gymnas- 
tics team will 
be thinking on 
Sunday when it 
competes in the 
Eppler North 
Gymnasium 
against the No. 
1 ranked team 
In the Mid- 
American Con- 
f e r e n c e , Simpson 
Eastern Michigan. 
After a long set of away meets, 
BG gymnastics has returned with 
an improved all-around squad. 
"It's been four long weeks, and 
were glad we're home," Simpson 
said. "It's our opportunity to 
show our fans how we've im- 
proved over the last couple of 
weeks." 
Simpson is impressed with the 
improvement his Falcon squad 
has made while on the road. 
"We've been away using 
different equipment against 
different judges," Simpson said. 
"Now were home with our own 
equipment and judges we know." 
Junior Mary Beth Friel agreed 
with the home advantage on the 
equipment. 
"The different equipment is 













WE WltL PAY 
S25 In Cash 
||   .'i    Hi 
: - ,    i : -   * W<Z^ 
f-atStt 
u no 
Enjoy Better Living in '91 With 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO 
Rental Office located at Cherrywood 
Health Spa 
phone:   352-9378 
We can satisfy your apartment needs from 
efficiencies to two bedroom. 








All residents will have membership 
privileges to Cherrywood Health Spa 
Colored Ink 
THE BG NEWS Friday. Marc h 
PLAN TO CATCH THE 
Summer Job Fair 
Summer Job Fair 
Summer Job Fair 
DIVE INTO SUMMER - 




10:30 am - 4 pm 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
University Union 
The following camps, parks, resorts and businesses will be represented: 
Camp Whlp-Poor-WIII 
YMCA Camp Eberhart 
Camp Kern 
Camp Cody for Boys 
JKST Camp 
Lutheran Outdoor Ministries 
in OH, Camp Frederick 
Youth World Camps and Tours 
United Parcel Services 
J.C. Penney Company 
J. Stouffer & Associates, 
Catawba Island Club 
Kelly Temporary Services 
4-H Camp Palmer 
Boys' It Girls' Camp 
TW Recreational Service Inc. 
Stolber-s Frosty Bar Inc 
Camp Jened 
Happy Hollow Children's Camp 
Timber Lake Camps 
Camp Campbell Oard 
Camp Glen/Camp Fire, Inc. 
Sea World of Ohio 
Camp Oty'okwa 
Kings Island 
American Red Cross 
Camp O'Bannon 
Camp Ohlyesa/Camp Nlssokone 
Camp Cheerful 
Point O'Pines Camp 
Camp Sequoia 
YMCA Storer Camp 
YMCA Greater Toledo 
Mon Ami 
Lonz Wlnery/Flrelands Winery 
The Signature Companies 
Island House Hotel 
Triple 'A' Student Painters 
Recreation Unlimited 
Raquette Lake Camp 
Boardwalk 
Camp Libbey 
YMCA Wlllson Outdoor Center 
Camp Vacamas 
South Shore YMCA Camps 
Catawba Moorings 
Kaman's Art Shoppes 
Camp Weequahlc 
City of Hilllard 
Hiram House Camp 
Gary L. Brown Agency, 
Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. 
Lake View & Island House Hotel 
Circle Pines Center 
Camp Wakatomlka 
Lake Erie Girl Scout Coucll 
Kettering Parks and Recreation 
Camp y-Noah/Akron Area YMCA 
Americana Amusement Park 
French Woods Camp 
Cooper's Inc 
Pine Forest Camps 
Put • In - Bay Dairy Queen 
Camp Cobbosse 
Camp Walhonding 
City of Akron, Personnel 
Huron Valley Girl Scout Council, 
Camp Linden 
Columbus Zoo 
Camp Ho Mita Koda 
Camp KYSOC/Ky Easter Seal Society 
Fun Spot Park 
The Harbour 
The Gap 
YMCA of Cleveland 
Camp Wayne for Boys 
Wood County Park District 
Olsten Temporary Services 
Toledo Area Council 
Boy Scouts of America 
Toledo Zoo 
Fair Winds Girl Scout Council 
Cedar Point 
Island Bike Rental/Island Star Studio 
Camp Chateaugay 
Pocono Highland Camp 
Camp Altyn/Stepping Stones Confer 
Western Reserve Girl Scout Council 
Conneaut Lake Park 
Camp Challenge (Army ROTC) 
Columbus Jewish Center 
Island Resorts 
Owynn Valley Camp 
The Radison 
Camp Courageous 
Sponsored by the Office of Financial Aid and Student Employment 
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Ohio posts impressive first-day 
performance in Championships 
BG women trail Bobcats by 59 points, actions resumes tomorrow 
iv 
by Kevin Cummlngs 
sports writer 
The first day does not make an entire 
meet, but by fudging Ohio University's per- 
formance in the Mid-American Conference 
swimming championships Thursday — they 
remain the team to beat. 
The Bobcats rolled up 243 points after six 
events to take a 36 point lead over second 
place Miami (207). Bowling Green is third 
with 184 points, Ball State fourth (170), and 
Eastern Michigan brings up the rear with 
144. 
Tracy Edmister led the Redskin 200 yard 
freestyle relay team to a victory in the even- 
ings first event as they covered the distance 
in 1:35.11. Edmister broke the MAC record 
in her part of the race with a split of 0:23.51. 
She narrowly missed another first, as she 
finished runnerup in the 200 individual med- 
ley only 0:00.35 seconds out of the top spot. 
"I'm really scared to death of Miami," BG 
head coach Brian Gordon said. "If they put 
it all together they could be the team to 
beat." 
Ohio took top honors in the days' other four 
races as Amy Lockard won the 500 freestyle 
4:54.62, Maureen Newlon the 200 individual 
medley (2:04.16), and Joy Clark the 50 free- 
style (0:23.53). The 400 medley relay team 
also took top honors as they set a new MAC 
record (3:47.26). 
BSU found their success in the 1 meter div- 
ing event as the Cardinals took the top two 
spots. Dawn Ford finished ahead of the pack 
with a score of 406.55, while teammate Eden 
Zazove was runnerup with a final tally of 
397.35. 
BG's top finish came in the 400 medley re- 
lay (3:51.73/new BGSU record) as the 
squad finished in the second spot only four 
and a half seconds off the pace of OU. The 
Falcons best individual performance was 
turned in by Angie Gillett as she edged 
Miami's Chris McFadden for fourth place in 
the 1 meter diving with a final round total of 
359.50. Only one point kept her from third po- 
sition. 
"We swam really well today, but so did 
Ohio," BG assistant coach Sue Nutty said. 
"But it's way to early in the meet to draw 
any conclusions." 
Other notable Falcon finishes were turned 
in by Gina Jacobs who was fifth in the 500 
yard freestyle (5:02.54), and sixth place fini- 
shes by both Keely Yenglin (500 free- 
style/5: 05.56) and Trish Klasmeier (200 in- 
dividual medley/2:09.08). BG also had a 
fourth place finish in the 200 freestyle relay. 
"Trish did a great job in the 200, as did 
Angie in the one meter diving," Gordon said. 
"We're not at all disappointed with tonights 
events. It's very early and anything can 
happen." 
Eastern Michigan had two third place fini- 
shes as Nicole Ray was second runnerup in 
the 500 freestyle (5:00.96), and Ann Bollinger 
third in the 50 freestyle (0:24.13). 
"We knew we were going to have a tough 
day today," Gordon said. "We fust wanted to 
stay in contention for the next two days, and 
we've done that. 
"We expect to get up and swim our best 
tommorrow morning (today) in the preli- 
minaries. That will determine our fate," 
Gordon added. 
Second and third day preliminaries are 
today and Saturday starting at 11 a.m., with 
finals beginning both days at 7 p.m. All 
events are taking place in BGSU's Cooper 
Pool. 
Falcon track teams vying 
for spots in the NCAA's 
by Patrick Murphy 
sports writer 
With the indoor season coming 
to a close, the men are looking to 
get healthy and tune up for the 
outdoor season. 
"Basically, this is the last com- 
petition for the indoor season and 
we will use it to prepare for the 
outdoor season, men's head 
coach Sid Sink said. 
A limited number of men's 
track team members and the full 
women's track squad competed 
last night in the Last Chance 
Eastern Michigan meet in a final 
attempt to qualify for the NCAA 
Indoor Track Championships 
March 8-9 at Indianapolis — re- 
sults were not available. 
The men will also travel to the 
Silverston Invitational at Ann 
Arbor, Michigan on Saturday 
Sink said he hopes to qualify 
several team members for the 
NCAA Championships in Indian- 
apolis, Ind. next weekend. 
"Dave Traylor (senior) and 
John Slater (junior) have a good 
chance in the 35 pound weight 
throw and Todd Black will try to 
qualify in the 800 meters," he 
said. "Bill Overla (junior) has an 
outside chance if he can find the 
strength." 
Traylor said he only has one 
goal for the weekend. 
"My only goal is to qualify for 
the NCAA meet in the 35 pound 
weight throw," he said. "The way 
that I have been throwing, I know 
that I am capable of doing it." 
Injuries this weekend include 
freshmen Dave Carlson and 
Aaron Straw and sophomore 
Shawn Blanchett all of whom 
have hamstring injuries. They 
will not compete this weekend. 
Hoops  
D Continued from page 8. 
wants to win," said head coach 
Jim Larranaga. "And for one 
reason or another we just haven't 
had that kind of commitment." 
This season has been one of 
many ups and downs. But a win in 
this last contest should give the 
Falcons momentum heading into 
the tournament at Cobo Hall. 
MAC Men's 
Basketball 
W      L     OvaraN 
Eastern Mich. 12 3 20* 
Mam 10 5 16-10 
BaK State 10 5 20-7 
OhioU. 9 7 16-11 
Bowling Green • 7 15-11 
Central Mich 7 8 13-13 
Toledo 6 9 13-16 
Kent State 4 11 10-16 
Western Mich. 2 13 6-21 
Look what 80C per year buys each BGSU 
student with 
In the past two years, Undergraduate Student 
Government has: 
'Provided Faculty Evaluations to students 
'Kept Labor Day an academic holiday 
•Successfully worked for improvements like: 
new carpeting in residence halls 
24 hour shuttle service 
peepholes in doors 
$400,000 in new campus lighting 
handicap access 
the Star System 
•Helped secure money to pay our campus escorts 
•Helped get state funding for a new classroom building 
•Provided a student book exchange 
•Helped raise RA salaries 
•Helped develop a standard lease 
•Support Cultural Diversity 
•Seen a 500% increase in USG election turnout 
•Fought for student rights on campus, in the city, and beyond 
And much more! 
"A stronger voice at BGSU, a better presence in the 
Slalehouse, a more powerful student body. That's what we 
have now." .Kevin Coughlli 
USG PrerieVit 
What issues would you like us to work on? Call us at 372- 
8116 or stop in at 405 Student Services!!! 
Attention 
BG News Advertisers! 
It's 
LUCK  O TH€ GR€€N! 
If you've got o St. Patrick's Dau 
promotion, run on ad in the Friday. 
March 15th BG News 
and we'll add 
GR€€N INK Ffl€€! 
While positions last 
Talk with your account representative 
The BG News • 214 West Hall • 372-2601 
Student refutes 
Murphy's Law 
Editor The News: 
Patrick Murphy's recent column concerning arbitration and 
the rise of professional baseball salaries was an insipid and boor- 
ish example of the thoughtlessness that mars sports journalism 
today. Mr. Murphy glibly attacked Jose Canseco, Roger Cle- 
mens, and other baseball players for their "outrageous salar- 
ies, relying on the hackneyed reasoning that they do not deserve 
the money they earn. Like his fellow sportswriters, Mr. Murphy 
refused to employ any insight or original thought in analyzing 
the salary situation. Instead, he chose to stand behind typical 
complaints and outlandish opinions. 
Why do fans like Mr. Murphy insist on evaluating the price of 
popular entertainment? It is impossible to gauge or limit the 
value of entertainment. Clemens will earn more than $5 million 
per year; "Arnold" reportedly makes $20 million per movie; 
Phil Collins grossed more than $60 million on his last tour. Is this 
too much? Perhaps it is too little. 
Regardless of their salaries, it is impossible to concretely 
state what baseball players are worth in terms of dollars. Ap- 
parently, they are valued, at least monetarily, more than police 
officers and teachers, but are not valued more than movie and 
music stars. Finally, the players themselves should not be faul- 
ted for the rapid rise in baseball salaries. Behind every salary is 
an owner who capitulated to the players' request. Even arbitra- 
tion is a right granted by the owners in the Basic Agreement. 
Baseball suffers not from high player salaries, but from irre- 
sponsible journalists like Mr. Murphy who cater to misinforma- 
tion and ignorance. Thankfully, in a few weeks their flatulence 
will be replaced by bozscores and batting averages. 
Andrew Wiest, 
graduate student, pop culture 
Men's tennis team 
defeats Ferris St. 
Men take on Akron and NIL) this weekend 
by Sebastien Caruthers 
sports writer 
Home sweet home. 
That is what the men's tennis 
team was saying after it out- 
played Ferris State, 6-3, at the 
Findlay Racquet Club Wednes- 
day. 
"Ferris State is ranked 10th in 
the country in Division II tennis," 
BG head coach Gene Orlando 
said. "This win is a mile marker 
for our program because we are 
on a journey to be the best team 
we can possibly be." 
Recording wins for BG in sin- 
gles play were freshmen Richard 
Watson, Jim Snyder, and Jeff 
Huffman; sophomore Justin 
Overholser and senior Steve Mu- 
dre. 
These players did not merely 
beat their opponents, they totally 
dominated them. 
Watson easily handled Mike 
Haber, 6-2, 6-2. Snyder crushed 
Roger Seabrook, 6-2, 7-5. Huff- 
man did not even break a sweat 
as he embarrassed Brent Chaf- 
fee, 6-0, 64. Mudre had a small 
problem with Scott Anderson in 
the first set, 7-5, but he got the job 
done in the second set as he 
defeated Anderson 6-2. 
Overholser was the only player 
to go the distance. Not that it 
mattered since he picked John 
Huss apart, 6-2, in the third set. 
However, the Falcons did en- 
counter some resistance. Once 
again the doubles teams could not 
get in sync as the Bulldogs won 
two of the three doubles matches. 
Giving BG its only win in dou- 
bles was the tandem of seniors 
Doug Dickinson and Mike Teets. 
TheFalcons- only consistent duo 
throttled Seabrook and Chaffee 
6-4,6-0. 
"The team played tremen- 
dously," Orlando said. "This win 
was especially nice because we 
lost to almost the exact same 
team two years ago by a score of 
7-2." 
The tennis team will look for its 
third straight win today when 
they meet Northern Illinois at the 
Findlay Racquet Club at 2 pjn. 
"Northern Illinois is a very 
good team," Orlando said. "They 
had a very successful fall cam- 
paign and have not really lost 
stride this winter." 
The Huskies are ranked thir- 
teenth in the Midwest and were 
picked in a pre-season poll to win 
their conference this year. 
Even so, freshman Richard 
Watson thinks good play by the 
team as a whole should benefit 
BG in the end. 
"For us to beat the Huskies will 
take a total team effort, with 
everyone playing their best ten- 
nis," Watson said. 
After their match against 
Northern Illinois, the Falcons will 
take on Akron at the Findlay 
Racquet Club Sunday at 10 a.m. 
"The Zips beat up on us last 
year, 6-3, on the road," Orlando 
said. "We are really looking for- 
ward to showing them the same 
hospitality this year by returning 
the favor. 
Freshman Jim Snyder believes 
the outcome should be different 
this year because of the new team 
pliilosophy. 
"The success of our tennis pro- 
gram is our system," Snyder 
said. "It's not he who makes the 
system work well, but it's the 
system who makes him work 
well." 
QUALIFIED JOB LEADS 
(for those who qualify) 
IS FINDING A JOB BECOMING A FRUSTRATING EXPERIENCE? 
SAVE VALUABLE TIME AND AGGRAVATION!!! 
Each monthly issue will provide 
*The most current entry level positions 
* Direct contact names and phone numbers 
* Nationwide listings 
•Career options pertaining to your specific degree 
and area of specialization 




Telephone # ( 
Home Address  
Telephone # ( 




Position Desired  
Subscription:     4 months 
6 months 
8 months.    . 
Check Enclosed Money Order. 
VISA/MASTERCARD I ■_ 




Networfclnf Services. Inc. 
P. O. Box 32010 
Cleveland. OH 44132-0010 
f216J 449-2986 
Or call your local Rep. (419) 352-8435 
I 
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Gymnasts 
D Continued from page 8. 
always a problem when we trav- 
el," Friel said. "When we're not 
familiar with the equipment, we 
have to adjust. I don't feel it's a 
big drawback. In fact, I can't say 
I lost a meet due to poor condi- 
tions." 
After a week off from competi- 
tion, the Hurons travel to BG 
where they were defeated by the 
Falcons two years ago, 
177.90-176.65. However, last 
season when the Falcons traveled 
to Ypsilanti, they lost by  1.95 
points. 
"We lose up there, and we beat 
them here," Simpson said. "It's 
the same way when we compete 
against Kent. That's the way the 
MAC goes unless you're a strong 
team like Eastern Michigan." 
Simpson believes EMU has a 
very impressive squad this year. 
That's true considering they have 
the highest team score in the 
MAC — well over three and a half 
points higher than the Falcons 
school record high score. In addi- 
tion, Hurons' Robin Loheide 
(38.15) and Allyson Newman 
(38.15) hold the top two perform- 
ances of the season in the all- 
around competition — both 
scores eclipse Friel's school re- 
cord by eight-tenths. 
EMU's Newman also accom- 
plished the top score on the une- 
ven parallel bars with a 9.7. 
However, Simpson thought 
those scores were a little high. 
"Scores tend to inflate drasti- 
cally at their place," Simpson 
said. "We're going to take advan- 
tage of meeting them at our 
place. Strong fan support will def- 
initely intimidate them and it will 
help our girls." 
Even after a loss to host Cen- 
tral Michigan last week and a 1-2 
record and fourth - place  in 
the   MAC,   the   Falcons   aren't 
planning to make any drastic 
changes in their routines. 
"We hope to hit the bars and 
stay on the beam," Simpson said. 
"Eastern is known for its 
strength on the bars. But, we are 
very good in the floor exercise. 
It's the only event we beat Cen- 
tral in last week. I think that we 
showed we can compete with the 
best on the floor." 
Like Dorothy in "The Wizard of 
Oz," being home is important. In 
fact, Sunday's meet, which starts 
at 1 p.m., kicks off a three-meet 
homestand for the Falcons. 
"Competing at home is very 
important in gymnastics," Simp- 
son said. "That's why we're going 
to take definite advantage of our 
next three home meets." 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
!!!ATTENTION SENIORS!!! 
Don't forget senior appreciation day at Quar- 




Tuesday, March 5.7:30 pm 
1007 BAA 
Phil Marquart. Pres. of Package 
Factors. Inc. will host 
Assassin Qsme Questions? 
Call Lisa at 353-800O 
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS- 
The outstanding forum held with the coop- 
eration of the College Democrats on the 26th 
wil be followed by another successfull evening 
next Tuesday, at our weekly meeting Scott Zt- 
ance. BGSU student making a bid for city coun 
ci! as a Republican candidate, will address the 
group Hope to see all present members as weH 
as new ones for conversation and refreshments 
at 8 30 pm. Tuesday March 5th. Room 115 
B A  
Contempory Night • Dry Dock 
Sat March 2 from 9 pm to 1 am. DRV DOCK 
Salutes and Welcomes BQ's Chnshan Organi- 
zations for one big "Fellowship"1 Come "party" 
with other organizations as music from Petra. 
Steve Chapman. Amy Grant. Sandi Parti and 
others f«M the Haas of Dry Dock Feel free to 
bring your favorite Contempory Music with you' 
NOTICE" PRE REGISTRATION MEETING' ALL 
STUDENTS WHO applied lor Summer OR Fa» 
1991 El Ed Methods (EDCI 350. 351. 352. 
353. 355. 356] are expected to attend this 
meeting. Tuesday March 5. 4 00 pm. 115 Ed- 
ucationBldg BE THERE'"  
SPECIAL GERMAN COFFEE HOURS 
Join WSA and experience a taste of the German 
culture' Friday. March 1 from 7.30 - 11 pm in 
the  International   Lounge  (411   South  Hall) 
Everyone is welcome" 
The On Campus Housing Office wll be 
CLOSED Thursday and Friday. Feb 28 a Mar 
1 The Staff will be participating in Protect 90 
Training Please stop in another day  Thanks 
WBQU 88.1 FM - Your Sports Headquarters 
Hockey- CCHA Playoffs v Ferris State 
Frt*Sat7 30 
Basketball- v Miami 
Women's - pregame 12:15 
Men's - pregame 2 30 
Soortecene- Sunday at 8:00 pm 
What Motivation Madness Workshop 
Entitled "Inspirations 8 Aspirations" 
Who: Beth Adler Organlz Consultant 
University of Michigan 
When: March 6 at 7 00 pm 
(Workshop win last 1 - 1 1/2 hours) 
Where. North East Commons 
Workshop is tree and open to all  For reserva- 
tions, call Student Activities and Orientation at 
372-2843 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND Gold graduation ring in front of UNION 
Ca« 372-5142  
LOST Eddie Bauer okve book bag $40 00 
reward' Cal Tern 352-7357  
LOST gold rope chain bracelet lost 2'11 or 
2/12 Reward given Very sentimental 
372-4507 
SERVICES OFFERED 
POWERFLO MOBILE DJ SERVICE 
Best price in sound around 
Call 874-6684 
PREGNANT? 
We can help Free pregnancy testa and suppor- 
tive   services    Confidential    BG   Pregnancy 
Center Ca«354-HOPE 
Typing service available    24 yrs experience 
Will pick-up 1-878-8370 and delrver 
PERSONALS 
Lambda Chi AlphaCongratulates 
The five new initiates of 
Order of Omega 
Lambda Chi 
The Fraternity with the most" 
Keep up the Good Work 
Lambda Chi AlphaCongratuWea 
Its Spring 1991 Initiates 
and new AM class 
Delta Pi"' 
Lambda Chi Alpha Congratulates 
Brian Pclonek 




Arrest your freinds or roommates tor SI' 
They'l be taken to the Kappa Delta jail, 
sentenced by our Judge 8 fingerprinted 
They'll be kept there until they raise bail 
which wll go to the prevention of 
child abuse. 
Kappa Delta JSII-N-BSII 
March a 
* BGSU Pommerettea' 
Good luck on Saturday' SMILE' 
I know you guys will do great' 
I wUI miss you all' 
Love. Mindy 
• GOLDEN KEY- 
Attn. All Members. 
General Meeting Tues March 5th 
9:00 in 104BA 
See You There" 
' GOLDEN KEY ' 
• JOEY BUCHLER • 
Congratulations on pledging Gamma Phi Beta' 
I'm really excited for you! 
Love, your FUTURE Roomie 
• Kappa Kappa Gamma * 
We love our continuing pledges' You make us 
very proud' We're behind you all the way' 
Love. Your Kappa Sisters 
• KAPPAS and PI PHIS • 
Found a date yet? 
MONHOUTH DUO 
■s only 15 days away' 
• Pi Phi • Pi Phi • Pi Phi • 
We love our VIPs' 
Keep up the good work! Pi Phi Proud' 
• • ■ KD DIANNE SCOTT KD • • • 
Congrats on your well-deserved lavakermg to 
Ed' It's about time' Love, your roomie Holly 
Reel Music 
A concert featuring music written for 







The Lost Weekend 
Ben-Hur 
La Strada 
Romeo and Juliet 
Once Upon a time in the West 
Burn 
The Mission 
Day of the Dolphin 
King of Hearts 
George Delerue 
Plus other music by these composers 
TONIGHT! 
Friday, March 1 at 7:00pm 
Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall 
Free admission with ticket 
Tickets available from Popular Culture, University 
Activities Organization, Radio-Television-Film, 
and the College of Musical Arts, 
or at the door if available 
Sponsored by Popular Culture, University 
Activities Organization and Cultural Events 
 GRIZZELY ADAMS  
Roses are Red 
Violets are Blue 
i promise to make more tune 
Because I LOVE YOU (Thais clever) 
Love always. Pooka Mooka 
• SISTERS OF KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA - 
Get psyched lor an awesome 
SISTERHOOD at Mark's tonight' 
5.30 - 7 30 pm Pizza and lun1 
• KKG " KKG " KKG " KKG " KKG * 
ADOPTION-Happily married couple unable to 
have baby wishes to adopt white newborn 
Please call Lori or Ken cosset 513-865-4690 
Alpha Sigma Ph* 
Brother ol me Week 
Mark What a Party1   Slruhar 
Officer ol the Week 
Ted "I went straight to bed1' Haakms 
Athlete ol the Week 
Scott Pfickefi 
and the entire B-Basketball Team1 
Congratulations1 
ATO Softball Tourney Raffle 
$1.00 par ticket 
Prizes furnished by Finder's Records 
Attention Beginner Guitar Players 
Learn to play guitar in your spare time $ 10-hr 
from a Berkley College of Music graduate Con- 
tact Jameyat 372-4551  Leave message 
Avoid the summer rush and secure an exciting 
Fan internship in the nation's capital1 Attend the 
Co-Op Programs March 5 Info session at 9 00 
am in the Alumni Room on the 3rd floor of the 
Union and learn more about the Washington 
Center lor Internships The deadline to apply for 
Fan assignments is April 1 Experience, ex- 
citement and excellence" 
AZO * USA ANDERSON * A2D 
The Sisters of Alpha XI Delta would like to con- 
gratulate Lisa Anderson on her recant lavaker- 
mg to John Marzavas, a Sigma Nu from Ashland 
College' 
Chi Omega would like to thank all chapters who 
participated In our Twister tournament - you 
helped to make it a great SUCCESS' 
CHK) " CHI-O ' CHI-O 
The Chl-O's have a date dash 
It's gonna be really swell' 
It's at the end ol Wooster St 
Where Cassidy's does dwell1 (AKA SOP'S) 
Tonighte 00-9.30. BE THERE" 
DON'T BE A HOUND DOG' 
Congratulations 
IFOPANHEL'S GREEK ATHLETES OF   THE 
WEEK 
Scott Plickert • Alpha Sigma Phi 
Linda Bertsen - Delta Zeta 
Contempory Night • Dry Dock 
Sat March 2 from 9 pm to I am. DRY DOCK 
Salutes and Welcomes BG's Christian Organi- 
zations for one big "Fellowship"1 Come "party" 
with other Organizations as music from Petra. 
Steve Chapman. Amy Grant. Sandi Patti and 
others fill the Halls of Dry Dock Feel free to 
bring your favorite Contempory Music with you' 
DST DST DST DST DST 
To the Ladies of Delta Sigam Theta Sorority.We 
wish you much success this weekend 
From the Men of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity 
PBS PBS PBS PBS PBS 
DISCOVER EUROPE: Earn 6 credit hours with 
the five-week Summer Study Program In 
France. Classes are In English. A travel agent 
will Inform Interested students about air 
fares. Eurall passes and youth hostels. Into 
night on Wad. March 6, 7 30 pm at the French 
House (located at the sorority row). 
DISCOVER EUROPE: earn 6 credit hrs. 
w/5-wfc. Summer Study Prog. In France. 
Classes are in English. A travel agent 
will inform Interested students about 
air fares. Eurall passes A youth hostels. 
Info, night on Wed.. March 6. 7:30 pm 
at the French House 
(located at the sorority row) 
EarnSI 0OO s weekly' 
D*ect mail reps needed Prepare mailers at 
home in your spare time $3 for each mailer you 
prepare prepare as many as you wish No 
Quota' For further details send S t along with a 
long SASE to Ohio Mailing association 3766 
Fishcreek Rd . Suite 309. Akron OH 
44224-5406 
Formal Spanish family make an exchange dur 
mg the 91.92 academic year Write or can 
soon to 
Jorge Garcia Cabello 
c Salamanca 16 7 B 
26604 Alcala De Hendres 
(Madrid ) Spain 
TLF (91)880-4276 
Gamma Phi Beta 
PAULA MCINTYRE and KELLY PETTI 
Congratulations on pledging Gamma Phi1 You 
guys are the best' TTKE 
Amy 
Gamma Phi Beta 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $ 1 
(U repair) Delinquent tax property 
Repossissons Your area (1)605 962-8000 
Ext GH 9849 for current repohsl 
Happy Hours al Downtown 
Sponsored by the Design Club 
Friday March 1. 5-9 pm 
Beer Party J 4 00 for 21 and over 
Hay Rho Chicks Sue and bsa 
Where are you' 
Group #3 wants a reumon" 
Love. 
Intramural Voeeybal officials i 
tory cknic    March 5. 5 9 P M  Apply m 108 
Rec Center 
It's almost here the comedy show you ve 
been waiting lor' We Can Make You Laugh1 
Come and laugh with UAO as we listen to some 
top comedians But if you can stand it and not 
crack a smile you could win some cold hard 
cash • so be there' 
JAMES. MARK. AND JOE. 
The weekend has come. 
A Phi Formal is here' 
We d hke to welcome you 
with some champagne and beet 
It's only Friday the weekend s fuel begun 
We're going to wine you and dme you 
and nave lots of fun 
And the best part for you guys 
is that it s aH tree. 
You guys know how to party 
with and Alpha Phi* 
Your Alpha Phi dates. 
ANNE. JENNY. ANO KIM 
KD * KAPPA SIG ' KD ' KAPPA SIG 
B-O-B. Hudock. Cheslock. Bottger * Bern 
There were five KD gals 
Who really did dig 
The* "wild thing  dates 
Each a Kappa S»g 
Gat psyched to get nuts. 
Crazy and insane 
Causa your KD dates 
Are anything but tame 11 
Marian Emily. Juke. Laura & Megan 
KDVIPKOVIPKD 
Kasey Carrie Dawn Nicole Angie 
'Get psyched for Jail N-Baii' 
You re great - Lova ya bunches' 
Mariann 
KDKDKDKDKDKDKD 
continued on p. 12 
J STOUFFER and ASSOCIATES, 
A family of fine restaurants located 
in Port Clinton, Ohio's north shore 
area, will be recruiting for summer 
employment opportunities at the 
BGSU Summer Job Fair. All positions 
available, some with housing. 
Offering many benefits. Please stop 
by our booth Tuesday, March 5 
10:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Grand 
Ballroom, Union. 
,^'%. 
( (rccnli ■ housc r %/as«t J/"tv 
OFFICER DANGLE       X 
10K Yellow Gold M 
10K White Gold ff\ 
I0K   GOLD CMA«M 
II" Gold f.ll.d Chain 
Come in and tae our complete line 
of    Fraternity   —   Sorority    Jewelry 
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT 
HOWARD'S 
.M 210 N.  MAIN      419-352-9951  
SUNDAY       | MONDAY        | TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY       FRIDAY SATURDAY 
March '91 
HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM 8 
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Classifieds 
continuedfromp.il 
KKO • KKQ • KKO • KKO ■ KKQ 
SURP«S£' 
Be M IT* PU HOUM 
on Saturday at 7 30 pm 
and don l oa wa lot 
an awaaoma 8-way taa 
awaits' 
KKQ ' KKQ ' KKQ - KKQ ' KKQ 
KKO • KKQ • KKO ■ KKQ ■ KKQ ■ KKQ 




Was maw you dunng ruah' 
KKQ • KKQ • KKQ ■ KKO ■ KKQ ■ KKQ 
KKO • KKQ • KKO ■ KKO ■ KKQ 
Congratulationa to our Siatara who wara mi 




Room Montr i 
KKQ • KKQ • KKO • KKO ■ KKO 
KKO " KKQ ■ KKG ' KKQ " KKQ 




KKQ • KKQ • KKG ■ KKQ ■ KKQ 
KKQ • Sigma Cr» • KKQ • Sigma Chi 
Congratulatlona to Kappa Tilda BaWy on her 
•watering to Cnr. Tipping,  a Sigma Chi at 
Qaorga WeeNngton Ur»v 
KKQ ' Sigma Chi ' KKQ ' Sigma Chi 
KKO KKG KKQ KKG KKG KKG 
Congratulatlona 10 me naw aeeletant otlicars 
and spaoel commrttee chare Valeria Maya. 
Knata Kmg. Katny Ooapkar. Traci Schemer- 
beM. Panny Paraona. Slaci Dodos Stacay 
Holman. Mary Nestor Amy Prlntel Janny 
Strutnars. and J« WngM GoodLucK' 
KKQ KKQ KKG KKQ KKG KKG 
MAWS PIZZA PUI 
Hapoy Hours Derly 
Fraa or aadadcka with the 
purchase ot a targe 2 Ham pizza 
Jeeo shots Fridays > Saturdays 
 No cover M 9 00  
MAP* * PIZZA l*U» 
Tuesday Night • Grae* Night 
Drtnfc Spaces., door prizes 
and ' Mar* s Money " 
 No cover tn 9 00  
Onto ttodeM Edacatlon Association 
Na>t mealing ■ Wad . March e at 8 00 pm m 
115 Ed It a election time' Qel Involved'  
PARTY 
The BOSU chapter ol BACCHUS 
would He to than* 
Oemetnus Marlowe 
(or his advice Ira. and support' 
Good Luc* 0' Wa'l miss ya' 
Phi Sigma Kappa 
Proudly Preeents 
Or. Richard Weamr 11 
speaking on "Motivation; Alter you Ills 
by Altering your Attitude." 
Sunday March 3rd. 7:30 pm 
Room 113 BA 
All Are Welcome 
Play Belli 
ATO Softball Tournament 
Saturday. March 2  * 
QUALIFIED JOB LEADS 
[lor those who qualify) 
Each monthly Isaua win provide 
' Moat currant entry level positions 
" Contact names and phone numbera 
* Nationwide listings 
* Career options re your degree 
Can your local Rep |419) 352 8435 
SIQEP 
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
Pete Cushnie 
M ■> 
BROTHER OF THE WEEK 
Ed Malis 
Lambda Chi Alpha Congratulates 
Scott Cain 
lor being the newly elected 
Preaidenl lor Order ol Omega 
and Ban Fetneteln for 
being elected Vice-President ol 
Order of Omega" 
Way to Go Guys' 
SKI EP SAM SEZ 
WHAT' Didn't baseball season 
end 4 1 '2 months ago? 
I can't believe ll'a Spnng Training' 
Swing and a Miss? 
No. It's a hit' 
ATO Softball Tourney 
Saturday. March 2 
The Sisters ol Pi Beta Phi would ska to congrat 
uiele Diane Durum on her recent peering to 
Steve Traczyk 
The Staters ot Chi Omega congratulate Theta 
Chi and Sigma Kappa lor winning the second 
annual Twieter tournament' We aleo congratu- 
late Kmg Deve Seegar ol Delta Upaaon and 
Queen Cindy Peach ol Kappa Delta lor winning 
the penny race' 
The Siatara ot PI Beta Pis would like to congrat- 
ulate Uea Fray on her recent tavasertng lo Beta 
Man Large  
The SOLD Leadership Tip ol the Week 
The three greet essentials to achieve anything 
worth while are. fire!  hard work, second, stick- 
to itrveneaa. third, commen sense 
- Thomas Edaton 
We're SOLD on Leadership'' 
Roommete  needed   kr 
THIS WEEKEND AT QOODTYMES 
FRI   "TRIP 20" WITH 
"LIQUID ALICE" 
SAT:  "BIG HUNK O' CHEESE" 
WITH "BLACK MINDS OF MUSIC" 
SHOWS START AT 10 15 
HAPPY HOUR PRICES 'TILL S 
tit OVER WELCOME 
Wa Can Make You Laugh 
Don't Miss It 
What is the greatest honor 
that a college student can receive'' 
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA 
WANTED 
' 'Summer Subteasers Needed" * 
1-2 persons lor Fox Run Apt   Air, wash dryer 
$300 sl summer a uW   Call Holly or Tree) 
354-8513  
1 female roommate needed to sublease air 
conditioned, furnished. 2 bedroom apartment 
for Summer 91 2 blocks from center o( cam- 
pus $300 all summer a 1.4 of electric bin Cal 
354-8754   Leave message 
1 or 2 n-smoking fml rmmts needed tor fal '91 
• Spring 92 C<>lumb»a Ct Apt. $160/mo A 
uti CalJuseor Amy at 354-5890 Leave mes 
aage  
1 or 2 roommates for Summer 91 Male or Fe- 
male Washer A Dryer In apt Fox Run Great 
place tolve Cal Pam-353-2103. 
Female roommate needed for "91-92 school 
year Very close to campus, own room, and no 
utilities CaB 352-8312 for more Info 
Female subteaser wanted   $113 a month   1 
1 2 blocks from campus   354 5289 
HELP'   1-2   female   roommates   needed   for 
Summer Call 353 9639 after 6 30 pm.  
Male roommate needed for '91 '92 School 
year CaH Andy 352-4303 
QUALIFIED JOB LEADS 
(for those who qualify) 
Each monthly issue w« provide 
• Most current entry level positions 
* Contact names and phone numbers 
• Nationwide listings 
' Carrer options re. your degree 







No Annual Fees 
1-800-800-7475 
Entropy 
Fatman- bv John Boissy 
™     T**ie«.  TO   STsOOT-M 
T7»-UK   HI *   WA--- Ou*  OC" 
A  POSA'ISl-C    toM»lMT<C_ 
co**ve««^*(Ticr-. w^x 
CO !_•-*>*• ■*-    •*AJ-SZ .     f™*— 
ftfcAT - KAt-f t XM  -*OT 
OCOOM      i_k«MTT  &*••■«. | 
NOU   ■ ■ "TOO   M**X     3rO*J 
WHATACC   YO-I 
TtHOMC •mo^'Ci'TlHii*** 
IN Mv b*y. I THIN* 
THAT CxOHr^lCfcCM • 
Faierti  yvxjtf <»»OJ-JM! 
fo   C»/«  to >»a-t- or '« 
i"«v#«/ yot«- s#<r*fC 
,d<M-,t>f to t*erycne 
1 
~« 
5:15 by J.A. Holmgren 
\\gfl l*nVlTi 6erir*o«.' 
prnie, u*» i» wm r**l 
adlalelrmale or fe- 
male Your halt is S176 (includes everything) 
cea 353-4188 
Roommate wanted tor Unrv Court Apt Own 
bdm Rent negotiable For more information 
can Marsha   364-7299  
WANTED subleasers for thra Summer Beautiful 
2 Bedroom house OREAT LOCATION! Wl ne- 
gotiate rent Cal 353-5250 
Wanted: two male subleases for summer. 
Awesome apartment with garage. 2 Bdrma. 
outside deck, and air conditioning. Close to 
campus - call soon. 354-«47«. OerTIO or Eric. 
HELP WANTED 
Radisson Harbor Inn- 
JJ Musky sSandusky 
Work on the Bey this summer* 
300 positions available 
mdudmg intemshipe for 
Hosprtslity Mgml . Theatre. 
Recreation. Accounting Majors 
See us at the Job Fee- 
March 510 00am -4.00pm 
Grand Ballroom. Union 
*10 *400/Up WEEKLY. Mailing Brochures' 
RUSH Self-Addressed Envelope Income. 
1660 Lakeside. Suite 301 COE. Riviera. AZ 
66442  
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed' 
Private, coed, summer camp in Pocono Moun- 
farns. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohlkan. PO 
Bon 234BQ. Konilwortti NJ 07033 (908) 
2760998  
Attention Business Students 
'TASP' International Is looking for highly moti- 
vated students to fill management positions this 
summer Earn S7.000-St0.000 while building 
your resume and gaining valuable experience 
Territories are open across Ohio, particularly 
Cleveland. Sanduaky, Manitield. Lima, and 
Columbus For more information call Gregg 
Mericus at 1-800-543-3792 Territories art 
ruing quickly, so cafl today! 
Bowling Green Little League Basebal 
Assoc needs to fin 2 coaching positions 
lor Summer 1991   Ptayers ages 13-14. 
Call 353 2918 if Interested In coaching 
Camp Counselors and Activity Specialists 
wanted for Camp Courageous, a residential 
summer camp for people wrth mental retarda- 
tion and developmental disabilities Contact the 
Camp Director. 151 N Michigan. Suite 200. 
Toledo. OH 43624 (419)242-4412. 
CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK summer travel 
FREE An couriers needed and crufaeehip |oba 
Call I 805-682 7555 e«t F 1858  
Counselor positions and horseback Instructors 
needed lor YMCA camp Summer 9 week em- 
ployment Year round position possible Call 
W.ltson Outdoor Center 1 800 423 0427 
COUNSELOR'STAFF FOR CAMP COBBOS 
SEE - Summer positions available lor general 
counselors and specialists, at competitive 
BOYS sports camp In Maine Must have strong 
skate a ability to instruct, coach, or assist In one 
or more of the following: Basebal. Tennis. Bas- 
ketball. Soccer, Hockey. Lacrosse. Archery. 
Riflery Arts s Crafts. Martial Arts, English Hor- 
seback Riding. S All Waterfront Activities Includ- 
ing Swimming 1WSI). Setting, WaterskUng, 
Windsurfing, SCUBA Located on a beautiful 
lake m Central Maine, near Boston. Excellent 
Facilities. Top Salaries. Room/Board/Laundry. 
and Travel Allowance Call or write Steve Rubin 
- 5 Savetmlne Dr . South Salem. NY 10590. • 
I (914) 533-6104 (ON CAMPUS INTER- 
VIEWS ■ MARCH 5TH AT THE BOSU UNION 
BALLROOM ) 
COUNSELORS  CAMP WAYNE, a co-ed chil- 
dren s    camp.    Northeast    Pennsylvania 
6/21-8/2091    Counselors   Tennis. Swim. 
Wsterski. Sa*ng. Basketball   volleyball   Sod-, 
ball.    Soccer.    Qymnaahca.    Aerobics 
Nature/Camping. Dance/Cheerieadmg. Guitar. 
Bat*.   Sculpture    Ceramics.   Painting    Sun- 
screen.   Photography.  Drama.  Self Defense 
Other  staff    Group  Leaders  (20).  General 
R N 'a,    Nurse s    Aide,    Bookkeeper. 
Orrver/Vrdeo (21 I   Other positions available 
On   Campus    Interviews   arranged     Call 
518-889-3217 or write 12 AHeverd St . Lido 
Beech.   NY     11561    Include   your   school 
phone number 
CS SOPHOMORES. Eastman Kodak will be 
Interviewing tor CS Co-ops. This Is sn excel- 
lent opportunity which paya wall. For more 
Information, call 372-2451 or atop by the Co- 
Op Office In 231 Admin. Bldg. 
Excellent Incomel Easy Work! Assemble 
products at home Cal Now' 1-801-388 8242 
axl H2593. 24 hours  
Hiring Lunch Help 
Casey s Hamburgers a Yogurt 
1025 N Main Apply 2-4 
SUMMER JOBS PUT-IN-BAY 
THE PERRY HOLIDAY MOTEL IS NOW SEEK 
ING STUDENTS FOR SUMMER EMPLOY- 
MENT GREAT JOBS. OREAT PAY. AND LOTS 
OF FUN!'" CALL TODAY 419 285-2107 or 
WRITE THE PERRY HOUDAY. P O BOX 180, 
PUT-IN-BAY. OH .43456  
Waitress/Bartender needed immediately Ap- 
ply at Gamer's Monday-Friday 2/25-3/1 893 
S Main St 
FOR SALE 
1980 Honda Motorcycle 
Red. with chrome exhaust 
E xceltent condition S200 
Helmet included 
Cal Mike. 3546761 
1983 Honda Accord 
4 door   blue,  5 speed   am/lm cassette, air. 
cruise,   sunroof.   $2250    353-6828    Leave 
message. 
84 VW Defla GL. 5 spd 88.000 miles moat op- 
tions well maintained. S3100 or beat otter 
372-8103 
FOR SALE 
10" Color Television 
$50 - Call 354-8846 
Laser 128 Apple compatible computer Built In 
single disk drive. 13" Magnavox color monitor. 
Gemini dot matrix printer Large assortment ol 
software Paid $950 00. negotiable Call 
354-3271. ask lot Brian.  
Paul Simon tickets for sale 
Cleveland Concert. 3/20 
Cal (216)371-0576 
Roommates must sel motorcycles 1 Kawasski 
OPZ 550 1 V65 Prices neog Bursar wants 
our money i Good cond . low mileage Call Scott 
3539986  
SEIZED CARS.trucks. bosls. Swheelers. 
motorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA. Available your 
area now Call 1-805-682-7655 Ext C-2804 
FOR RENT 
LIVE DOWNTOWN! 
1 & 2 BR unfum apis 
Gracious quiet living 
Prices from $280'mo 
NEWLOVE RENTALS 
32BS   Main, 352-5920 








•I'LK   'ILK 
803/815 8tn Semora A Grade 
2 8r Gas Heel AC Spacious 
0 112 mo leeae taundry. prtv perW^o 
Jay -Mar Apia. 354-6036 
2 BORM APTS FURN & UNFURN 
Neer Harbsman Free heat & cab*e TV 
9 12 or Summer tea Rale-kilo aheets 
aval front desk Beat Western Falcon 
Plaza Motel (across Irom Harsh-man) 
2 bdrm  apt lor rent now  Cal 352 5058 be- 
fore 500 or 354-2275 after 5 00 and ask lor 
Jerry   
704 5th SI 
2 bedroom, completely fum 
Microwave. ACS laundry (acil 
2, 3, 4 person rates 
352-3445 
Hours 9 - 9, local owner 
709 Fifth 
2 BR BRAND NEW apis 
2 lull baths & dishwasher 
9 112 mo A 12 mo leases 
private perking 
NEWLOVE RENTALS 
328 S. Main. 352-5620 
801/803 FIFTH 
2 BR fum & unfum apis 
free heat, water a sewer 




321 S. Main, 352-5620 
A few good tennants needed 
Mt Vernon Apartments, 802 8th St. 
2 Bad. Furnished, Dishwashers. Paid Utilities 
Cal Gary al 353-7934  
Carty Rentals - 2 bedroom apts/houses for 2 • 
3 - 4 students Very near campus New Rates 
Available, Call 352 7365 
DAG Rentals 
Nicest apts. in BG 
4 units left 850 Scott Hamilton. 2 Wocka from 
campus Modem, furnished, 2 BR units, new 
carpeting, laundry lac . AC. reserved parking, 
max 4 pers / unit No pets 9 mo lease 
$650. mo 12 mo lease $595'mo ph 287 
4255 or 287-3233 
DAG Rentals - Close to Campus 
2 br Upper rear apt Newly remodeled kitchen 
Stove A Refrtg Max Occupancy 2 people 
Plenty of parking No pels avail May 1991 12 




apt     available    immediateley 
Fal 91-92 only. One bedroom unfurnished 
apartment and two-bedroom unfurnished 
apartment Call Village Green Apartments 
354-3533  
Houses tor rent 2 A 3 bedrooms 1991-1992 
school year Call 352-2330 or 354-2854 after 
8 00 pm 
Nice 3 bedroom house, close to campus, low u- 
tihties. 12 month lease Starting August '91. 
$575/mo. 718 third St Call Cana 
1   433 4474  
One A Two BR turn apts 9 A 12 mo and sum- 
mer leases avail S A V Rentals 500 Lehman 
(neid to bus station) 352-7464.  
Ready to settle down in quieter surroundings? 
710 Seventh St 2 bedroom unfum heat A AC 
paid 352-3445  
Room In house • upstairs w/ Mcnsn A bath a- 
vail March 10th Another room aval. In August 
201 S ColegeDr 352-3472  
Single Rooms available now 
Call 352-7365 
Sublease special. 1 bdrm apt., cal for detail 
352-3785 Available immediately 
Thrsa A part man t ■ In houts 
Close to campus. 443 N Enterprise, 
AplA 1 bdrm. cute. 12 
mo. lease, August 91, $340 mo 
AptB 3 bdrm , Lfi, kitchen den. bath. 12 mo 
■ease, August 91 $575/mo 
Apt. C Large efficiency. 12 mo lease, Aug. 91 
$285/ mo 
 call Carta at 1-433-4474 
visage Green Apartments 
now renting for Summer only 
Cal after 11 00am 354-3533 
VUage Green Apertmenls 
Now renting for Summer only! 
Cal after 11:00 am 354-3538 
We're now leasing for the new rental season 1, 
2. and 3 bedroom units Yes we allow pats Cal 
354-8800 between 1 30 and 5:00 pm 
10 DAY SPECIAL 
Sign up for a 4-person apt. at the 
following locations and save $40.00 
per month per apt. 
Frazee Ave. Apts. 
516-522 E. Merry Ave. 
Field Manor 
501 Pike Street 
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FROM INSIDE THE INSIDER 
Once again, Sean's artistic 
mayhem has left us with little but 
a lettuce patch to fill with our In- 
sight and shameless hype con- 
cerning the journalistic mutant 
you hold In your hands. Here we 
go. 
"American Psycho" has been 
called a pretty sick book, but does 
that mean It shouldn't be pub- 
lished? Is Bret Easton EUls a first 
amendment warrior or a money- 
grubbing literary yuppie? Wendy 
M. King answers these burning 
questions on page five. 
Onward. Jack Hall, demon RA, 
makes his Insider debut on page 
three with a can-crushing profile 
of Mark Shannon, Hall Director 
and BG's recycling king. That's on 
page three, teenbeats. 
Doodles. Comedy and rock. 
Kirk Pavellch. Page four. "Mis- 
anthrope' review. Nobody likes a 
tease. Jen Taday. Page she. The 
walls are closing In. 
Interplanet Janet, she's a ga- 
laxy girl. 
The Editors. 
AIR   IVAN 
THE INSIDER DOES 
MARCH MADNESS! 
near by ft* Board of Student PaMicatkmi of Bowling Green State Unt- 
NOB*. 
O&Mmm^&bcokmnktiioBotneixuMitiilaittKixm- 
ions of TV Inaklrr atafaatne. 
Tta tastdsr suguine and Bowting Green SUK Uabersftr ant equal 
Ofooram* ewploysrs aad do not dlscrknaaae In hiring practices. 
Copyright 1990. The BG Now 
flMG BACK 
Readers are invited to writ* to The Insider maga- 
rine at 210 West Hall, Bowling Green State Uni- 
veraity. Bowling Gieen, Oh. 43403 to (ell us oil 
or pat us on the back (whatever the situation 
merits). 
Anyone interested in working for The Insider as 
a writer, artist, or photographer should call 372- 
6967. 
Submissions of short fiction (five typewritten 
pages maximum unless other arrangements are 
made) are encouraged. 
The Insider editors welcome any and all submis- 
sions for publication.  Unless arrangements are 
made by the author to have the materiel re- 
turned, all submissions become the property of 
Tie Insider. 
Rock of Ages:Don't seat anyone over 30 
An III - w In d of sour anger Is 
spreading across the nation. 
Fruits wither and die on the vine. 
People fight and hate without 
knowing why. The sun hangs like 
a bright but coldly oppressive 
bulb In a grey, dark sky. Gary 
dies on "thtrtysomethlng." And 
all this misery and horror can be 
traced to one source of all- 
oppressive evil...old people going 
to rock concerts. 
I spent a Tuesday night at the 
Replacements concert In Cincin- 
nati a couple of weeks ago. 
Smoke was swirling all around 
me. Fellow 'ments fans were po- 
golng and air gultarlng their 111' 
hearts out. Westerberg, Stlnson et 
al. were Jamming like rock was 
meant to be played. The decibels 
altered migration patterns of 
small flocks of birds. And 
I...endured yells of "Hey, why- 
dontcha slddown?) We can't 
see!" from these yupplflcd. Polo- 
wearing, thirty-something twits 
and lead butts. 
I mean, c'mon, let's get real. 
Sure they bought their tickets, 
too. But you don't pay good cash 
for a kick-butt rock concert and 
expect to sit down. It's like buy- 
ing a Ferrari and wanting to only 
drive It on Sunday afternoons [Boy. do I understand that con- 
wlth your grandma. That's Just cept], but these folks were Just 
plain stupid. plain old and lazy, not tanked. 
This Is a problem I've actually It happened again at David 
grown up with. It first happened Bowie and again at the Rolling 
to me at my very first concert — a Stones. I used to Just think It was 
headbangln' Arlo GutHgrie/John a phenomenon Indigenous to 
B^,,,^,^^^^^^^^^^___ classic rock until It happened at 
SHNBHL the Replacements show. And It 
I GlufimGlli Q ffllll alwaY5 s"ms'°b',h'same ^P' of person who bugs me. I'm al- 
BQJS  lflil3 ways bothered by a short, ugly 
woman [and If you're reading 
I [PmLUl/SIr1 ,h,s' ma'am, you are very ugly] 
^-'M sitting with some slx-foot-flve 
HSJBeSBsBllSp'       /I walking slab of meat named Ed or 
W(i(2 ii&Otf'J    I     /t Bubba or Frank. If It weren't for 
H /dtryTYJTTi'nr/) t-* her backup, I'd Just tell her to 
r-       I           | drop dead. But as It Is, I enjoy my 
^^essssssssssssssssssssSSSSl pretty-boy looks. And my nose In 
Prine folk extravaganza. Back Its original shape. The weird 
then, as a wide-eyed pre-teen, I thing Is, the women all look the 
was all too easily cowed when same. If I didn't know better, I'd 
some 40-year-old Arlo-hed told think some female John Hlnckley 
me to sit down. But the gravity of Jr.-wannna be was following me 
the situation wasn't driven home from concert to concert [I always 
until a Rush show a few years have felt a kinship with Jodie 
back when the same thing hap- Foster since I saw Freaky Friday.) 
pened. I couldn't understand It — It's not Just me: most of my 
why would someone go to a Rush friends have similar war stories 
concert and want to sit back and to share. And no musician or 
relax? Now. I understand the band Is safe from these so-called 
concept of being too tanked to "fans." I've heard of similar hap- 
even consider fighting gravity pcnlngs at the Who, U2 [back on 
their War Tour, even] and the 
Ramones. It even happened to 
me at a Grateful Dead/Crosby, 
Stills, Nash show last summer, 
but I was standing on a chair and 
the people only asked me to 
move to one side, It doesn't really 
count. At least, I think I was 
standing on a chair. To be honest, 
the whole day Is kind of a haze to 
me. 
Presidential elections are com- 
ing up next year. Bush already 
enjoys vast national popularity, 
but he'd really win that elusive 
IB to 24-year-old voter If he'd do 
something with Congress about 
concert legislation. I mean, the 
state of concert-going In this na- 
tion Is rapidly becoming a more 
pressing problem than the S&Ls 
or zebra mussels. 
I'm not saying that older peo- 
ple should be prohibited from go- 
ing to concerts. I'm Just suggest- 
ing that they restricted to one 
area. Instead of being allowed to 
roam free. Sort of a concert ken- 
nel. There could be an activity 
gauge In stadiums — like the 
height things at amusement 
parks: "You must be this energe- 
tic to sit In the non-geriatric seat- 
ing." 
I really see this as the defining 
political and social issue of the 
Nineties. Not envlronmentallsm 
or New World Order or Reebok 
vs. Nike pumps. Concert eti- 
quette. Better get on the bandwa- 
gon before It's too late. 
Chlqutta Dane man Is an Insider 
columnist from Dayton, O. and 
loves It when his adoring readers 
buy him dinner and pitchers. 
And he II be at Howards all this 
weekend. Hint hint. 
Pitch In! 
Fiiday, Mocch I, 1991 
Hoping for 
the future 
University hall director hypes 
recycling to save environment 
by Jock Hod 
Contributing Writer 
College student who hates 
roommate, has Inferiority com- 
plex, suffers from alcohol abuse, 
can't cope with minority Issues, 
needs a good laugh and Is too de- 
pendent on parents but won't 
admit It Is seeking a sincere 
26-year-old SWM who Is a good 
listener, a real humanitarian and 
a good role model. 
Sometimes, some of us wish 
thai we could lake out an ad like 
this In the newspaper and have 
that special person give us a call. 
That someone needs to be a good 
friend, a teacher, a psychologist 
and a role model all wrapped Into 
one. 
Rodgers Hall Director Hark 
Shannon doesn't claim to have 
the solution to everyone's prob- 
lems, but the 26-year-old College 
Student Personnel graduate stu- 
dent lives for the opportunity to 
help the residents of Rodgers and 
anyone else Ml the curve balls 
that life throws everyone now 
and then. 
In addition to the direction he 
tries to give students as a Hall Di- 
rector, Shannon, a San Diego 
native, tries to teach University 
students about being environ- 
mentally responsible. 
"My Job provides such an op- 
portunity to make a difference," 
he said. "I'm not going to be Just 
another name rattled off a list at 
graduation." 
After transferring from the 
University of Dayton, Shannon 
created Helping Ourselves 
Preserve the Environment 
(HOPE) In 1989. The group Is de- 
signed to teach college students 
about environmental responsibil- 
ity. As the developer of HOPE, 
Shannon has brought his feelings 
about the environment to his res- 
idents and other University stu- 
dents. 
Shannon created HOPE as a 
guide that college students could 
use to take with them when they 
leave the University. 
"Some of these people who 
graduate from this place will 
walk out Into the world without 
knowing what the world really 
Is," he said. "Before they make 
decisions to burn toxic chemicals, 
cut down forests or dump nuclear 
waste Just so they can make 
money. I want them to know 
what they are doing to them- 
selves, their children and the rest 
of the world. 
"The news was scaring me and 
I only saw a few people doing 
anything about the environ- 
ment," he said. "If anyone thinks 




Race Cars On Display 
Woodland Mall 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
March 1 & 2 - 10 A.M. TO 9 P.M. 
March 3 -12 NOON TO 5 P.M. 
• Sprints       • Street Cars 




A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE: Rodgers Hall director Hark Shannon has made an Impact 
at the University by founding the HOPE recycling program 
Inslctor/Jell Rodclille 
the government, which Is In- 
fluenced by the corporations that 
contribute most to the environ- 
mental problems. Is going to do 
anything about the environment, 
they are wrong. Solving the prob- 
lem has to begin on the college 
campus." 
Some students agree with 
Shannon. Kevin Stover, a night 
guard and resident of Rodgers. 
believes that the University stu- 
dents are too passive. "I think all 
the students are aware of the en- 
vironmental Issues but few know 
what to do about them." Stover 
remarked. 
Shannon believes the HOPE 
program has had a positive effect 
on the University by making the 
campus more environmentally 
aware. Students such as Rodgers 
resident Frank Malmone believe 
that HOPE made University stu- 
dents aware. "It was a good pro- 
u   n   o       u  R 
gram," Malmone said. "It was In- 
teresting to see how much trash 
one building such as Rodgers 
throws out In one day." Halmone 
was referring to a HOPE program 
on garbage disposal. 
The HOPE program has had a 
positive Influence In other areas 
of concern. Recycling programs 
have begun In the residence halls 
and the cafeterias and restau- 
rants as a result of Shannon's ac- 
tions through HOPE. However, 
Shannon's efforts have been 
hindered by the lack of adminis- 
trative cooperation. 
Shannon is referring to the lack 
of money available to recycle 
such Items as glass. The need for 
large barrels to separate glass 
and prevent It from breaking Is 
great. These barrels are pur- 
chased from recycling revenues 
and only a few can be purchased 
during any budget period be- 
cause the administration does not 
contribute funds for the recycling 
program. As a result, glass recy- 
cling has been eliminated In all 
residence halls. 
Although he has been a posi- 
tive role model to the University, 
Shannon feels It Is time to move 
on after graduation and set his In- 
fluence Into motion on another 
campus. 
"Maybe I'll go to some small 
university In New England," he 
said. "There Is more cooperation 
from the students, community 
and alumni at these universities." 
As Shannon leaves the campus 
this May. he will leave behind 
friends, memories and a thought 
of hope: that colleges and univer- 
sities will set the standards and 
values of society by Instructing 
the students to be responsible cit- 
izens of our world. 
and the College of Musical Arts presents. .. 
Jazz Trumpet Player 
Jon Faddis 
and trio 
LIVE IN CONCERT 
Saturday, MARCH 16, 1991 
8pm • Kobacker Hall 
Tickets go on sale Monday, March 4, at the Kobacker Hall 
Box Office! $15.50, $12.50, and $9.50 with $2.50 discount 
for students with a valid BGSU I.D. 
uno       uno       uno       uno       uno       uno 
Fuday, Match 1,1991 ihslDEfl; 
Rockers meet 
clowns at club 
by KM Pavellch 
contributing wtitet 
In a move geared to boost at- 
tendance and add variety to the 
local scene, one area nlghf club 
has changed Its format. 
Over a one-month period, 
Doodles Comedy Club, located on 
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formed quietly from a non- 
alcoholic, comedy only club to 
one that has added live bands 
and liquor to the menu. Accord- 
ing to the general manager and 
owner of the club, Frank Martin, 
the move appears to be working. 
"There was a noticeable In- 
crease In business once the word 
got out that there was a full liquor 
license here." Martin said. "We 
recently had our first standing - 
room only crowd." 
Another manager of the club. 
Scan Rlttenhouse. said that lack 
of attendance with the non- 
alcoholic format was directly re- 
sponsible for the switch. 
"We had difficulty getting the 
larger crowds when we were a 
non-alcoholic club." said Rltten- 
house. "Now we're drawing a 
whole new type of crowd." 
That's not to say the club no 
longer welcomes the underage 
crowd. Martin said that a good 
percentage of his business still 
comes from the under 21 age 
Insldar/Peter Allen 
FOREWARNED IS FOUR-ARMED: Kurt Nolan bust* up the Doodles crowd 
schedule that Includes live bands group. 
"We still have a good variety of 
non-alcoholic cocktails," said 
Martin. "All we've done Is In- 
crease our audience size because 
people that want to have a drink 
can come In now." 
The move, which had been 
contemplated for some time, offi- 
cially became reality last month. 
At that time, the club switched 
from having comedy shows on 
Fridays and Saturdays to a 
BG News CLASSIFIEDS, 214 West Hill. 
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*   LIVE COMEDY* 
SAT..MARCH 2 
STARRING 
BILL THOMAS ^SHOWTIME* 
IO* HCHARD COWER 
and 
MYSTERY MC. 
RESERVATIONS & INFORMATION 
354-7499 
Saturday 8 and 10:30 p.m. $3.00 
DOORS OPEN 7:15 P.M. 
* Two Drink Minimum ' 
DOODLES 
Greenwood Centra • 1616 E. Wooster • BG 
ACROSS FROM BGSU STADIUM 
r   »   *■ Qi0etf■ r *    J*   < '   « •   *z* )* 
and an open dance floor on Fri- 
day. Comedy Is now one night 
only, with two shows each Satur- 
day. 
"I'd like to find maybe five 
bands that everybody likes — 
that's a nice variety — and Just 
have them keep coming back," 
Martin said. "That also gives the 
audience a chance to plan and 
know when the band they like Is 
going to be back." 
Plans for the future may In- 
clude a Thursday night lineup at 
the comedy club. Martin said this 
will happen "when the demand Is 
too great for two nights only." 
"We experimented with the 
live bands over Christmas 
break," said Rlttenhouse. "At- 
tendance has been building ever 
since." 
NO WHAMMIES! 
Doctor Dave tips 
his bat to Grammys 
by Dave lasklnd 
Incredible College ol Musicol Knowledge 
You may be thinking by now. 
"I wonder how this year's 
Grammys affected Dr. Dave's 
life." Thanks for your concern. 
Dr. Dave had an Incredibly fun 
night, as usual, watching the 
Grammys. My personal favorite 
on the show was the whole Dylan 
tribute: from that really cool Ni- 
cholson Intro to that smokln' tune 
he snng(?) (I couldn't understand 
a word of It, either) to his con- 
fused acceptance speech (what 
did his dad tell him?-"He said a 
lot of things") complete with 
twitching and hat re-adjustments. 
Let me admit, In press, that Nurse 
Schmidt out-predicted yours truly 
on the televised awards. She now 
wants her own column. 
She did manage to find time 
way from her prognosticating to 
discover only one perfect entry 
this week at "Dr. Dave's Incredi- 
ble College of Musical Knowl- 
edge." That entry was sent In by 
Steve Knowlton, who was the 
only person In town to know that 
"New World Man" was Rush's 
only Top 40 hit. By the way, his 
favorite Saturday morning TV 
show is "Dungeons 8t Dragons." 
■ See Dr.Dsve, page 8. 
uno     uno     uno     uno     uno 
1 Jock Is Bock! 
Jack White 
Internationally Famous 
Pocket & Trick Shot 
Artist   ■■■    L   * Week of 
ol 
March 4-8,1991 
Sign-ups start Feb. 2Cf 
thru March 2, in the 
Buckeye Room 
Male & Female Pool Tournament 
Any ? ? call 2-2343, QpSYgs office 
Jack White's book is 
also on sale in 
thebuir^office, the 
Buckeye Room, Rail 
Billiards in Downtown 
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I BEST SELLER IS
Bret Easton Ellis' 
"American Psycho'^ 
By    Struggles To 
The Light Of 
Bret Easton Ellis 
Wendy 
M. King 
Sex and violence have always 
been topics of fascination and 
condemnation In the United 
States, and because of this, 
novels such as Peyton Place, 
Wlfey. Forever, and Satanic Ver- 
ses art consistently popular. 
Bret Easton Ellis' soon-to-be- 
released American Psycho.seems 
bound to join this notorious cate- 
gory, based on the controversy it 
has stirred up so far. 
Ellis is the author of the 1985 
bestseller Less Than Zero.and 
1987 s Rules of Attraction, his 
less successful second novel. 
When Ellis submitted the man- 
uscript for American Psycho, the 
publishing house of Simon and 
Schuster hastily accepted It, hop- 
ing It would be a return to the 
best-selling form of Less Than 
Zero. As the editors were fast at 
work, however, problems arose. 
They were offended by the con- 
ing to publish,'' Robert E. Snyder, 
the chairman of Simon and 
Schuster said. 
"The book crossed the boun- 
daries of acceptable standards," 
he said. Snyder added that the 
cancellation of the publishing 
was "a matter of taste." 
Depicting the life of an psycho- 
tic yuppie, the novel seemed to 
offend almost everyone who has 
taken as much as a glance at It. 
The main character Is Patrick 
Bateman, "The Investment Ban- 
ker from Hell,"as decrlbed 
byJVewsweefr, who works In 
Manhattan. Bateman's life con- 
sists of killing bums, co-workers, 
children, and many women 
through various grotesque and 
barbaric means. 
Some of the ways Bateman tor- 
tures and kills his victims are by 
electrocuting them, hooking 
women's breasts up to battery 
his next victim Is forced to watch. 
Though his crimes are plentiful 
and very obvious (he drops his 
bloody clothes off at the dry- 
cleaners as If nothing Is wrong 
and the remains of his victims 
are splattered on the walls of his 
apartment), no one ever ques- 
tions Bateman's behavior, and he 
Is never Investigated for the 
crimes. 
"Compared to this book, Friday 
the 13th would be endorsed by 
the Vatican." Martin Davis, 
chairman of Paramount Com- 
munications, the corporate par- 
ent of Simon and Schuster, said 
In Newsweek. 
Tony Sloan, graduate fellow of 
American Culture Studies, read 
an excerpt of the book to his Post 
Modern America class, to il- 
lustrate an example of Post 
Modern literature. He said he 
feels the controversy Is unjusti- 
what gives anything Its meaning 
Is the context — context Is all 
there Is," Sloan said. 
Sloan said he thinks works 
such as American Psycho should 
be published. 
"I'd rather have (this) sort of 
literature out In the open so we 
can deal with It." Sloan said. 
According to Sloan. Bret Easton 
Ellis has appointed himself the 
spokesman of the twenty some- 
thing generation — a generation 
that "lacks coherence, "but he 
feels Ellis does not successfully 
represent that generation. 
Sonny Mehta, president of Vin- 
tage Books, said he accepted the 
book because he has worked with 
Ellis In the past, on Less Than 
Zero. 
"Bret Ellis Is a remarkable, tal- 
ented young writer." Mehta said. 
"It Is particularly appropriate 
that we will publish Bret's book 
Day 
curiosity about Mr. Ellls's new 
book that we bring out American 
Psychonow... to swiftly reach the 
widest possible readership," 
Mehta said. 
Ellis said In a recent Vintage 
press release that he Is awaiting 
the publication of his book, be- 
cause it will give the public a 
chance to develop their own 
thoughts about It. 
"(The) readers can Judge the 
merits of my book, Instead of the 
press accounts of It, for them- 
selves." Ellis said. 
The perversity of the novel and 
the scandal that has surrounded 
American Psycho since 
mid-1990 will most likely cause 
sales to skyrocket when It Is final- 
ly released on March IS by Vin- 
tage Books. Although the book Is 
being re-edlted and shortened by 
Vintage, It will probably retain all 
the gore, sex, and violence of the 
tents of the book. Simon and 
Schuster carefully re-evaluated 
the work and, even after paying 
Ellis an advance of S300.000, re- 
fused to publish It. 
"American Psycho Is not a 
book Simon and Schuster Is will- 
cables, and nailing them to the 
floor, then cutting them up with 
drills or knives. Bateman some- 
times even resorts to cannibal- 
ism. In one scene. Bateman uses 
the severed head of his victim to 
perform fellatio on himself, while 
fled. 
"It's very unfair to pick out 
passages here and there and to 
use those to construct an argu- 
ment about a book or author. It 
has to be taken In context. One 
point of Post Modern literature Is 
In the Vintage Contemporaries 
scries," Mehta said, adding that 
the series features "the best and 
most vibrant of the new. young 
voices In American fiction." 
"It seems to me appropriate, 
given the Immense coverage and 
original manuscript. Bret Easton 
Ellis will join the ranks of rappers 
2 Live Crew as artists who have 
capitalized commercially on the 
narrowing of the American mind. 
Perhaps the publication of this 
■Sec P>>cho. pate x 




After lont of prc-releuc 
media hype. Oliver Slone'i 
"The Doors," a much- 
ballyhooed biographical 
film about the legendary 
60s rock group of the same 
name, will be nationally 
released today. 
To celebrate the event, 
Woodland Cinemas at the 
Woodland Mall In Bowling 
Green Is creating a 60s 
double feature by showing 
"Woodstock," the acclaimed 
documentary of the genera- 
tion's festival of peace, 
love, and music, after the 
9:45 showing of "The 
Doors" tonight and 
tomorrow night. Woodland 
Jim Morrison lights your fire In 
The Doors" 
Cinema is also offering free 
admission to any one who 
can answer the following 
trivia question i 
What was the reptilian 
media nickname of Doors' 
ringmaster Jim Morrison? 
Anybody who can an- 
swer this question will be 
entitled to see both "The 
Doors" and "Woodstock." 
Those answering the ques- 
tion MUST PRESENT A 
COPY OF THIS ARTICLE AT 
THE WOODLAND CINEMAS 
BOX OFFICE. 
Here's a tip. . .a tax tip. 
If you work for yourself and you make at least $400 a year, you 
must file a tax return. Don't get knocked for a loop on (his one. 
' 'Our (oiiryearolil ila nobler. 
Kelly enjoys anil learns so 
inIUII from II. Ibal's one reason 





If you watch WBGU-TV, be like Rich. 





MYHEAD, YOURLAP: Tom Pullln and Michelle Goodman get to know each other better In 'The Misanthrope" 
Love slaves clash in play 
by Jennifer Today 
contributing writer 
Love, deception, commitment 
and Jealousy are characteristics 
one expects to find In a soap 
opera, but Mollere's "Misanth- 
rope" brings these elements to 
life on stage. 
The production, directed by 
Mary Boone, opened last night 
and will continue through this 
weekend and March 7-9 at Eva 
Marie Saint Theater In University 
Hall. 
The "Misanthrope" centers 
around the Indeclslveness of Ce- 
llmene. played by Michelle 
Goodman, and all of her male sui- 
tors. 
Cellmene's Interaction with 
men dlplcts her as a flirt and a 
tease, but this character comes 
across as caring for Alceste, 
played by Tom Pullln, more so 
than the other men In the first 
act. Also, like her relationships 
with male friends, the character's 
affections are not constant with 
female friends either. 
Alceste Is an extremely jealous 
mate and demands that Cellmene 
choose between himself and all 
of the other men, but Cellmene 
■ Food Operations 
presents... 
"THE GREAT GALLEY GIVEAWAY!" 
TfffTTT 
Buy an orange juice (any size-dispenser only) in any of the 5 
Food Operations dining halls 
Monday March 4" 
through 
Sunday March l(),h 
for a chance to win 2 season passes to 
Cedar Point! 
For every orange juice purchased receive a token 
from the dining hall cashier- redeemable at 
The Galley for one entry in the 
"THE GREAT GALLEY GIVEAWAY!" 
Collect seven orange juices and get a free floater key 
chain by redeeming your tokens at the Galley. 
The Grand Prize Winner will be announced at 
"The Galley" during 
THE GREAT GALLEY GIVEAWAY 
TUESDAY MARCH 12™ 
suggests that her verbalization of 
her feelings for him should be 
enough. 
CI Hand re, played by Dave 
Lockard, and Acaste, played by 
Dean Yohnk, are two other sui- 
tors for Cellmene and they play 
well off of each other when de- 
scribing their likes and dislikes of 
women. These two characters 
appear to be good friends, who 
would not mind receiving Ce- 
llmene's hand, but would not be 
disappointed If the other won the 
"prize." 
The only straight forward and 
sincere love story Is between Cll- 
tandre's cousin Ellante, played 
by Teresa Durbln, and Phlllnte. 
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Dancing toward a sold-out series 
It the Joseph Holmes Dance 
Theatre sells out Its Friday, March 
8. performance, It will cap a sel- 
lout season for the 1990-91 Fes- 
tival Series. And it appears likely to 
happen with only 80 tickets left for 
the performance, which features a 
dance troupe mblending a mixture 
of excitement, emotion, desire 
and talent 
The concert will be held in Ko- 
backer Hall of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
The company, three times 
nominated (or the N. A.C.A.'s Per- 
forming Artist of the Year, is a 
multi-racial troupe that consisten- 
tly brings audiences to their feet 
across the country. Maintaining its 
philosophy of creating and per- 
forming original choreography, it 
grips audiences of all ages with 
the breadth of its repertory. From 
"Aretha," a suite from the streets, 
to "Turning the Tides," an exqu- 
isite expression of emotion, JHDT 
illuminates life's dramatic mo- 
ments. 
Founded in 1974, the company 
was led for 12 years by Joseph 
Holmes, founder and director. In 
1986, upon Holmes' death, 
Randy Duncan was chosen as 
Holmes' successor to carry out his 
vision and bring the company to 
world-class recognition. 
JHDT has an extensive national 
touring roster which takes it to the 
East coast, the South and the 
Midwest. Under the direction of 
Duncan the group also experi- 
enced its first international en- 
gagement in Isreal, 1988. 
Tickets remaining for the 8 p.m. 
performance are $14 and $8, with 
a $2 discount for students, and 
are available now at the music 
center box office. 
Horizons broadened by Soviet composers 
Two composers from the Soviet 
Union will perform their works on 
campus Monday, March 4. Serge 
Pavlenko and Tatiana Sergeyeva 
will appear for an 8 p.m. concert in 
Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
As featured guests of the 
North/South Consonance, an an- 
nual new music festival at the 
State University of New York in 
Albany, the composers are 
scheduled for concerts in New 
York City, Michigan State and Flor- 
ida State universities during their 
four-week U.S. tour 
Pavlenko has worked for several 
years as musical director at Yuri 
Lyubimov's Tagnaka Theatre in 
the Soviet Union. He has com- 
posed many instrumental works 
for orchestyral and chamber en- 
sembles. His work has been 
widely performed and recorded in 
the Soviet Union, and was de- 
scribed by one Soviet critic as 
combining "dynamism, assertive- 
ness and structural rihness with a 
quiet lyricism and subtle colonsiic 
effects." 
Sergeyeva has participated as a 
performer and composer in the 
Moscow and Warsaw Autumn 
Festivals, the New Beginnings 
Festival in Glasgow and the Wom- 
en in Culture Festival in Heidel- 
berg, Germany. Her works include 
sonatas for cello and keyboards; 
vocal, piano and organ music; a 
concerto for bassoon and string 
orchestra; and a symphony. 
The Bowling Green performnace 
will feature "Portraits for Flute and 
Piano" by Pavlenko and a piece 
for the piano by Sergeyeva. Works 
by Soviet composers Edison Den- 
isov, Alexander Glasnunov and 
Alexander Knaif el also will be per- 
formed. 
In addition to Sergeyeva, per- 
formers will include University mu- 
sic faculty members Judith Bent- 
ley, flute; Ann Corrigan, soprana; 
Marilyn Shrude, piano; and the 
Bowling Green String Quartet with 
Paul Makara and Vasile Beluska on 
violins, Korey Konkol on viola and 
Alan Smith on cello. 
The concert is free and open to 
the public. 
The Soviet composers' trip is be- 
ing sponsored by Soros, a New 
York-based foundation. Their visit 
to Bowling Green is sponsored in 
part by the College of Musical Arts 
and the MidAmerican Center for 
Contemporary Music. 
Nature beats surf, sun? 
UAO's mountainous run 
To the hills, that's where the UAO Spring Break trip is headed this 
year. There are 15 spaces available on the excursion, and the cost is 
set at $1 35 per person Interested persons may sign-up in the UAO 
Office on the third floor of the Union Payment is due upon registra- 
tion. 
Specifically, the group will be hiking the Appalachian Trail in the 
mountains of Tennesee and North Carolina Craig Mack, the trip's co- 
ordinator, said that the trip will be run differently than last year In the 
past, the hikers carried all their equipment for the week on their backs 
and set up camp along the trail each night This time, there will be one 
base camp somewhere in the state park, and the group will return 
there most evenings, with the exception of "one or two" overnight 
hikes. This will allow hikers to explore more of the area, covering a 
greater variety of terrain, and they need not be experienced. Mack 
said. 
The group departs Saturday. March 23, and returns to Bowling 
Green Sunday, March 30. 
Campus celeb plays 
our songs (for free) 
Tom Gorman: in addition to be- 
ing assistant director of place- 
ment, he's also one of the cam- 
pus' favorite entertainers. He ap- 
pears regularly at Campus Pol- 
leyeye's, but on Friday, March 15, 
he'll be featured on campus in a 
free concert with fellow folkster 
Dan Hartman. The show will begin 
at 7 p.m. in 121 West Hall. 
Gorman is one performer who 
really loves what he does - both 
singing and songwriting; perform- 
ing is one of his favorites. It also 
doesn't hurt that he says that he's 
found a home in Bowling Green. 
"When I'm playing in BGI don't 
think I could be happier playing 
anywhere else," he says. "I have 
everything I could possibly want 
here." 
Gorman enjoys a fantastic rap- 
port with his audience; he cares 
for the people who come to see 
him, and his genuine concern is 
evident. His performances are 
honest, and not pretentious. "I re- 
ally try to be there for people...I 
don't try to impress anybody with 
what I'm doing," he says. 
Joan Thomas, a student fan of 
Gorman's, agrees, saying, "He 
seems to really care about the col- 
lege students; he has a very good 
relationship with them." 
Gorman's audiences can not 
only relate to him as a person but 
also to the music he performs. His 
repertoire includes a wide range of 
cover folk tunes by greats such as 
Harry Chapin, Jim Croce, Dan 
Fogelberg and James Taylor, but 
he also works in a lot of the music 
that he has written. 
"There are so many of his songs 
(that he plays) that I listened to 
while I was growing up," says stu- 
dent Kristen Herbster. "He has 
good original music, too." 
That fondness for the music is 
shared by Gorman as well There's 
just something special about folk 
music, he believes. 
"It's very sincere music. It really 
speaks to something inside of 
people," he says. Besides, "it 
suits one person with a guitar." 
Dan Hart, another likable folk art- 
ist, promises to have the same ef- 
fect on the students. Gorman ad- 
mits that he has never worked with 
Hart before, but "I've seen him. 
He's really good." 
9 1.111.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Spirited Extension " Mixed meet* 
works by Gerald Sprvey wal be on 
Oeptey Fin end open !o all 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
* cm.-* p.m. - tuition Raffle 
f 1 riffle ticket* Winner receives 
$1 .OOOm Bur sir account 
Sponsored by Honor* Student 
Association Foyer. Union. 
Noon - Graduate Student 
Luncheon 
II donation. Open to all. Untied 
Christian Fellowship Cental, 111 
Thurstin. 
12:15pm -Church! 
St Thome* More Pariah. 425 
Thurstin 
2 p.m. - Tannl i 
Men*teamvs NorthernMfcnots 
University. 
2:104 p.m. - Mailer Class 
OstlnguMhod Wsmho. professor. 
soprano Martin* Arroyo. *■ 
present the class Thr*ieth* 
second of nve scheduled visits to 
Bowing Qreen Free and open to 
el Bryan Recital Hal. Moors 
Musical Arts Center 
• p.m.-* p.m. - MDA Superdinci 
S3 lor open dance (7 p.m.-2 a m ). 
$2 for superdencers Free food, 
prize drawings. Irve entertainment. 
and D J.*. Open to student*, 
faculty and staff Sponsored by 
RSA Al proceeds go to the 
Muscular Dystrophy Association. 
Northeast Commons 
S p.m - B.G. Gaming Society 
Free and open to al 222 
Education. 
7 p.m. - Reel Music 
Thai concert featurea mualc written 
lor the cinema, plus film clips Free 
Space I* limited so pick up free 
tickets from Popular Culture, UAO. 
RerAo-Television-Flm. or the 
Coeege of Musical Art*. Oish Fern 
Theatre. Harm* 
7:*0 p.m. - Poetry and Fiction 
Poet Jennifer Wolfe and fiction 
writer Barbara Bouoon win reed 
Free and open to al Prout Chapel 
7:30-11 p.m- - German Coffee 
Hour* 
Free and open to a* Sponsored by 
WSA 411 South Hal 
S p.m. - Theatre Production 
■The Misanthrope." by Moaere 
Admission Is $4 for students and 
SB lor other*. Eva Mane Semi 
Tha^ra.UnlveraltyHal 
S p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Sty Stone*." The hidden 
aatronomy of afferent atlas wd be 
explored. Featured sites Include 
the Pyramid* ol Egypt, Stoneheng 
and th* Temples ot Maya. 
Planetarium 
S pJ». - French Far" 
Free and open to al. The French 
House. 
»end10p.m..l*dnlorrt-UAO 
10 p.m.-2 a.m. - Dance 
Delta Sigma That* Eppier Gym 
10:30 a.m.-12: JO pun. - Special 
CO 
12:45 p.m.-Si ekat ball 
Women's team va. Miami 
University Anderson Arena 
2:1M p.m. -Meiter CUM 
Distinguished visiting professor, 
soprsno Martina Arroyo, wal 
present the das* Free and open to 
at Bryan Recital Hal. Moore 
Musical Art* Center 
3 p.m.-Basketball 
Men's team vs Mavm University 
Anderson Arena. 
4 p.m. - Church Service 
St. Thomas More Panah. 425 
Thurattn. • 
5:30 p.m. - Church Service 
SI AJoysms Church, t SO S. 
Enterpns*. 
7 p.m. - Jabberwock 
Delta Sigma Thets Dance to toeaw 
Lenhert Grand Batfroom. Union 
7 p.m.-Club VoMeybell 
Men's team vs. University ol 
Michigan Free and open to al 
Anderson Arena 
( p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Misanthrope,'' by Moaere 
Admission I* $4 lor students and 
$6 lor other*. Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre. University Hal 
0 p.m. - Jazz al Bowling Green 
Series 
Pianist Tommy Flanagan wH 
perform. Ticket* are S3, $5 and $7 
lor •tudent*. $2 more for other*. 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical 
Art* Center. 
t and 10 p.m., Midnight - UAO 
Movie 
"Derkrnan ""$ I 50 with valid BGSU 
student I 0. 210 Math Sciences 
10p.m.-2s.m. - Danes 
Sponsored by the Black Board ol 
Cultural Affairs North***! 
Common*. 
8.10 a.m. - Church Service! 
St. John's Episcopal Church, 1509 
E Woosler 
8,10a.m., Noon - Church 
Services 
St Aloyskis Church. 150 S. 
Enterprise. 
9:30,11 a.m. - Church Service! 
St Mark's Lutheran Church, 316 
S. College (Sunday school at 9:45 
a.m.). 
9.11 a.m. - Church Service! 
First United Methodist Church. 
1506E Wooeter 
9:30 s.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S. 
Enterprise 
10 a.m.-Tenni* 
Men's team vs. Akron University. 
Derkrnan "31 50 with vBkd BGSU 
atudentl D 210 Math Sciences 
DJK eJ*>.  
s 
"Al About Audrodns." 
Oistlngutohed vkuong profeaeor. 
soprano Martina Arroyo. vrl 
present Irve session Free and 
open to al Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Art* Center 
11 a.m. - Track 
Men's and Women's teams st 
SHverston Invitational. Ann Arbor, 
Michigan 
12:30-4:30 p.m. - Open Audition • 
Audnone wd be held lor the 1991 
Huron Playhouse Company. An 
eppecatton and ref erencea muel be 
submitted before March 1 and an 
appointment moat be made with the 
theatre rjepartment (372-2222). 
Tryouta are open to any graduates 
of an aiuedaert eocondary school 
Jo* E Brown Theatre 
10 am. - Church Service 
Prout Chapel 
10 a.m. -Church Service 
University Christian Church. 1040 
Choral Rehearsal Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S. 
Church. 
10,11:30 a-m., 7 Mr, - Church 
Service* 
St. Thome* More Pariah, 425 
Thurson 
10 a.m.,* p.m. -Church Servtcee 
Dsyspring Assembly of God, 
17360 N. Dixie Highway. 
10:15 a.m. - Church Service 
Chrtet Community Church, 123 
Court St. 
10:30 a.m. -Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028 
West Pearl (Sunday school at 9:15 
a.m.). 
10:30 a.m.-Church Service 
Agape Church of Prayer United 
Chrtabsn Feeowshlp, 313 Thurstm 
(Bex* lludy at 9 30 a m ) 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Tnnrty United Methodist Church, 
200 N Summit (Sunday school al 
9:1 Sam). 
19:30 *.m.-12:30 p.m. - Mailer 
CkM* 
Distinguished visiting professor, 
soprsno Martina Arroyo, vrtl 
present the dee*. Free and open to 
al Bryan Radial Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
10:10 ajn„ 6 p.m. - Church 
Services 
First Baptist Church 749 S 
Winter gar den 
10:10 a.m.. 9:30 p.m. - Church 
Service 
Visage View Church ol Christ, 801' 
West Poe Rd. 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Faith Temple. 175 Sttte SI 
(Sunday school at 10 a.m ). 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
First Christian Church, 875 
Haskina (Sunday school at 9:30 
a.m.). 
10:45a.m.- Church Service 
Dekverance Tabernacle Church ol 
God. 17202 N. Mercer (Sunday 
school at 9 30 a m | 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Msumee Valley Unitarian 
UnfversaJisI Congregation. Schaaer 
Hal, 130 W Indiana, Perrysburg 
(Religious education at 10 a.m.). 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Fouisquare Gospel Church 205 
Sandndge 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Service! 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
of God. 620 Second SI (Sunday 
school at 10 a.m.) 
I p.m. - Gymnastic! 
BGSU vs. Eastern Michigan Eppier 
North. 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The Symphonic Band and Alumni 
Band w* perform. Free and open to 
al Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
0:10 p.m. - Church Service 
Faith Temple, 176 State St 
7 p.m.-Movie 
"Only Angels Heve Wings " Free 
and open to al. Gieh Film Theater 
7:10 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Sky Stones." The hidden 
astronomy of different sites wll be 
explored. Featured sites include 
th* Pyramid* of Egypt. 
Stonghenge.end the Temples of 
Maya. Planetarium 
9 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Misanthrope." by Moeere 
Admission Is $4 for students and 
$6 lor others Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre. University Hal. 
9 a.ra.-6 p.m. - Tuition Raffle 
$1 rsffle tickets Winner receives 
S1.000 In Bursar account. 
Sponsored by Honor* Student 
Association. Foyer, Union. 
I0a.m..1p.m.- Billiard 
Exhibition 
Pocket Basard Clinic Pocket daiard 
and trick shot artist Jack White wal 
give the clinic Open to al. 
Buckeye Room, Union. 
II 30 a.m. -Church Service 
St. Thomas More Parish. 426 
Thuratln. 
9 p.m. - Art Exhibit Opening 
"Works on Paper " Water colors by 
graduate art student Paul 
Snodgrass wil be on display. Free 
and open to al. Kennedy Green 
Room, Moore Musical Arta Center 
9:30 p.m. - Amnesty International 
Free and open to al 306 Henna 
9 p.m. - Student* lor LHe 
Free and open to al Faculty 
Lounge, Union. 
in 
9 p.m. - Soviet Composer 
Performance 
Alexander Knejfef, Serge Pavlenko. 
and TaOana Sergeyeva w* perform 
along wrth faculty member* Judith 
BenHey. Ann Corrigan, Marilyn 
Shrude. and the Bowing Green 
String Quartet Free and open to 
al Bryan Recital Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
10 p.m. -CO Player* 
The CD Player* Troupe wil 
perform. "It Happen* to Everyone." 
Free and open to afl. Sponsored by 
Residential Services and 
P.E.O P L E Committee 
Mezzanine Lounge. Rodgers 
Quadrangle. 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Works on Paper." Watercoiors by 
graduate art student Paul 
Snodgr ass will be on display Free 
and open to al Kennedy Green 
Room, Moore Musical Arts Center 
9 s.m.-5 p.m. - Tuition Raffle 
SI raffle tickets. Winner receives 
SI .000 in Bursar account 
Sponsored by Honors Student 
Association Foyer, Union. 
10 a.m.- Billiard Exhibition 
Pocket Besard Clinic. Pocket bHlard 
and trick shot artist Jack White will 
give the clinic Open lo all. 
Buckeye Room, Union 
10:30-4 p.m. - Summer Job Fair 
1991 
Many representatives wll be on 
campus. Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by the Office of 
Financial Aid and Student 
Employment. Lenhart Grand 
Baaroom. Union. 
1 p.m. - Billiard Exhibition 
Tournament and Pocket Billiard 
Clinic Pocket Mssrd and trick shot 
artist Jack White will give the clinic 
Immediately following the last class, 
a drawing lor starting positions in 
the tournament will be held After 
this the tournament wll begin and 
continue through Wednesday. 
Open to al. Buckeye Room. Union 
4 p.m. -- Intramural Deadline 
Entries due for women's and coed 
voleybal Play begins March 11. 
108 Student Recreation Center 
4-5 p.m. - Elementary Education 
Methods 
Al students who applied lor 
Summer or FaU 1991 Elementary 
Education Methods are expected 
to attend. Acceptance and special 
course registration wll be clarified. 
115 Education. 
4-6:30 p.m. - Dance Class 
A class with the Joseph Holmes 
Dance Theatre will be held. This 
class la lor advanced dancers 
Free. Open lo al dancers who srs 
al least 13 yeara old To 
register .Cal Laurie Bel at 
372-6919. 201 Hayes Hal 
6-7:30 p.m. - United Karate 
System 
BGSU Karate Club Wear sweats 
S35 for 7 week session. Open to 
af. Gym. Eppier Center. 
7 p.m. - SoHd Rock Christian 
Fellowship 
Meeting. Free and open to al. 
Prout Chapel 
7 p.m. - Active Christiana Today 
Fellowship meeting. Free and open 
to al. Alumni Room. Union 
7:30 p.m. - Mualc Serial 
Music from Bowling Green al the 
Manor House. "Music lor Harp and 
Guitar " Jule and Chris Buzzes! wfl 
perform. Free and open to al. 
Manor House, Wtdwood Metro 
Park. Toledo 
9 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Sky Stone*." Th* hidden 
astronomy of different site* wil be 
explored Featured sites Include 
tho Pyramids of Egypt. 
Stonehenge, and the Temple* of 
Maya Planetarium 
9 p.m. - Comedy Show 
"We Can Make You Laugh " A 
contestant who can survive without 
laughing will receive S25 m cash 
Pius s "Make Me Laugh" T -Shirt 
Free and open to all Sponsored by 
UAO. 121 West Hal 
9:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality 
Group 
Free and open lo al. 217 W 
Washington St 
9 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Free and open to al. United 
Christian Fellowship Center. 313 
Thurstm 
9 p.m. - College Democrats 
Free and open to all 110 Business 
Administration 
9-11:30 a.m. - Advisement 
For hearing Impaired majors 444 
Education. 
9 a.m.- 5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Works on Paper " Watercoiors by 
graduate srt student Paul 
Snodgrass will be on display. Free 
and open to al. Kennedy Green 
Room, Moore Musical Arts Center 
9 i.m.-S p.m. - Tuition Raffle 
$1 raffle tickets. Winner receives 
$ t ,000 in Bursar account 
Sponsored by Honors Student 
Association Foyer. Union. 
11:10 a.m. - Church Service 
SI Thomas More Parish, 426 
Thurstin 
12:30 p.m. - Meditation Group 
Open lo al. United Christian 
Fellowship, 313 Thurstin. 
1 -2:30 p.m. - Oance Clan 
A class with the Joseph Holmes 
Dance Theatre wd be held. This 
class is lor beginners. Free. Open 
to al dancers who are at least 13 
years old. To register, cal 
372-6919. Kobacker Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
1 -2:30 p.m. - People lor Raclsl 
Justice 
Free and open to al Taft Room. 
Union. 
1-3:30 p.m - Advisement 
For hearing Impaired majors. 444 
Education. 
2-4:10 p.m. - Cal* Conversation 
Free and open to el The French 
House 
1:10 p.m. - Seminar 
"Behavioral and Neural 
Mechanisms ol Avian Spatial 
Behavior " Vemer Bingman, of the 
Department ofPsychology wal 
speak. Sponsored by the 
Department of Biological Services 
112 Life Sciences 
1:30-5 p.m. - Affirmative Action 
Video Discussion Series. "Sex 
Equity in the Classroom." 
Community Suite. Union. 
4:10-5:10 p.m. - Colloquium 
"Computable Chaos." Thai 
colloquium to Mathematics. 
Philosophy, and Physics, wa be 
presented by John Winnie ol the 
Department ol History and 
Philosophy ol Science st Indians 
University Sponsored by the 
PhsOeopy Department 
Coeponeored by the Physic* 
Department. Planetarium 
4:30-9,9-7:10 p.m. - Oance Clasi 
A class with the Joseph Holmes 
Oance Theatre wal be held. This 
dass la for Intermediate dancer*. 
Free. Open to all dancers who are 
at least 13 years old To regieler. 
cal 372-6919 201 HayeaHaa. 
7 p.m. - Church Service 
Faith Temple. 175 State St 
7 p.m - Motivation Madness 
Inspirations and Aspirations." Beth 
Adtor. Organizational Consultant. 
Student OrganizatKms 
Development Center, University of 
Michigan, wll apeak. Free. For 
registration information and location 
cal the Office of Student AcUvttiee 
and Orientation el 372-2843. 
7:00 p.m. - MM Week Prayer 
First Baptist Church, 749 S 
Winter gar den 
7:30 p.m. - Visiting Craatlva 
mum 
Laura Chester w* read Free and 
open to as Sponsored by the 
Creative Writing Program Prout 
Chapel 
7:30 p-m. - Frashman Bible Study 
Free and open to al. United 
Christian Fellowship Center. 313 
Thuraon 
7:30 p.m. - International Program 
Summer Study Program in Franca. 
Dr. Charles Chrttle. Director ot 
International Program m Business, 
w* speak Free and open to al 
Sponsored by the Coaage ot 
Business Administration. The 
French House. 
8:30-0:30 p.m. - College 
Republicans 
Scott Ziance. Republican candidate | 
lor Ward 1 City Council, will apeak. 
Free and open to all 115 business 
Administration. 
9 p.m. - Progressive Sludanl 
Organization 
Free and open to an United 
Christian Fesowship Center. 313 
Thursttn. 
9 p.m. - Reach Out 
Social Service Organization Free 
and open to all 200 Moseley 
9 p.m. - Circle K 
Alumni Room, Union 
9 a.m.- Billiard Exhibition 
Billiard Tournament Men's linal 
(roundrobin style). Open to all 
Buckeye Room, Union. 
9 a.m.-5 p.m.-Art Exhibit 
"Workson Paper." Watercokvs by 
graduate art student Paul 
Snodgraas will be on display. Free 
and open to al Kennedy Green 
Room, Moore Musical Arts Center 
11a.m. -COCO 
General Assembly lor Commuter 
Off-Campus Organization Main 
Lounge, Off-Campus Student 
Center 
11 a.m.-1 p.m. - Lecture 
Fractal Myths " John Winnie, of 
the Department ol History and 
Philosophy ol Science at Indiana 
University, wil apeak. Sponsored 
by the Philosophy Department. 
11:30 a.m. - Church Service 
St Thomea More Parish. 425 
Thuratin 
Noon-Billiard Exhibition 
Baxard Tournament Approximate 
time. Women's final. Open to all. 
Buckeye Room, Union. 
1:30-2:30 p.m. - Dance Class 
A class with the Joaeph Holmes 
Dance Theatre wH be held. Thia 
class is for intermediate dancers. 
Free. Open to al dancers who are 
at least 13 yean) old To register, 
call 372-8919 Kooacker Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
2:104:30 p.m. - WSA Coflee 
Hour* 
411 South Hal. 
4-6:30 p.m. - Dance Class 
A claaa with the Joseph Holmes 
Dance Theatre wH be held Thia 
claaa is for intermediate dancers. 
Free. Open to al dancers who are 
at least 13 years old To register. 
cal 372-6919. 201 HayeaHal 
S p.m.-BQSU Karate 
Self Defense Night Wear sweats 
Free and open to all Gym, Eppler 
Center 
7:30 p.m. - USQ Presidential 
Debate 
Five candidates w* answer 
questions from a panel of two BG 
News staff members, and one 
faculty member. Free and open to 
all Sponsored by the BG News and 
PI Sigma Alpha. 121 West Had 
i. - Theatre Production 
•The MaMnthrope." by Mokere 
Admission la t4 lor atudenta and 
S6 for others Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre. University Hal 
B p.m. - Student• for Life 
Free and open to al Faculty 
Lounge. Union 
B p.m. - Concert 
The BGSU Trumpet Ensemble wil 
perform. Free and open to al. 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical 
Art* Center 
9 p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film 
Series 
Salute to 1939 Month "Mr Smith 
Goes to Washington " Free and 
open to al. Glah FUm Theatre 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Works on Paper " Water colors by 
graduate art student Paul 
Snodgrass w* be on display Free 
and open to al. Kennedy Green 
Room, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
11 a.m. - Track 
Men's and Women's teams at 
NCAA Championships. 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
11 a.m. - Pocket Billiard Clink: 
Pocket biliard and trick shot artist 
Jack White wal play the men's 
champion of the on campus 
tournament. Foeowed by "The 
Trick Shot Exhibition." Free and 
open to al. Buckeye Room, Union. 
Noon - Graduate Student 
Luncheon 
11 donation. Open to all. United 
Christian Fellowship Canter, 313 
Thursttn. 
12:16 p.m. - Church Service 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 
Thursttn 
5 p.m. - Day-By-Day Deadline 
Deadline for submitting items for 
the 1991 • 1992 Day-By-Day 
calendar. Free. Turn Items In to 
Shari Riffle. Director of 
Publication*. UAO. third floor. 
Union. 
6 p.m. - Lecture 
"A Gestalt Approach to 
Understanding Visual Language " 
Dr. Janie Rhyne wil grve the 
lecture. Free and open to all 204 
Fine Arts. 
6 p.m. - B.G. Gaming Society 
Free and open to al. 222 
Education. 
7-B pjn. - Art Exhibit Opening 
"Design 19 Annual Undergraduate 
Design Exhibition." Free and open 
to a*. Gaaery, Fine Arts 
7-9 p.m. - Art Exhibit Opening 
"The BFA Exhibition for Graduating 
Studio Majors " Free and open to 
al. Oakery. McFaH Center 
7:30 p.m. - Poetry and Fiction 
Reeding 
Fiction writer Andy Held and poet 
Jessica Hutchm* wW read. Free 
and open to al. Prout Chapel. 
• p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Misanthrope." by Mokere 
Admiaaion is $4 for students and 
$6 for others. Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre, University Hal 
Band 10 p.m. - UAO Movie 
"Presumed Innocent " $ 1 50 with 
vasd BGSU student ID. 210 Math 
Science*. 
B p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Sky Stones "The hidden 
astronomy of different aitea wil be 
explored Featured sites Include 
the Pyramid* of Egypt. Stonehenge 
and the Temples of Maya. 
Planetarium. 
6 p.m. - French Film 
The French Houas. 
8 p.m. - Featlval Series 
The Joaeph Holmes Dance Theatre 
wil perform Tickets, $8-20 ($2 
discount for student*), can be 
reserved by casing the box office at 
372-8171   Kooacker Hal, Moore 
Muatca) Art* Center 
• p.m.-I a.m. - Dry Dock 
Basement Harshman Ouadrangle 
Midnight-UAO Movie 
"Blue Velvet   $1 50 with valid 
BGSU student I D 210Math 
Sciences 
11 a.m. - Track 
Men* and Women's teams at 
NCAA Championships. 
Indianapolis. Ind 
I Noon - Baseball 
BGSU at Eastern Kentucky 
University. 
1 pjn.-Tennis 
Men's team vs Robert Morris 
| College 
4 p.m. - Church Service 
St Thomas More Parish, 425 
Thurslin 
5:30 p.m. - Church Service 
St Aloysius Church. 150 S 
Enterprise 
B p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Misanthrope." by Mokere. 
Admission is $4 for students and 
$8 for others. Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre. Umveraity Hal 
8 p.m. - Muetcal Crossroads 
Series 
The Sarvadoran group Yolocamba I 
Ta wi perform $3 for students $5 
forothera Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
8 and 10 p.m.-UAO Movie 
"Presumed Innocent." SI .50 with 
vakd BGSU student I D 210Math 
Sciences. 
9 p.m. - Dry Dock 
Basement Harshman Ouadrangle 
Midnight-UAO Movie 
Blue Velvet "St.50 with vakd 
BGSU student ID 210 Math 
Sciences 
CM 
I   1-4 p.m. - Jumpathon 
"Jump Rope lor Your Heart " Cat 
354-3588 Al proceeds go to the 
American Heart AaaoclatJon Free 
Open to al campus organizations 
Sponsored by Delta Pal Kappa 
Gym. Eppler South 
3 p.m. - Concert 
Bowling Green Phrtharmonia. Free 
and open to all Kooacker Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
7 p.m. -Lenharl Classic Film 
Series 
"The Roaring Twenties." Free and 
open to al Gish Film Theatre 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Sky Stone* " The hidden 
astronomy ol different sites wW be 
explored Featured sites include 
the Pyrarmda of Egypt. Stonehenge 
and the Templea of Maya. 
Planetarium 
9 p.m.-1 a.m. - Dance Against 
Racism 
Free and open to al Lenhart Grand 
Balroom, Union 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Design 19 Annual Undergraduate 
Design Exhibition " Free and open 
toal Gaaery. Fine Arts 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"The BFA Exhibition for Graduating 
Studio Majors " Free and open to 
at Gallery, McFal Center 
9 a.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Work* on Paper " Watercokxs by 
graduate art atudent Paul 
Snodgrass wifl be on display Free 
and open toal Kennedy Green 
Room, Moore Musical Art* Center. 
11:30 a m-Church Service 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 42S 
Thuratin. 
8:30 p.m. - Amnesty International 
Free and open to al. 306 Henna 
7-0 p.m. - Archery Awareness 
Student Recreation Center 
8 p.m. - Students for Life 
Free and open to al Faculty 
Lounge. Union 
B p.m. - Jazz Week 
The Spetman College Jazz 
Enaembie wal perform Free and 
open to al Sponsored by the 
College of Musical Arts, the Office 
ol Multicultural Affair* and the 
Office of Multicultural Actrvibe* and 
Programs Kooacker Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
8:30-0:30 p.m. - College 
Republicans 
Free and open to al 115 Business 
Administration 
9 p.m.-I a.m. - Dene* Against 
Racism 
Free and open to al Lenhart Grand 
Balroom, Union 
10 pjn. - CD Players 
"It Happens to Everyone " The CD 
(Cultural Diversity) Players Theatre 
Troupe war perform Free and open 
to al. Sponsored by Residential 
Services and the PEOPLE 
Committee Main Lounge. 
McDonald East 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Design 19; Annual Undergraduate 
Design Exhibition " Free and open 
to al Gallery. Fine Art* 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"The BFA Exhibition for Graduating 
Studio Major* " Free and open to 
al Gaaery. McFal Center 
B a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Work*on Paper." Watercokxs by 
graduate art student Paul 
Snodgrass wil be on display Free 
and open to al Kennedy Green 
Room. Moore Musical Arts Center 
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline 
Entries due for racquetbetl. 
women's singles and doubles Play 
begms March 18 108 Student 
Recreation Center 
0-7:30 p-m. - United Karate 
System 
BGSU Karate Club Open to al. 
Gym, Eppler Center 
7 p.m. - Solid Rock Christian 
Fellowship 
Meeting. Free end open to all 
Prout Chapel 
7 pjn. - Active Christiana Today 
Fei'owship meeting Free and open 
toal Alumni Room. Union. 
B p.m. - PlanetsrIum Show 
"Sky Stones " The hidden 
astronomy of different sites wal be 
explored Featured sites include 
the Pyramids of Egypt. Stonehenge 
and the Temples of Maya. 
Planetarium 
8 p.m. - Jazz Week 
Jazz Combos Free and open toal. 
Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
8:30 p.m. - Woman's Spirituality 
Group 
Free and open to al. 217 W. 
Washington St 
9 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Free and open .o al. United 
Christian Fesowship Center. 313 
Thurslin. 
9 pjn. - College Democrats 
Free and open toal 110 Business 
Administration 
8 p.m. - Jazz Week 
Jazz Combos. Free and open to al 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Muetcal 
Art* Center. 
9-11:30 a.m. - Advisement 
For hearing impaired majors 444 
Education 
B am -4:30 p.m - Art Exhibit 
"Design 19: Annual Undergraduate 
Design Exhibition " Free and open 
fJSfl toal Gaaery. Fine Arts. 
9 am -4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"The BFA Exhibition for Graduating 
Studio Majors " Free and open to 
al Gaaery. McFal Center 
9 e.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Work* on Paper." Water colors by 
graduate art student Paul 
Snodgraea W* be on display Free 
ft)      and open toal. Kennedy Green 
Room. Moore Musical Arts Center 
Noon-1 pjn. - Student Open 
Forum 
President Paul Okscamp wal be on 
hand for diacuasion 221 McFal 
Cantor 
12:30 p.m. - Meditation Group 
Open to al United Crvratian 
Feaowarap, 313 Thurslin 
1 -3:30 p.m. - Advisement 
For hearing impaired major* 444 
Education 
2-4:30 p.m. - Cat* Conversation 
Free and open to al The French 
House 
3:30 p.m. - Seminar 
"Molecular Chaperon** of 
Cynobacteria " Robert Webb, from 
the Department of Biological 
Sciences st Purdue University, wil 
speak Sponsored by the 
Department of Bkxogical Servicea 
112 Life Sciences 
7:00 pjn. - Mid weak Prayer 
Fist Baptist Church, 749 S 
Wmter garden 
7 p.m. - Black Student Union 
Detkcatlon to African Women 
Free and open to all Amani 
7-0 p.m - Archery Awareness 
Student Recreation Center 
7:30 p.m. - Frashman Bible Study 
Free and open to al Unrted 
Chnaban Fesowship Center. 313 
Thurshn 
7 p.m. - Church Service 
Faith Temple. 175 State St 
7:30 p.m. - Visiting Writer 
Laura Chester wil read Free and 
open toal Prout Chapel 
7:30 p.m.-Club Volleyball 
Men's team va University ol 
Toledo. Free and open to al 
Anderson Arena 
8 p.m. - Jan Week 
Haisey and Fnenda. featuring 
faculty member Jeff Haisey. wW 
perform Free and open to al 
Kooacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts 
Canter 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Shorts Festival 91  A Bill ol One 
Acts " Admission rs $3 For tickets 
cal 372-2222 JoaE Brown 
Theatre. University Hal 
9 pjn. - Progressive Sludanl 
Organization 
Free and open to al United 
Cfmstian Fesowship Center. 313 
Thurstkv 
9 p.m. - Reach Out 
Social Service Organization Free 
and open toal 200 Moseley 
9 a. m.-4:30 p.m - Art Exhibit 
"Design 19: Annual Undergraduate 
Design Exhibition   Free and open 
to al Gaaery, Fkie Arts 
B *.m.-4:30 pjn. - Art Exhibit 
"The BFA Exhibition for Graduating 
Studio Majors " Free and open to 
al Gaaery. McFal Center 
B a m.-5 p.m - Art Exhibit 
"Works on Paper " Watercokxs by 
graduate art student Paul 
Snodgrass wil be on display Free 
and open to al Kennedy Green 
Room. Moore Musical Ana Center 
2:30-4:30 - Coffee Hours 
Free and open to all Sponsored by 
WSA. 411 South Hal 
5:15 p.m. - Church Service 
St Thomas Mora Pariah, 425 
Thuratin 
0-7:10 pjn. - United Karat* 
System 
BGSU Karate Club Open toal 
Gym. Eppler Center 
7:10 p.m - Fellowship of 
Christian Athletae 
Sponsored by Chnst Community 
Church Union 
7:10 p.m. - Thursday Night Live 
Free and open to al Sponsored by 
BGSU Bitx* Studies Presidential 
Lounge. Ice Arena 
7:30 p.m. - CN Alpha 
Christian fellowship Free and open 
tool Prout Chapel 
7:10 p.m. - Prarte Margins 
Local authors wil read from tnetr 
works Sponsored by COCO. TV 
Lounge, Off-Campus Student 
Canter 
Jazz Week brings lots of brass, plenty of class 
Voices, instruments 
combining in choir 
Many BQSU students may be 
more familiar with the delicious 
students of Spelman College, the 
site of NBC's college-based sit- 
com "Different World." 
But they wll become more famil- 
iar with the real college after the 
Spelman College Jazz Ensemble 
kicks off the University's 1991 
Jazz Week with an 8 p.m. per- 
formance Monday, March 11. 
The concert, which is free and 
open to the public, will be held in 
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musi- 
cal Arts Center. 
Making a national name for itself, 
the ensemble is comprised of 
eight vocalists, two keyboardists, 
three saxophone players, two 
bass players, one guitarist and two 
percussionists 
Currently in the middle of a 
Midwest tour, the ensemble has 
won rave reviews at festivals such 
as the National Black Arts Festival 
in Atlanta and the Capitol City Jazz 
Festival in Washington, DC. 
They are under the direction of 
Joseph W. Jennings, who before 
joining the Spelman faculty was 
the director of music at the Atlanta 
Center for Black Art. He is also the 
co-founder of the popular record- 
ing group Ufe Force. 
Jennings also played with musi- 
cians such as Gladys Knight, Ron- 
nie Dyson, Clifford Jordan, The 
Manhattans, The Temptations and 
The Four Tops. 
Other events during Jazz Week 
include free faculty and student 
concerts at p.m. Tuesday through 
Friday, March 12-15, In the 
Moore Musical Arts Center's 
Bryan Recital Hall. There will also 
be a High School Jazz Festival and 
a concert by Jon Faddis on Satur- 
day, March 16. 
The Spelman concert is being 
sponsored by the College of Mu- 
sical Arts, the Office of Multicul- 
tural Affairs and the Office of 




carries the flame 
It began when Jon Faddis was a 
10-year-old and introduced to the 
music of Dizzy Gillespie. Twenty- 
seven years later, he is now 
well-known throughout the world 
as one of jazz music's leading 
men. Saturday, March 16, at 8 
p.m Faddis and his trio will con- 
clude Jazz Week by bringing their 
show to Kobacker Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
By age 15 Faddis had appeared 
with Gillespie s band at the Jazz 
Workshop In San Francisco, and 
he was a member of Lionel Hamp- 
ton's band at age 18  He toured 
widely with Hampton and ap- 
peared on a Canadian television 
special called "One Night Stand" 
with such greats as Buddy Rich, 
Gene Krupa. Roy Eldridge and Mel 
Torme. Through the show he met 
drummer Mel Lewis, and became 
a permanent fixture in the Thad 
Jones/Mel Lewis big band, be- 
ginning with a tour of the Soviet 
Union. 
The seventies marked a time of 
solitude for Faddis, who admits 
that he "kind of ran away" from the 
touring scene. He spent his time in 
the studios of New York, and his 
distinctive sound can be heard on 
tracks by the the Rolling Stones, 
Frank Sinatra, Duke Ellington, 
Ouincy Jones, Luther Vandross. 
Billy Joel and many more. The 
sound of his horn has also ap- 
peared on the theme of the "Co- 
sby Show" and the soundtrack of 
Clint Eastwood's "Bird." 
During the eighties, however, 
Faddis returned to higher public 
profile once again. He became a 
leader of his own quartet and both 
a featured soloist and musical di- 
rector of Dizzy Gillespie's band. In 
May, 1989, he starred In a 
state-sponsored jazz tour of 
Europe, performing in East Gre- 
many, Hungary, Portugal and Ice- 
land, among other countries. 
Reviews of Faddis as both a 
musician and a performer have 
been quite positive. Melody Maker 
stated, "We now know that we 
can add one more name to that 
line of trumpet royalty that began 
with King Oliver and continued 
through Louis Armstrong, Roy El- 
dridge and Dizzy Gillespie. With 
Jon Faddis. we are hearing the 
jazz traditions reborn, the flame 
rekindled and carried forward." 
The concert Is sponsored in part 
by the College of Musical Arts and 
UAO in accordance with the Uni- 
versity's Jazz Week. Tickets, 
priced at $9.50, $12.50 and 
$15.50 with a $2.50 discount for 
students, go on sale Monday, 
March 4, at the music center box 
office. 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
Shorts Festival 91  ABIol One 
Acts " Admission is $3 For tickets 
cal 372-2222. Joe E Brown 
Theatre. University Hall 
a p.m.-Jan Week 
BOSU Jazz Lab Bands Freeand 
open to al Kobacker Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
8:30 p.m. - Lesbian and Qay 
Alliance 
Free and open to al Basement. 
United Christian Feiowship Center. 
313Thurstln 
9 p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film 
Series 
Salute to 1939 Month 
"Ntnotchka " Free and open to al 
Grth Film Theatre 
Noon - Graduate Student 
Luncheon 
$ 1 donation. Open to all. United 
Christian Fellowship Center, 313 
Thurstln. 
12:15 p.m. - Church Service 
St Thomas More Pariah. 426 
Thurstln. 
2-4 p.m. - Lecture 
"Could Kant Have Been a 
UoWanan?' R M Hare. Graduate 
Research Professor. University ol 
Florida and White's Professor of 
Moral Philosophy. Emeritus. 
Oxford, w* speak Free and open 
to al. Sponsored by the Phdosophy 
Department. m 
5 p.m. - Biathlon Sign-up 
Deadline 
The 1991 Spring Biathakxi wi> be 
Apr! 20.1991  108Student 
Recreation Center 
5 p.m. - Scholarship Deadline 
Alumni Book Scholarship Arts and 
Sciences College Office. 205 
Administration Building 
8 p.m. - B.Q. Gaming Society 
Free and open to all. 222 
Education. 
7 p.m, - Concert 
Tom Gorman and Dan Han w# 
perform. Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by COCO. RSA. HSA. 
OCSC. FOCUS, and NTSA 121 
West Hall 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Sky Stones." The hidden 
astronomy of different sites win be 
explored. Featured sites Include 
the Pyramids of Egypt, Stonehenge 
and the Temples of Maya. 
Planetarium 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Shorts Festival '91: A BUI of One 
Acts " Admission is $3 For tickets 
cat 372-2222. Joe E Brown 
Theatre. University Hal 
8 p.m. - French Film 
Free and open to al The French 
House 
8 p.m.-Jazz Wee* 
BGSUGutars Free and open to al. 
Bryan Recital Hall Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
8 and 10 p.m., Midnight - UAO 
Movie 
"Flatimers "$ 1 50 with valid BGSU 
atudent I D Eva Marie St Theater 
10 p.m.-2 a.m. - Dance 
Zeta Phi Beta Northeast 
Commons 
...       - -A-..'1-.-A.-aVwVi 
Rap show scheduled 
On Sunday, March 17, the histori- 
cal poet' group X-Clan will perform In 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom ol the 
University Union 7 p.m. Sunday. 
March 17. Tickets are available now in 
the Union Foyer from 6-7:30p.m. 
Monday- Thursdays lor $10 and $12, 
and at the door for $15. 
The group exemplifies the "next 
generation in black consciousness 
rap." They are concerned with a mes- 
sage of heritage and unity, and see 
their music as a 'prop' to pass the 
word. Explains one member. Profes- 
sor X: "We know who we are and we 
are comfortable with our existence." 
(Strums Sffff* srtri umnnsur 
GREEN 
Green Sheet is published by the 
Bowling Green State University 
Office of Student Pubications for 
students, faculty and staff 
The next issue of Green Sheet 
will be published March 15. It will 
cover events occuring March 15 
through April 7. The deadline to 
submit information for that issue is 
noon Wednesday, March 13. 
All events must be submitted in 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 
210 West Hall There is no 
charge to have an item listed. 
Editor: Melissa Henry 
Calendar. Tom Rodda 
Production: Lisa CIMIntkl 
« J1.' i ».■ i i i II»i.■ 
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Jazzman! 
by Wendy M. King 
staff writer 
A true giant of Jazz will tickle 
the Ivories tomorrow night as 
part of the Jazz at BG program. 
Jazz pianist Tommy Flanagan, 
the giant In question, will per- 
form at Kobacker Hall In the 
Moore Musical Arts Building at 8 
p.m. He will be performing with 
bassist Jeff Halsey, Professor of 
Jazz Studies at the University, 
and drummer Randy Glllesple. 
The Detroit-born musician 
gained national acclaim by work- 
ing with musicians such as Ella 
Fitzgerald, who called him "a 
genius." He has also recorded 
with Coleman Hawkins. Sonny 
Rollins and John Coltrane. 
Flanagan's many accolades In- 
clude four Grammy nominations 
— Best Jazz Performance Group 
(1977, 1982) and Best Jazz Per- 
formance Soloist (1982. 1984). 
He was also voted 1990 s No. 1 
Jazz Pianist In Down Beat's an- 
nual reader's poll. His recent 
album. Jazz Poetvias among the 
Ten Best Jazz Records of 1990, 
according to Billboard The Jazz 
Times listed Flanagan as number 
one Jazz pianist by both their 
Critic's Poll and Reader's Poll for 
1990. 
Flanagan's musical style has 
been described as lyrical, tough, 
tender, melodic. Bebop, and 
swinging. People Weekly called 
him the epitome of "grace and 
elegance." 
Admission to the concert Is S3, 
$5, or $7 (by seating) for stu- 
dents and S5. $7, or $9 for non- 
students. 
To Be Naive At twelve, The television to forget the fears 
gave me two wars for my sup- that cause mistrust and mur- 
der. 
Somebody shot them 
as a child, that Is what I knew. 
I have gained much knowledge 
since then, 
the time for me has come. 
The voices of hate still growl 
twenty-three years 
after bullets silenced 
the speakers of peace for my 
generation 
per. 
One In Viet Nam. another In 
the streets 
of large scary cities 
In my own, torn country. 
We wore flowers and sang 
Bobby and Martin were my 
first heroes 
naive songs 
asking for wonderful abstrac- 
tions, 
such as love and peace and Jus- 
to be naive again, 
to forget their murder, 
and remember the dream In- 
stead. 
after deifying a Green Bay 
quarterback 
and a rlghtflelder from Detroit 
tice. 
Bobby and Martin begged us to 
be naive, 
to live the dream. 
 PJ Whitman 
PJ Whitman Is a senior Creative 
Writing major from Liberty 
Center, Ohio 
RUSSIAN ROUNDUP 
Soviet composers bring classical sound to University 
by David Smith 
contributing writer 
There's nothing like a touch of 
Glasnost to break up those those 
Monday night blues. 
University students will have a 
chance to do this when two So- 
viet composers perform March 4 
at 8 p.m. In Bryan Recital Hall. 
The composers, Serge Pavlenko 
and Tatlana Segeyeva, will attend 
the concert as their music Is per- 
formed by University students 
and faculty. Sergeyeva herself 
will also perform a piece. 
Performances will be given by 
two students — Susan Cook, 
saxophone, and Andrew Bertonl, 
piano. Faculty members perform- 
ing Include Judith Bentley, flute 
and Marilyn Shrude, piano. 
The Bowling Green String 
Quartet will perform as well. The 
quartet Includes Paul Makara and 
Vaslle Beluska, violins, Korey 
Konkol, viola and Alan Smith, 
ceUo. 
Shrude, one of the Instrumen- 
tal figures In arranging the con- 
cert, has met Pavlenko In her 
travels to the Soviet Union and 
believes there Is a definite need 













Regular Season Finale 
on WBGU - 88.1 FM 
G 
Jose Garcia & Dave Strukel have the Women's game at 12:15. 
Mike Baker & Jeff Gibbons bring you the Men's action at 2:30 
Live Pregame and Poslgame shows from Quarter's Cafe 
CLA-ZEL THEATRE 
BOWLING OKI LN • j».iy,i 
Nightly at: 7:15,9:15 
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Bowling Green, Ohio - Across from IKiSI Stadium 
Friday. Match 1, 1991 
■ i mm MlisMhrope. page6. 
played by Mark Stringer. This re- 
lationship develop! In the second 
act. when the couple profess 
their feelings for each other and 
state they do not want anyone 
else. 
This honesty Is tested when 
CJaaaanalrc's circle of men fall 
around her and Alceste attempts 
to gain Ellante's hand — unsuc- 
cessfully. 
Another plot within the play Is 
the conflict between Alceste and 
Oronte, played by Steve Crone. 
Originally, the two argue over 
Alcesue's frankness regarding a 
sonnent Oronte wrote, but there 
Is uneasiness between the two 
because of their dual feelings for 
Cellmene. 
However, the truth eventually 
comes out concerning Cellmene's 
actions with the help of her 
"friend" Arslnor. a well de- 
veloped character played by 
Deana Thomas. The confronta- 
tions between the two resemble a 
modern day friendship of two 
women who are Jealous of each 
other and cut one other down to 
make themselves look better. 
Arslnor also Is compelled to In- 
form Alceste of Cellmene's decep- 
tive manner and then turns to 
make an attempt to win Alceste. 
These two women effectively use 
Mollere's verse style dialogue In 
their scenes where they bicker. 
This verse dialogue, which Is 
In rhyme, Is handled well by all 
of the actors, but Stringer effect- 
ively uses this style with particu- 
lar voice Inflection, stress on var- 
ious words and a varied speech 
rate. 






March 2, 1991 
(A Salute To BG's Christian Group) 
XH'\<'
X 
Michael W Sniilh 
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(9 -1 a.m.) Harshman Basement 
THIS WEEKEND ONLY!! 
Friday. March I and Saturday. March 2 
>mWh»»| PBS 
"SENSUAL" 




8:00pm. 10:00pm. and Midnight 
•••210 MSC*"     nrrsxSj 
$1.50 Admission      SOt/iy 
fast-paced love story containing 
all of the elements found In re- 
lationships today and the charac- 
ters can be compared to every- 
day people. 
■ From Psycho, page 5. 
novel will give American society 
a better look at where Its literary 
future Is heading, as well as pro- 
viding more Insight as to where It 
has been. Only then will society 
be able to decide for Itself where 
It wants to go. 
WBGUTOPTEN 
Week ending March 1. 
1. Goo Goo Dolls - Hold Me 
Up 
2. Bufalo Tom - Birdbrain 
3. Daniel Ash - Coming 
Down 
4. Jesus Jones - Doubt 
5. Various Artists - Clearing 
The Air 
6. Various Artists - Rtitles 
High way Revisited 
7. Various Artists - Red, 
Hot, & Blue 
8. Meat Beat Manifesto - 99 
PerCent 
9. KMFDM - Naive 
10. Dutch Crumbs - Bootleg 
Bitter 
■ From Composer-*, page 7. 
for this concert and others like It. 
"It's Important for us to spon- 
sor visits by guests from other 
countries," Shrude commented. 
"It has been difficult to plan (the 
concert), but well worth the 
effort." 
Suzanne Thlery has also been 
prominent In arranging this 
event. Despite the difficulties and 
the seemingly constant uncer- 
tainty of putting it all together she 
still feels optimistic 
"It's exciting to get them here 
and have their music heard," ac- 
cording to Thlery. "It's a great 
opportunity for the University 
and the composers." 
Shrude believes cultures 
should communicate on a musi- 
cal level In order to draw them 
closer together. 
"I've travelled a lot and I really 
believe In music as the universal 
language." Shrude said, "...In 
light of the way the world Is now 
It's more Important than ever to 
communicate...music Is the lan- 






Ella Fitzgerald's accompanist 
for over a decade and voted 
Top Jazz Pianist by the Jazz 
Times Critics Poll and Readers 
Poll in 1990! 
Saturday, March 2 
8:00 p.m. 
KOBACKER HALL, Moore Center 
Tickets: adults $5, $7 and $9; $2 students discount 
Call 372-8171 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
EDDIE SHAW & THE WOLFGANG 
Wednesday - Saturday 
Feb 27 - March 2 
18-20 Welcome 
S2.00 cover after 9:30 
21 and Over 
$1 00 cover after 9:30 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m. 
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day* 
ihSlDERi 
■ From Dr.Dave, page 4. 
Here are the answers to the "one- 
hit wonders" quiz: 
1. Bobby McFerrln 2. The 
Grateful Dead 3. The Fabulous 
Thunderblrds 4. Frankle Goes To 
Hollywood 5. 'til Tuesday 6. Tlm- 
buk 3 7. Musical Youth 8. "Far 
From Over" 9. Charlene 10. 
"New World Man" 
To enter, send your name, ad- 
dress, phone number, and all- 
time favorite movie to "Dr. 
Dave's Music Quiz," c/o 214 
West Hall. B.G.. OH. 43403. or 
drop It In the wooden box In 210 
West Hall. We must receive your 
entry by 8 a.m.. Wed., March 6, 
1991. Only one winner per 
household, per semester. The 
winner and the answers will be 
revealed right here next Friday. 
You knew I would have to do a 
salute to this year's Grammys 
quiz. Well, here It Is: 
Freshman level-One point 
each. 
1. The Best Female Rock Vocal 
Performance Grammy winner 
was the lady who sang the Num- 
ber One hit, "Black Velvet." Who 
Is she? 
2. The Best Pop Male Vocal 
Performance Grammy went to 
the singer whose last Top 10 hit 
was "You Got It." Who was he? 
Sophomore level-Two points 
each. 
3. The Best New Artist and 
Best Pop Female Vocal Perform- 
ance Grammys both went to Mar- 
ian Carey. Name any 2 of her 3 
Top 5 hits. 
4. The Best Song Grammy went 
to what recent Top 10 Bette Mid- 
ler hit? 
Junior level-Three points each. 
5. The Best RSB Female Vocal 
Performance Grammy went to 
the lady whose first Top 10 hit 
was 1986s "Sweet Love." Who Is 
she? 
6. The Best Rock Vocal Per- 
formance by a Duo or Group 
Grammy went to the band who 
hit the Top 10 in 1988 with 
"Angel." Who are they? 
Senior level-Four points each. 
7. The Best R & B Vocal Per- 
formance Grammy went to what 
singer of the Top 10 hit, "Here 
And Now"? 
8. The Best Rock Male Vocal 
Performance Grammy went to 
the man whose last Top 40 hit 
was 1985s "Forever Man." Who 
Is he? 
Graduate level-Five points 
each. 
9. The Best Hard Rock Per- 
formance Grammy went to Living 
Colour. Name their 2 Top 40 hits 
10. The Grammys for best 
album, producer, and engineer- 
ing all went to Qulncy Jones' 
"Back on the Block." Name either 
of the 2 Top 40 hits from this 
album. 
The winner this week receives 
a FREE promotional cassette from 
Finders Records and Tapes at 
128 N. Main. B.G. Send In YOUR 
entry NOW. 
ihSlDERi 
Friday. Match I, 1991 
Television Listings 
From Mar. 1st 
Thru Mar 7th 
DAYTIME MORNING 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
O 
O 
Cleveland Business News This Morning Sally Jessy Raphael Joker's Wild Ctiailenge'S Price 
Sign-Oil Con d Wo- With Yan Mr Oressup Sesame Si 
ID Home Shopping Spree CBS News Newsg This Morning People Ct Trump Card B DeAngeks Family Feud Price 
CD Sign-ON Ag-Day News NBC News Todayg Salty Jessy Raphael Wh Fortune Concentr TeHTrutti 
SignOfl Cont'd ABC News Good Mornm Amencag Live - Reg.s * Kath* Lee Joan Rivers Home 
© Sign-Oft Cont'd Business Homestretch Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
6D 
 
Sign-Ofl Cont'd Homestretch Contact Sesame Street:; Instructional Programming 
© Sign-On Cont'd Gl Joe Nmia Turtles Melodies Woody Muppets Robert Tilton 700 Club Varied 
0D Father News Corporate Video Power Gl Joe DuckTales Gummi B Menace Happy Days Laverne Bewitched Webster Spoons 
ESPN Basketball Getting Fit SportsCtr Nation s Business Today SportsCtr Varied Programs Getting Fil 
TMC Movie Movie                                                          Movie Movie 
DAYTIME AFTERNOON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
Q Price News Young and the Restless Bok). Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light GerakJo Donahue 
O Sesame St Midday Country Practice Coronation laKe me High Road Never Twain Dolt Danger Bay Video Hits lalkabout 
CD Price Newsg Young and the Restless Bold. Bea As the Work) Turns Guiding Light Oprah Winlrey g Golden Girls Cosby Show 
a TnalWatch Nam Closer Look Days ol Our Lives g Another World Santa Barbara Gro Pains ALFg Donahue 
83 Home Match Game Loving g All My Children One Lile lo Live General Hospilal GeraWo Hard Copy News 
CD Instructional Varied Instructional Programming Varied Reading Sesame Street g Mr Rogers varied 
80 Instructional Instructional 1 rogramming Movie Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Sq 1 TV 
CD New Beaver Jeannie Odd Couple Hardcaslle and McCormick Laved* Flmtstones Peter Pan DuckTales Chip-Date Tiny Toon Highway to Heaven 
CO Jeflersons g Hmooner 1 Love Lucy Andy Griffith B Hillbillies Facts ot Lite Chipmunks Peter Pan Chip-Dale Tale Spin Tiny Toon Gro Pains Head Clss 
Esm Training In Motion Bodystiape Jake Varied Programs Final Four Varied Programs College Baskt tball 
IMC Movie Movie Movie Movie 
Worth 
Tin' he»i in 
e n tc r t a i n m c n t 
and inlortii.itInn 
is on your puMu 
station, Channel 
27. Cluck the 





hair becomes art 
135 1/2 e. court 
353-WAVE 
104 S. Main St. 353-0988 
PINK FLOYD REVUE 
Performing This Fri & Sal Night 
GRIZWALDS 
(Blues Band) 
Wed. March 6th 
Friday. March 1, 1991 
1 i^*^aTll ■LW* —.-*^ 
FRIDAY EVENING MARCH 1,1991 
6:00 (i::i(l 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Cleveland Guns of Paradise Dallas Sons and Daughters News Newharl Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Canada Winter Games Urban Angel Tommy Hunter Journal CBC News Good Rockm Tonite Bartaiosa 
o News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy' Guns of Paradise Dallas Sons and Daughters News America-Nite UNSUB 
IB News NBC News Ent Tonight Cheers Story Behind the Story Dark Shadows Midnight Caller News Tonight Show Letterman 
ffl Personalities ABC News Cur Atlair Family Feud Full House Family Strangers Go Places 20/20 Aisemo Hall Nightime Party 
m Rod-Reel Business MacNeil/lehrer Newshour Wash Week Wall Si Doctor Who Umv Forum Mystery' 
GD MacNeH/Lehrer Newshour Business McLaughlin Wash week Wall St Fulgham s After Dinner Tales-Ohio Served Frontline 
© Boss' Charles Night Court Mama America's Most Wanted Against the Law Star Trek. Next Gener Star Trek DMpetate Voyage 
a) Boss' Family Tes Boss'' NHL Hockey New Jersey Devils at Detroit Red Wings NP.VS M-A'S'H M-A-S-H Hunter 
ESPN Senior PGA Golf SponsCtr Ski Wold Skiing Frees SpeedWeek Boxing: Doug DeWitt vs. Tyrone Frazier SportsCtr Bass & Golf Tournament 
IMC Working Girl   Cont'd Movie   Chances Are Movie   Who Framed Rogei Rabbit Mov*   Revenge 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON       MARCH 2,1991 
11:00 11:30 12:00 1   12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
o Bill « Ted Pee-wee Medal ol Honor College Basketball Notre Dame at Louisville Olympic Wmtertest PGA Goll Doral Ryder Open 
o Sesame Street Canada Winter Games Sportsweekend Sportsweekend 
ID BUS red Pee-wee Dink Fisherman One More Day College Basketball: Kent at Toledo PGA Goll Doral Ryder Open 
ID Saved Ben Guys Sat Videos Inside Sin" College Basketball Indiana at Wisconsin College Basketball Illinois at Northwestern LPGA Goll Kemper Open 
ffl Bugs Bunny 1 Tweety Little Rosey Weekend Take 30 Tram-Dog Daily Mixer IBA PBA Bowling: Fair Lanes Open Wide Work) ol Sports 
0D 
Gourmet Microwave Cooking Frugal Gourmet Old House Workshop Hometime Oriental Rugs Austin City Limits Bradshaw on Homecoming 
Vets Only Frefl Trosl MotorWeek Rod-Reel     | Old House Garden Workshop Hometime Gourmet Cooking Ciao Italia W Alexander 
© WWF Superstars Movie:   Arrrvederci. Baoy Movie   Long Gone Out ol Work) Secret ID Harry-Hen* Dummy 
SD Charles New Lassie Movie   Halloween II * Movie: * Tank Star Search Lilestyles-Rich 
ESPN Outdoors SponsCtr College Basketball Big South Championship College Basketbai Patriot League Championship College Basketball Southland Champ Sr Golf 
IMC Movie   Catch Me it You Can  Cont'd Mi <!>•    Hot Pursuit                                                          JMovie    The Advenlures ol Baion Munchausen Movie   DeepStar S>> 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News Big Chuck Emergency Uncle Buck Lenny Movie: "Renegades News Movie: "Grayeagle 
o Saturday Report Superthon 91 NHL Hockey New York Rangers at Toronto Maple Leals Superthon 91 Dead Man 
ID News CBS MM Wh Fortune Cash Exp Uncie Buck Lenny Movie:  Renegades News Star Search RockRoH 
ID News NBC No*s Entertainment Tonight Amen Down Home Golden Girls Fmply Nesl Carol i Co Dear John N(M Saturday Night Live 
© Fishing ABC News Current Affair Extra Young Riders Movie:   Peter Gunn Arsenio Halt American Gladiators 
© New Explorers Lawrence Welk Show Johnny Mathis -- Chances Are Graceland The Alrican Concert Austin City Limits 
© Championship Skating Lawrence Welk Show Jukebox Saturday Night II Movie.  Show Boat 
© Boss' Charles Night Court Mama video Video Cops Cons Star Trek Comic Strip Late Night Godzilla on Monster Island 
© Hunter Star Trek Next Gener Video Video Cops Cops News Chance Comic Strip Late Night Movie:  A Little Sex 
TMC 
Senior PGA GoM 
DeepStar Six  Contd 
SportsCtr 
Movie:  The 
College Bask 
Big Picture 
sttaO MEAC Championship 
1 Movie   Pred 
College Basketball Northeast Cool. Ch 
>tor Movie:  Seer 
SportsCtr 




353-3281 143 W. Wooster 
Is Offering 
Guys Haircuts For 
Only $6.00 Every 
Wednesday In March 
THE TANNING CENTER 
Don't Forget Pre-tanning 
For Spring Break At 
• 1 43 W. Wooster 
• 248 N. Main 
• 993 S. Main 
DO YOU WANT TO BE AN ENVIRONMENTAL 
SHOPPER? 
If you do, we are the business for you! 
^flRIJ) Op 
'We I x II ■»; th«» store to you' 
IGW. ORGANIC. NON-AMMAl TESTED PRODUCTS 
RARE OltS BEADS. NSCENCE. ETC 
STRING BAGS. CAN CRUSHERS ETC. 
CRATEEUl DEAD MERCHANDISE 
RECYCLING COMAKERS. WOOD ClOTH RACKS. ETC. 
MUCH. MUCH MORE 
Gsinm hi IIM tow stas TOM of tfw penorai odm 
call for info: 352 3081 
THE 
COPY SHOP 
117 East Court St. B.C. 352-4068 
more than just copies ! 
Get the BEST PRICE — Call Us 
Copying • Printing • Typesetting 
Screen Printing • Word Processing 
Trophies • Plaques • Certificates 
Friday. Match 1, 1991       II 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON        MARCH3,1991 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
Q Wan S! Jrnl SportsOr College Basketball Georgetown at Syracuse College Basketball Duke at North Carolina PGA Got Dorai Ryder Open 
O Superthon 91 Cont'd Superthon 91 Superthon 91 Continues 
CD Coaches JayEck College Basketball Georgetown at Syracuse College Basketball Duke at North Carolina PGA Goll Doral Ryder Open 
19 Shut-ins Mass Fishing NBA Show NBA Basketball Portland Trail Blazers at Boston Celtics NBA Basketball Houston Rockets at Los Angeles Lakers 
m SoWlex David Brinkley Close-Up Business Horn* Again College Basketball Micho.an Slate ai Ohio Stale College Basketball Regional Coverage 
© Tony Brown Market Adam Smith Wall St Movie   lantern Hia"' One on One McLaughkn Civil War 
© Degrassi Newtons One on One Adam Smith Cerreres, Datango. Pavarotti m Concert Movie    Maytime 
o Telecast Sunglasses Movie   The Acorn People Movie:  The Day the Women Got Even Charles Dracula Super Boy S„po( Force 
© American Gladiators Star Trek Nent Gener NBA Basketball Portland Trail Blazers at Boston Celtics NBA BasHetba* Houston Rockets at Los Angeles Lakers 
ESPN Reporters SportsCenter Fishing Auto Racing: IMSA Camel GT - Grand Pru ot Palm Beach Bass & Race Tournament Horse Racing. La Derby Sr Got! 
THC Movie   Listen to Me Movie   Deceptions Movie   Rocky                                                        [Movie   Revenge 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00  I   12:30 
o News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Movie   Lies Before Kisses News Sake! Ar servo Hall 
o Bonanza Juno Awards World Alive Venture CBC News Canada Winter Games 
a News CBS News 60 Minutes Mulder. She Wrole Movie   Lies Belore Kisses News Movie   Lovesick 
ID News NBC News Sunday Best Expose Real Lite Movie: "The Summer My Father Grew Up News Roggms Byron AJen 
m ABC News Emergency Lite Goes On Videos Funniest Movie    RoboCop Editors Robbms Doctor ts In 
© Civil War Invasion Geographic Nature Masterpiece Theatre Graceland The African Concert 
6D Bradshaw on Homecoming Great Moments From Austk t City Limits Lionel Hampton Masterpiece Theatre Ripping Y 
O Star Trek: Next Gener. True Colors Paiker L In Color Get able Married GoodGnel Come Strip Late Night Marketing Marketing Fn the 13th Series 
© Head Clss Family Ties True Colors Parker L In Color Get a Lite Married GoodGnel News Sports Xtra Comic Sinp Live Kenneth Copetand 
ESPN Senior PGA Got! Sponsor College Bask Mball: Southern Cool Cham 3 College Basketball American South Championship SportsCenter Bowling 
TMC Movie   Revenge  Cont'd Movie: "Roxanne" Movie   Deceptions' Movie   Communion 
MONDAY EVENING           MARCH 4,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Cleveland Shade Major Dad Murphy B Design W mou News Newhart Arsenio Hal 
o CBC News Canada Ma. Click Land & Sea Nonhwood Down to Earth Journal CBC News SCTV Persuaders 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy1 Snade Maor Dad Murphy B Design W WIOU News Amenca-Nite Stingray 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Cheers Fresh Pnnce Blossom Movie:  Hen Hath No Fury" News Tonight Show Letnrman 
m Personalities ABC News Cur Affair Family Feud MacGyver Movie: "Eartti Angel Arsenio Hall Nightline Party 
© Write Business MacNeil/lehrer Newshour Travels Travels Remembering Marilyn EastEnders Civil War 
SD MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Wild Am 01 Moose and Men Jimmy Buffett: Live By the Bay Served Mysteryi 
© Boss? Charles Night Court Mama Movie:   Earth Girls Are Easy'' Star Trek Next Gener Star Trek A Gun in the House 
© Boss' Family Ties Boss' Family Ties Movie   Earth Girts Are Easy'' News M'A'S'H M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPN Sports Up Close Sponsor College Basketball: Metro Atlantic Championship College Basketball Sun Belt Champ Sponsor College Basketball 





$4 a Dozen 
Cash - n - Carry 
TELEPHONE: (419) 353-1045 428 E  Woosler St 
STORE FRONT ON WOOSTER 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
Friday. March I, 1991 
'   .^^ 
TUESDAY EVENING          MARCH 5,1991 
6:00 6:.i0 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 a News CBS News Cleveland Rescue 911 Movie   Red Heat News Newhart ArsenioHall 
o CUC News Raccoons Allo. AlkV 5th estale Market PI Man Alive Journal CBC News SCTV Rising Damp 
ID News ' II', ■.,-,.: Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Rescue 911 Movie:  Red Heat News Amenca-Nite Stingray 
ID NP.VS NBC News Ent  Tonight Cheers Matlock In the Heat ol the Night i aw 8 Order News Tonight Show Letterman 
ffl Personalities ABC News Cur Affair Family Feud Boss' Davis Rules Roseanne Coach thirty something Arsemo Hen Nightline Party 
ffl Oceanus Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Nova James Taylor in Concert EastEnders Travels 
© MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business MO Mi Nova Movie:  Lantern HiH Masterpiece Theatre 
€0 BOSS? Charles Night Court Mama Movie   Smokey and the Bandit 3 Star Trek Next Gener Star Trek Movie: "Forbidden 
Q9 Boss' Family Ties Boss' Family Ties Hunter Billy Graham Crusade News M'A'S'H M#A-S#H Hunter 
ESPN College Basketball SportsCtr College Basketball Mid Continent Champ. College Basketball: Missouri Valley Conf. Champ SportsCtr SnoWonder Snowmobl 
me Movie   Trie Goodbye Girl Movie   Dead Poets Society Movie- "Gross Anatomy" Gardens 
WEDNESDAY EVENING          MARCH 6,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
a News CBS News Cleveland Billy Graham Crusade Jake and the Fatman WIOU News Newhart Arsemo Haa 
o CBC News Bcombers Stories Night Heat Nature ol Things Journal CBC News SCTV My Girl My Girl 
ID News CBS News Wh   Forlune Jeopardy1 48 Hours Jake and the Fatman wiou News America-Nite Stingray 
ID 
a 
News NBC News Enl   lomghl Cheers Unsolved Mysteries Night Court Semleld Ouantum Leap News Tonight Show Letterman 
Personalities ABC News Cur  Attar Family Feud Wonder Y Gro  Pains DoogieH Anything Equal Justice Arsemo Hall Nightline Party 
® Write Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Going Home to Gospel Breathe on Me. Breath of God Innovation Travels 
£0 MacNeil/Lebrer Newshour Business Wild Am Movie   Amazing Grace With Bill Moyers Going Home to Gospel Mark Russell Comedy 
© Boss' Charles Night Court NBA Basketball New York Krncks at Detioii Pistons Star Trek Next Gener. Star Trek Movie   Dreamscape 
BD Boss' Family Ties Boss' NBA Basketball New York Knicks at Detroit Pistons News M'A^S'H M-A-S'H Hunter 
ESPN College Basketball SportsCtr College Basketball MEAC Ch at Southland Ch College Basketball: Big South Ch at SWAC Ch SportsCtr Cortege Volleyball 
TMC Movie   Ronanne                                                     |MOV*   Look Who s Talking                                      [Movie    Music Box Movie: "Revenge 
THURSDAY EVKNIM;         MARCH 7,1991 
6:00 6:150 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News Cleveland Top Cops Flash Knots Landing News Newhart Aisenio Hall 
o CBC News On Road Ffizi Adrienne Clarkson CODCO Kids in the Hall Journal CBC News SCIV My Girl He Scores 
ID News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy' Top Cops Flash Knols Landing News Amenca-Nite Stingray 
CD News NBC News Enl   roraghl Cheers Cosby Show Dit Work) Cheers Wings LA Law News Tonight Show Letterman 
W Personalities ABC News Cur Affair Family Feud Father Dowlmg Mysteries Gabriel s Fire Pnmetime Live Arsenio Hall Nightline Party 
m Oceanus Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Gardens of the Work) Mystery' Travels 
© MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business ,Vi d Am Thurs Nile Old House Amish Riddle Bradshaw on Homecoming nterests 
60 Bowl Charter, Night Court Mama Simpsons Yearbook Beverly Hills. 90210 Star Trek Next Gener Star Trek Heart Like a Wheel' 
© Boss' Family Ties Boss' Family Ties Simpsons Yearbook Beverly Hills. 90210 News M'A'S'H M-A-S'H Hunter 
ESPN College Basketball SportsCtr College Baskelball Ohio Valley Champ College Basketball: Atlantic 10 Champ SportsCtr. College Basketball 




NWt>n.c H-ulji*r ttnt»hi(.n Spiit/ M 4 wprtb 
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hji' i—l |m*« 1 jfttimt hrM «yii«(, dinufjr 
Slop bv Mdjy -nd *hpn vou puf(h**r * lull v/rd 
I in.Jii"). Sp.it/ nifj II rrxtivrj 4o/  Sfifit/M 
8 
1 SpPCUl V*!!*1 
A 
CUT HAIR STUDIO 
A30YL 
w\» 
$2.00 ofl a Haircut 
$5.00 Ofl a Perm 9V 
141 W. Wooster St. 
t^Isi *»"""• "oetf'es/ • 
Imports Inde Labels 
/     "     Kt-tonls   I.I'|H-S      *     \ 
Posters    I-     ,    \      .,-. rl Local Music 
I— (  lMll|>.Kf   I)lS« S 2| 
<5s 
PostcardsV-     ^      L>     fj 
Uideos    ^ r :::iv#v 
T-shirts 
Stickers 
/ $1.00 ott \ 
w/ this AD 
$6.00 or more. No limit:' 
Expires 3/7/91 
Sale, special order, consignment, or rrades excluded 
SELL 
YOURSELF 
with a resume 
from 
UniGroohics 
211 West Hall 
372-7418 
CHECK OUR PRICES! 
